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Brain Cell: Artist's Statement
by Ryosuke Cohen
Ryosuke Cohen began professional work as an artist in the 1970' s. Among
Cohen's early works was a human figure inter-acting with LED's or Light Emitting
Diodes to create an interplay of light and shadow. Cohen also participated in guerilla art
activity, for example, by creating a parody of a sculpture and placing without next to
another sculpture which had been criticized for being demeaning against worn.en (1979).
Ryosuke Cohen also did a guerilla performance which involved hanging the enemy's flag
on the stone wall of Osaka Castle in Cohen's own home town. In 1980, after studying
with Byron Black who taught Video Art in a Japan, Cohen was introduced to Mail art.
Impressed by this free form expression, Cohen pursued mail-art and soon organized major
shows.for example, at the Tokyo Metropolitan Museum (1984), the Osaka Contemporary
Art Centre (1984), and the Kyoto City Museum (1985). Since then Ryosuke Cohen has
arranged for shows in many other galleries throughout Japan. A sample of one of
Cohen's mail-art collages graces the cover of this issue of Rampike magazine. The collage
consists of rubber-stamp art sent to Cohen from around the world. The cultural exchange
of mail-art establishes a network of inter-action that is world-wide. In the following
artist's statement, Ryosuke Cohen discusses Mail Art activities which Cohen has dubbed
"Brain Cell." Mail art offers alternatives to more conventionalized forms of cultural
expression. Matters of authorship, copyright, ownership, and profit are abandoned in
favour of non-profit collaboration, mutual benefit and exchange. The most successful and
valued mail artists are those who selflessly manage to share the most with others. Ryosuke
Cohen's contribution to world mail-art has been exemplary. Cohen is recognized on every
continent, and has been a powerful catalyst to a synthesis of world mail-art energy.
Beyond the one-on-one communications possible with the exchange of letters,
Mail-Art initiates an exponential expansion of artists into a ever-growing network. Mail
art is not only passed on from artist to artist on a one-on-one basis, but often artists will
invite group collaborations, or will "publish" other artists' mail-art expressions and then
distribute them to whomever they have contact with in their network. Beyond the
exponential view, one can think of each sub-network as a kind of "cell" and eventually,
the cells and networks inter-connect in ever-expanding patterns, not unlike the neural cells
of the human brain. This is a global art phenomenon. Except unlike the human brain
which eventually entropies and dies, with the mail-art network, whenever a cell dies,
others come to take its place. It is an expanding network that continues to grow. I have
named this Mail-Art phenomenon "Brain Cell" activity, because the structure of the
method and the idea behind it, is analogous to neural brain-cell activity. When I began,
I made a broad public appeal to participate in these Mail Art projects. I have been able
to publish over 280 issues mail art collaborations from around the world. These
"anthologies" of works are then sent back to the contributors. Issue No. 1 came out in
June of 1985. Since then over 3500 artists have begun to participate in this network and
have participated in the "Brain-Cell" journal. Artists from over 70 countries are regular
participants. Among these are children, and mature artists. Many of those who began with
"Brain Cell" in its early days are now deceased including artists such as Cavellini (Italy),
Achim Weigelt (Germany), Michael Scott (England), Rudolph (USA), A.M.Fine (USA).
Other artists who are still active, including Dr. Klaus Groh (Germany), Giovanni Strada
(Italy), Shmuel (USA), and H. Mittendorf (Germany), have participated in over one
hundred collaborations with Brain Cell. We hope that Brain Cell will continue to grow
and expand and that an ever broader range of contributors will participate.
During the Renaissance, perspective fundamental to the visual arts, as did the
emerging influence of Church and State. In the 17th and 18th centuries, the Baroque and
Rococo periods, painterly expression, particularly portraiture of royalty, came to the fore.
By the 19th century, there was an expansion of aesthetic approaches, each school of art
arguing for itself. Now, in the 20th century, art has become an oligopoly, with elite
artistic expression directly engaged to corporate finance. A controlling elite acts as both
financial brokerage aesthetic authority controlling and capitalizing on the distribution of
selected art and artists. A very broad artistic atelier is subject to the influence of this art
market. On the other hand, the expansion of inexpensive photo-reproduction and related
electronic media such as photo, collage, drawing, computer graphics, catalogues and so
on re-produced through postcards, or photo-copying methods, have entered into the arena,
and are now active, free-agents in the world mail art exchange. We have received untold
communications from individuals we have never met, living in environments we have
never experienced. But we inter-act with them, and through the use of stickers or rubber
stamps, publish inter-active communiques. Mail Art has generated many sub-branches of
artistic expression including Tourism, Noism, Art-Strike, Congress 92 and Netland among
many others. It is a vital and energetic world exchange that constantly re-news and revitalizes itself. It is an exchange that refuses to confine itself to old institutions and
methodologies. Often mail-art alters the context of materials submitted through its
inclusion with group presentations. A broach spectrum of ideas is conjoined in each mailart collaboration. Through mail-art inter-changes we have moved beyond the ages of
individual geniuses such as Da Vinci, Picasso, or Duchamp. Instead, we inter-act and
through that inter-action we sometimes arrive at group presentations that go far beyond
individual imagination producing unexpectedly fine results. Mail Art offers alternate forms
of expression and indicates new directions for late 20th century artistic expression that is
based on a global consciousness.
We have not yet arrived at world peace, and are still faced with racism, nuclear
threat, civil war, and struggle between nations. Mail Art points to alternate modes of being
that begin with a desire for mutual understanding and cooperation suggesting that one
avenue to world harmony lies through artistic expression, cultural exchange and
collaboration. -- Ryosuke Cohen (Osaka).
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EDITORIAL
This issue of Rampike celebrates a wide variety of perspectives from around the world.
The issue begins with documentation of the world-wide mail-art movement with
statements by Ryosuke Cohen & Geza Pemeczky. In this issue we pay tribute to our longtime correspondent, mail-artist, graphic artist, and friend, Guillermo Deisler (1940-1995).
A mail-art project involving 58 participants from 18 countries took part in a collaborative
homage to this great maestro. This issue also offers other varieties of investigation into
artistic form, including Shaped Poetry, Lettrism, Fluxus, Sound Poetry, post-structural
fiction and poetry, graphic arts, as a gesture to the idea that there need not be a single or
dominant aesthetic for meaningful cultural statements or exchanges. In this issue, such is
the statement made by eminent French writer Philippe Sollers whose anti-novel "H"
eloquently demonstrates an alternate mode to the fictional text. The arts, within a shifting
global balance offer the alternative of cultural collaboration rather than cultural domination
of one group over another. Upon encountering regional, national or global multiculturalism, it becomes apparent that all cultural groups must speak in their own voices
in order to be heard and understood, in order to "name" them/our-selves, and in order to
avoid being arbitrarily "named" by others who lack awareness (n.b., Pocahontas and the
Disneyfication of culture provide one of many cases in point which bring to mind a
metonymic 1> chain of signifiers 2> including "disinfection," "anaesthetic," "disaffection,"
and "corporate imaging"). Receptivity and expression are equally important in a mixed
cultural environment. The thetic 3> and the monological 4 > may be seductive but embrace
an obsolete ethos within a pluralistic, multi-cultural environment.
/
This issue features a number of North American First Nations writers whose
views also further the notions of global harmony and stewardship of the earth. But these
are also writers who display unique styles. As Thomas King so aptly demonstrates, one
can draw from an ancient oral tradition, and yet one can also enter into the structural
investigations of contemporary expression or what has been termed the "post-modern." In
this issue are artists and writers investigating form, from a wide range of cultural
backgrounds, including Canadian, French, German, Icelandic, Italian, Hungarian, Japanese,
Latvian, U.S., Yugoslavian, backgrounds, among others. One of structural innovations
present in this issue is the application of notation, foot-notes, post-scripts and anti-scripts.
These peripheral sub-texts establish an alterity to meaning, a secondary level of expression
that suggests multiple layers and complexities to statements. Through use of these
peripheral sub-texts, the thetic, the authoritative and the monological are displaced and
rendered provisional until the footnote engages the text in a dialogical 5> and unresolvable
discourse. These texts speak to themselves as well as to the reader.
In the past, Rampike has also featured artistic works from Africa, Australia, India
and South America, among other places. This issue serves as a complement to those
earlier issues. But, this issue of Rampike is also eclectic and non-representative. It does
not stand for any particular world view, nor does it try to offer a complete spectrum.
Instead, it presents a forum for a multiplicity of cultural voices and forms from a
provisional range of perspectives, as a gesture to a few of the many sources and styles of
contemporary artistic expression around the world today.
Currently, we are planning for a future issue of Ram pike dealing with electronic
culture in society. Expressions dealing with low-tech and high-tech electronic influences
on art and life, influences and applications of electricity, electronics, and computers for
artistic and/or anti-artistic expression, are appropriate. We are pleased to once again
consider unsolicited manuscripts (fiction, poetry, hyper-text, theoretical statements, etc.),
inter-media and/or multi-media expressions, artist's statements, documentations,
performances, audio-works, video-art, installations, photographs, and so on, in either
French or English are welcome. Submissions via e-mail or on disc (especially WPS.I or,
MS-DOS or MS-Word or MAC are encouraged -- please include print copy with all
submissions). Please see our masthead for further details. With tl}is issue of Rampike, we
wish you an eclectic reading experience!
~ .
// /

"'{i '( //

I/~

jirgens@thunderbird.auc.laurentian.ca
1) metonymic: all language "stands in" for thought or ideas. A m.etonym is a trope or
figure of speech that establishes a contiguity between two things (e.g.; the "bottle" for
alcoholic beverage, or "the pen is mightier than the sword" for the power of the press,
a phrase some believe more potent when uttered in conjunction with the "bottle").
2) chain of signifiers: particularly a m.etonymic chain, according to post-Freudian
theorist Jacques Lacan, points (unconsciously) to a "manque a etre," or a void at the
core of being. It indicates directly or indirectly, that which is missing and, thus,
gestures to the object(s) of desire (e.g., "beauty and truth," as Wordsworth put it).
3) the tic: a notion that is based on a thesis (often a single-minded idea that permits no
others. Even Hegel's notions of thesis, anti-thesis and synthesis were ultimately thetic).
4) monological: borrowed from Russian post-structuralist thinker Michel Bakhtin; the
term simply refers to a single-mindedness confined to a unitary and unflexible
perspective (n.b.; a variety of figures with similarly limited viewpoints leap to mind
here, including the archetypal figure of the village idiot, Adolf Hitler, Ghenghis Khan,
and perhaps some prominent members of the conservative party).
5) dialogical: again borrowed from Russian post-structuralist thinker Michel Bakhtin;
the term refers to multiple perspectives either from one person or several persons,
often without any closure or final resolution regarding the subject. Thus, any decisions
regarding the subject must be decided by an outside party (n.b.; in literature, this
extra party is often the reader). Cubism can be thought of as being dialogicalfrom a
single artists' point of view. Parliament can be seen as dialogical insofar as it consists
of many highly-paid individuals whose task, it appears, is to never agree on anything.
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Mail Art: An Essay
By Geza Perneczky
The following text is an excerpt from the translation of chapter 9 of the Geza
Perneczky' s book on contemporary literary innovation A HAIO. At this point, there are
no plans to publish the book in English. Rampike is pleased- to offer this unique
translation in the co-operative spirit of the world mail-art movement. We regret that
we cannot publish the entire essay in this issue of Rampike. The length of the
discussion is formidable. However, we will print the second instalment in a future
issue of Rampike. Geza Perneczky was born in 1936 in Keszthely. He has been living
in Cologne (Koln), since 1970. He is a broadly published art historian and
theoretician and is also an artist whose works have been exhibited in Budapest,
Germany, Poland, and the USA. Here he talks about the world-wide Mail-Art
phenomenon and offers a taxonomy of some of the major movements.
Excerpt from Chapter 9: The Dream About Eternal Communication
The threshold [in mail-art activity] that we have reached now enables us to
peek into the structure of the ideologies and "utopias" of those communications chains
which have evolved parallel with the emergence of the mail-art movement.
The most perfectionist of all these "utopias" is undeniably linked with the
name of Robert Filliou, who introduced the concept of the "Eternal Network" just to
demonstrate the eternal and indissoluble unity of life and art (1963). Filliou considered
this concept as one of the numerous characteristics of the Fluxus [movement],
notwithstanding that he was aware from the very beginning of the importance of
communication. According to Filliou, life and art can assume human forms only in the
act of communication. This, of course, involves the immediate appreciation of
communication. This theoretical posture transforms communication from a technique
of achieving contacts into the goal of maintaining these contacts.
Having adopted this concept, many mail artists bound themselves to a
communication chain which multiplies exponentially (at least in principle), and which
develops without detours or interruptions. Of course, this chain is endless in retrospect
as well. Similar to Filliou's view of the unity of art and life, such a network is also
believed to have accompanied humankind for at least a million years now. It goes
without saying that this communication chain is absolute, eternal and endless.
A totally different communication system was envisioned by Vittore Baroni
under the title "Real Correspondence". Baroni's concept appeared in a number of
publications, including the catalogue of the mail-art exhibition of the New York-based
Franklin Furnace in 1984. In his scheme, Baroni contrasted the artist-art-dealerconsumer chain (a one-way process), with the tactics of mail-art (by depicting a "mailart operator"). This operator appears as the centre of communication (i.e., on the basis
of reciprocity, each participant in the communication chain is at the same time the
sender and the addressee). This scheme leaves out the consideration of an outwardexpanding mode typical of the "Eternal Network." Instead, it presumes a social "cell"
or an assimilated system of cells within which the predominant factor is the "feedback"
effect [i.e., on-going exchange among participants, ed.]. Accordingly, the participants
in this system are preoccupied with maintaining mutual communication, and the
expansion of the "missionary" activity is only secondary for them.
Consequently, the "feedback" effect, which was considered a deficiency in the
exponentially expanding "Eternal Network" [i.e., because of potential overlaps, ed.],
was seen as an advantage in Baroni's "Real Correspondence". While the chain was not
expected to grow interminably in the latter scheme, its internal agitation, in tum, was
highly desirable since it enkindled a kind of social heat or human warmth.

*
Filliou's model could well be considered evolutionary, and as such I could
place it among the utopias of the avant-garde. Baroni's concept, on the other hand, is
rooted in a model of exclusive circulation, in which the participants are free to enter or
exit but which remains predominantly circular or pulsating in its eternal movement.
Baroni recognizes the possibility of expansion only to the extent that he incorporates
all the different forms of communication (i.e. the genres of the audio-visual and textual
~ommunicating) into the very same network (e.g., mixed-media products). This, in fact,
1s not growth or expansion, but instead, openness that is meant to ensure assimilation.
!his type of openness is typical of those trends of alternative art which tend to merge
mto one another by overlooking conventional limitations.
I would complement Baroni' s model by stating that the "cells" of the network
undeniably have the capacity to assimilate other cells. This may occur through the
simple transgression of the social boundaries (communication across urban, national or
social boundaries), but it may also suspend temporarily, the boundaries of the genres
(~.g., when the underground layers of the graphic and poetic, or the conceptual and
visual forms create a common network). However, this assimilation can never be full~l?wn. Once it begins to lose strength, the network is bound to fall apart at these very
JOIIlts.
In 1986, Baroni once again reverted to the issue of the communication models
in his work published in issue No. 55 of the Arte Postale under the title "Mail-Art
~dbook", where he depicted the members of the network as springs or spirals. His
rum was to highlight that passive-potential power which may be activated at any given
point in the network by the reciprocal actions (feedback). Consequently, he likened this
mass of spirals to a kind of (obviously spitjtual) global promiscuity. Baroni's approach
may well remind us of Gunther Ruch' s diagram in the publication Clinch which
--·
depicted the communication energy induced by mail-art.
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In the world of the network, the archive stands for a kind of collection which
occurs by itself at each and every link of the communication chain. Besides those
cases when the archives are set up in a sober and practical way, it may also happen
that the significance of the archive grows beyond the simple documentation of the
network contacts and becomes the goal of the entire network activity. Or, more
precisely, it becomes a peculiar case of meta-communication. In such cases, the
dialogue is conducted between the networker and his archives.
Is it conceivable that someone can ever reach such an extremely abstract stage
in life? After all, the craze for collecting is not enough of a boost here. Just take the
zealous collectors: they may be ardent players or impassioned communicators as well.
The perfect archive-maker indulges in his cells or boxes, and satisfies his passions for
gambling or talking exclusively among those he collects. The archive and those who
have contributed to it, become his family, profession and life-style.
Those in the know in the mail-art world may already have found the name I
now have in mind. Guy Bleus is the artist who comes the closest to this ideal. A
graduate in philosophy, he has obtained excellent foundations for building up a lifestyle and conduct which leaves practically no room for the commercial contacts.
Moreover, this conduct guarantees the same kind of independence which only the
unemployed can enjoy -- after all, who would employ a philosopher today?
This explains why Guy's undertaking, the "Administration Center," could
become the only mail-art archive in the world whose owner can work "full- time" on
the job. Consequently, the phenomenon which Poinsot summed up at .the dawn of the
movement as the "utilization of postal institutions and long-distance communications"
increasingly applies to the individual, or "administrator", who has become strongly
wedded to his archives. Guy is almost fully addicted to the services of the "postal
institution".
The "administrator" stands at the end of the chain of events, right at the point
where the world of archive boxes begins. He has the opportunity to "live through"
mail-art events from that terminal point, and also to "arrange and fit them" into an
imaginary cosmos which is known by him only.

*

Complementing Guy Bleus's sensitivity and esoteric attitude was his ability to
employ his philosophic erudition for putting the laws of this microcosm into words,
and he also devised parameters for specifying his exact position in the world.
"Woruber man nicht schweigen kann, davon mussman sprechen" (Whatever
people cannot keep for themselves they should address) -- this maxim, Guy borrowed
from Wittgenstein, although in a slightly distorted form, since the original version said
"Whatever people cannot address they should keep to themselves". The fact that Guy
reversed the sentence means much more than just a game with words. Guy learned his
linguistic esotericism from Wittgenstein, and in this case he employed it to counter the
over-estimation of the significance of speech. Instead of the sense of speech, he
emphasized the (informative) value of silence. To say the least, this is not what a mailartist would normally do.
"Sending 'no information' is also sending information," he declared at one
point. What did he mean? This statement may give us the feeling that for him the
ultimate goal was to maintain the flow of information, and the message itself was only
a secondary issue. Reading this paragraph of his, the image of a man occurred to me
who was working hard over a puzzle game. After all, when putting the bricks in their
proper places, the player never transmits any kind of information, and yet his
contribution is crucial to the ultimate emergence of a message on the table.
With the emergence of the age of digital electronics, it seems that each single
spot in the universe is defined [digitally, ed.], by either a "yes" or a "no"
("information", "no information"), and both definitions are equally informative. But
~hat about dialogue taken in a traditional sense? Guy ventures to declare that speech
1s most often the result of mis-comprehended communication. Citing a bizarre thought
from the works of Nietzsche, he exemplifies what he thinks is the genuine value of
dialogue (i.e. of so-called mutual communication). Nietzsche's lines describe how
~arathustra greeted the Sun as if it rose above the horizon day by day just to shine
1~to the cave in which he lived together with eagles and snakes. As opposed to this
kind of world replete with self-delusion and pathos, there is the much cooler and
reserved cosmos of the "administrator". For him, the outer sphere of mail-art is the
most palatable model of the world. Whatever mail-art entails is dialectical in the sense
that it results from the synthesis of understanding and mis-understanding (or we could
perhaps say silence and speech). All the mail-artist has to do is to fit together this
enormous dialectical jigsaw puzzle in order to make the most out of the information it
carries. However, in the course of this "communication" he or she ceases to observe
the directions and the qualitative differences. The reason for this is that the bricks in
~e puzzle are equal in value. What mail-art manifests here is the emergence of a new
ki~d of democracy: the democracy of being. The archives are constantly expanding,
without ever qualifying their contents. Ultimately, they become the (living) necropolis
of the memories and curiosities. To deal with the archives means to transmit the
matters of the world to posterity. This is what Guy termed as "indirect
communication."

*
These thoughts Guy Bleus published in the No. 56 (1984) issue of
Commonpress, under the title "Exploring Mail-art". In fact, it may well seem an
arbitrary treatment on my behalf that I boiled his message down to a brief summary, to
~at I drew a parallel between the homogeneity of communication and something like a
Jigsaw puzzle. After all, Bleus' essay attempts to put into words the history,
economics, sociology, criticism, ethics, etc. of the cosmos of communication on the
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basis of the norms and traditions of mail-art after the pattern of the major
philosophical systems. In 50 half-letter-size pages, Bleus offers a correct, informative
and practical summary in aphoristic style. His tone is poetic throughout.
Bleus carved his message on a glass pane with a diamond pin, and it reflects
a special blend of tolerance and resignation. I suggest that its signi~icance f~ exceeds
that of mail-art, since it highlights the mentality of a whole generation, and 1t also
acquaints us with a peculiar aspect of the intell~tual _norms tha_t emerge ~n th~ .
extremely consolidated peripheries of a production-onented society. Readmg his Imes,
we may have the feeling that we are wandering about in a frozen world while hot
water-drops fall on our hands. By way of example, there are unexpected sentences
sandwiched between highly philosophical metaphors in which he states that his
archives contain the "filed" material of 42,292 "mummified" mail-art actions. Rest
assured: the number is correct ..
*
Where does this chain of utopias lead us if we line up the ideas of the
communicators described above? The year 1977 witnessed the birth of the Mohammed
project and the Commonpress. Both were rooted in the earlier principl_e o~ total . .
communication, notwithstanding that they already placed the commumcat10n cham m
organizational frameworks. Baroni launched his mail-art magazine, Arte Postale, in the
autumn of 1979. Its significance is pretty much clear from the fact that we have to
refer to it almost incessantly. Baroni had a slogan: "Real Correspondence". In his
.
theory, the feedback effect becomes the point of communication: the aim of the
exchange of information is to "return information" (i.e. to "activate" the participants m
the communication chain). A little while later, Carlo Pittore felt that this feedback
effect had become so direct and tight that it could take place only within one single
individual, i.e. the "self'.
Then came Guy Bleus, who in his 1984 essay "Exploring Mail-art" found
himself in the middle of an absolute and homogeneous (and as the mail-art ideologues
would put it: "democratic"), communication field. In this field, the dialogues are
replaced by the calm sea of equivalences. Rowing these waters, the artist finds that the
"self' becomes superfluous as well. His main experience is saturation (which also
means barrenness). In this vast homogeneity, all he has to do is swing along with the
waves of information. This is what indirect communication means, which in fact
equals the registration of reality.
Administrating 42,000 mail-art projects may well be an uphill task. However,
we have every reason to suspect that the projects themselves were far from that heavy,
since they kept reaching homes by the thousands. The following is a sample of the
300-odd mail-art exhibition titles dating from 1984, the year when Guy Bleus penned
his essay. The selection below includes only the thematically intriguing ones:
Absurdities and Generalities, Anti-Heroes-Cursed Heroes, Art in the Bed,
Autobiographies, Beatlemania, Between the Pages, Big Brother is Watching, Blaster's
Buttercup Breakfast, Bridges, Censorship East -- Censorship West, Computer Mail-art,
Crazy Envelopes, Danger Mail-art Show, The Ear Show, Eggs, Fortune Cookie, The
Fritter Show, Homage to the Mad Diarist, Mickey Mouse Mail-art Show, I Do It for
the Money, The Impossible Made Possible, James Dean Mail-art Exhibition,
Kaleidoscopic Time Plantation, Mandragora, Maps Coordinates, Metaphysical
Telepathic, Nonsense Objects, The Nothing Doing Mail-art Exhibition, Olympic
Games, On Black, Pocket Museum, R.E.B.U.S., The Rainbow Riddle Mail-Art Show,
Rimbaud, Sexual Olympics, Shadow, Top Secret Camera, A Town of Living In, Video
and Mail-art, Visions of an Imaginary Spartakiad at the North Pole, Wedding of the
Century, Wild West....
Those who remember the titles of the Commonpress publications will surely
recognize the similarities. However, while Commonpress had churned out some 50
publications in just a few years' time, the number of exhibitions reached 300 in 1984
alone, and there were a further 300 such actions which never featured mail-art pieces.
The number of the mail-art magazines published in 1984 was likewise 300, meaning
that the year 1984 witnessed nearly 1,000 exhibition opportunities or publications.
A third of these projects had no specific title, and a considerable part of them
had a subject that had to do with the essence of mail-art: envelope shows aplenty (the
non-action of the un-opened envelopes, for example), Xeroxed works, photographs (of
family figures and public idols), actions verging on the visual arts, topical political
subjects, environmental protection, women, Santa Claus, Christmas, Valentine's Day,
calendars, anniversaries of certain cities, name-days, holidays, etc. In fact, one is hard
put to pin down conflicts or provocations in such a collection of projects. This quantity
in itself is enough to calm the occasional minor conflicts, and it almost fully absorbs
whatever tends to be individual. Meanwhile, it became increasingly difficult to
maintain that sharp tone, grotesque approach and absurd humour which characterized
the initial issues of the Neo-Dadaist magazines and the first network actions in the
1970s.
This heightened activity is reflected in the titles of the magazines. The New
York-based Circle Arts publisher, for example, launched a mail-art magazine entitled
Perpetual Motion in 1983. Similar! to other magazines of this kind, this paper was
compiled from works collected from all comers of the world. And yet the title clearly
indicates that a decade had passed since the publication of such magazines as File,
Vile, or Bile. There was the magazine Idea X-Change of 1985, which was launched
jointly by four Californian artists who were separately engaged in newspaper
publishing, meaning that they did have material on hand to exchange. The letter "X" in
the title also reminds the reader of the multiple mark in mathematics, and so it may
well have been meant to indicate the presence of discretional quantities (or qualities?).
The Brazilian Welcome Bulletin also dates from 1985. It was a huge mail-art gate,
open to everyone.
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*
The first mail-art revue which delved deep into this endless horizon may well
be considered an archaeological relic today. It was published in Stuttgart in 1971 by
Albrecht/d. under the title Everybody's Creativity. The idea clearly had the hallmark of
the early-period Omnibus News and the other contemporary assemblings. And yet the
publication was a mimeographed compilation of the answers the editors had received
to the question "Is everybody creative?", and came out in two issues. This publication
also resembled subsequent mail-art compilations in that the contents of the written or
drawn answers made practically no difference. The readers were not supposed to
actually read the pages -- in fact, it was like the telephone directory: it was more than
enough to just own it (now this fact in itself gave a rather thought-provoking answer to
the original question of the publisher.)
Some of the compiled mail-art magazines made attempts as early as the
seventies to make it a typographical manifest that they considered their contents
"bricks" in a huge jigsaw puzzle. The credit for the first such attempt should go to two
Canadian Artists, who ventured to "discover", and subsequently civilize, New Zealand
and Australia by the help of mail-art. In 1974, Terry Reid and Robert Edward Kerr
called on the artists of the world to send works whose dimensions did not exceed 1
inch by one inch, to the southern hemisphere. The material that had poured in to the
two artists was published in the magazine Inch Art. This rota-print paper resembled an
enlarged "gridded" exercise book, which was teeming with tiny drawings, signs and
collages.
Indicative of the success of this typographical innovation is ilie fact that in the
mid-1980s the Paris magazine Bandes revived this kind of mail-art approach. The
paper printed pictures in strips, in a form reminiscent of the comics. Of course, the
only thing set in advance was the width of the strips (4 cm., just enough to make room
for the highest possible number of pictures). In fact, no better example could be found
for the application of the jigsaw puzzle principle, nor for the fact that the pieces of
information transmitted through the mail-art network can be fully homogeneous.

*

The layout of the magazine .!!!..£ of David Cole and Paul Zelevansky was
similar, although its size could be likened to that of a postcard. This size gave room
for better quality works, and the editing was likewise superior to that of the previous
publications. Each issue of the m c had a specific theme: the first had the title
"Responsibility of the Artists", and the ensuing ones were entitled "Art", "Money",
"Power", "news", "Propaganda", "Big Picture", "Timeless Light", and finally "Atlas".
I listed these titles just to show that there was a publication which tried to
break with the practice of printing randomly selected mail-art works. In fact, the
themes covered by the magazine m c may well be considered the spiritual compasses
of the alternative movements and the underground trends. m c was published between
1981 and 1984, and we have to add that the ideological purport of its themes was
decreasing with every issue.
By way of example, let us take the last issue, which undertook to "map out"
the mail-art world. The nearly 200 publications offer a plethora of drifting works.
Written in the two loops of the infinity sign are the words "art" and "life", and the
figures of Adam and Eve are marked with the words "Me" and "You". Besides the
labyrinths of characters and words, there are maps which show the location of the
home of each artist, and also depictions of scenery and schools (the real
correspondence-school!), riddles and photos, advertisements and computer graphics.
True enough, these all may well be considered the "maps" of the artist's own selves.
But if we accept that all this lies within the realm of mail-art, what does the rest of the
world contain?
.!!!..£ was the most attractive and full-bodied mail-art magazine ever published.
Adding to its informative value is the fact that it also provided a realistic idea of
where exactly the network's extremes should be sought. In its "Atlas" issue, for
example, the magazine used the network pattern as if it was the frame of reference of
a world map. Whatever appeared in this frame was not a system of mail-art utopias
but instead a bafflingly variegated collage. If it was a map, it came pretty close to a
map of a jungle. Guy Bleus could have had this in mind when he termed his archives
a collection of "curiosities."

*
Speaking of maps, and directions, it would only be proper to mention here
those one- or two-page info sheets which appeared simultaneously with the mail-art
trends. We have mentioned already Groh's I.A.C. Info, which was the first such
attempt in mail-art history, and also Ulises Carrion's Ephemera and Guy Schraenen's
Libellus, which showed this genre at its height during the late seventies. Remarkably,
these info-leaflets were rather common on the peripheries of mail-art but not in the
major centres. One possible explanation for this absences is that the centres were
already flooded with publications and information.
Japan may be considered peripheral in this respect. Shozo Shimamoto has
been dispatching his publication, the A.U. (Art Unidentified), incessantly since the late
1970's. The palm-size, folded issues are printed on extremely thin sheets, and yet they
cover a wealth and variety of subjects. The A.U. can perhaps be likened to Borges's
book of infmite pages, in which each page consists of two yet thinner sheets.
Eastern Europe has also produced some significant info-leaflets. First among
them was Gyorgy Galantai's one-page publications, entitled Pool Window and Pool
Letter. Galantai began to publish his monthly editions in 1980 through the offices of
the Artpool archives. The 30 issues of this publication proved their worth, since they
managed to regularly transmit information about mail-art events to the circles of the
Hungarian underground. The result was the occurrence in the 1981-1982 of an
approximately SO-strong group of Hungarians on the international mail-art scene.
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Another such publication was Henryk Gajewski's Xeroxed paper, Post. Its first issue
came out in 1980, and the last known issue was the 14th. The Yugoslav paper~
World is edited by Rorica and Dobrica Kamperelic in Belgrade. It came out first in
1985, and has since become the most comprehensive mail-art info-sheet in Eastern
Europe.

*

In the West, publications of this kind often use unusual titles to highlight their
uniqueness. Examples for this are the FIX News (edited by Hapunkt Fix in Berlin) or
the MOCKreviewZ (by Mockersatz Zrox from the US West Coast). The French La
Langouste (Dominique Leblanc, Strasbourg) is not a culinary publication, rather, it
reviews the monthly mail-art menu in the region. Similarly, the Spanish The Sneak has
not much to do with spying: instead, this small-size (and quite often octagonal)
publication briefs the reader about the upcoming mail-art actions.
For a long while, the Dutch, Ruud Janssen's TAM Bulletin had been the
hottest information source in Western Europe. In the first half of the 1980s, Ruud
issued his small-sized publications almost every month just to let the readers know
about the upcoming events worldwide. A major change occurred when the TAM
Bulletin was transformed into a freely accessible computer data base. Since then, it has
become a regular feature on many home computer screens. The role of the TAM
Bulletin in the network was then taken over by such publications as the 4-U-2 Post
Magazine (USA) or the Ready Mail (France).

*
Undeniably, the most interesting of all the info-publications are those which
have nothing to inform us about. All it takes is a lighter approach to see the humorous
side of the mail-art labyrinth, and to avoid seeking something serious in those areas
which were not cut out for that. The Italians are clearly the grand masters of this open
sort of communication chain. Serse Luigetti's Paper, or Emilio Morandi's arteStudio
(one of these one-pagers had the famous potato-masher art-piece in it). Both parody
the more informative-looking publications and treat communications as a kind of game
or as form of poetic acrobatics. Vittore Baroni also tried his hand at this kind of
intellectual acrobatics. Once he got tired of the networks of metacommunication, he
came out with such ideas like the principle of the "Synthetic International Network"
(i.e.; since the network is unable to take in all the phenomena of the world, it is up to
us to select what it should be comprised of). Before we take this idea seriously, let us
take a closer look at the abbreviation of its name: S.I.N. With this title, the way is
paved for puns (SINgular, SINecura, The Seven Sins, etc.). And Vittore was always
ready to sow the seeds of his nutritious meta-theory.
I will also mention two American magazines in this context. One of them is
Mark Bloch's Pan Mag, which has been published with guaranteed irregularity since
the early 1980s. Its recurrent figure is Pan playing his pipe, which in fact, is the only
genuine mythological character in the Americans' store of identities. Not two of the
Pan Mag issues are alike: one is only a page of scratchy writing, while the other is a
bulky collection of poems. But mostly these issues offer collages of Xeroxed written
or drawn pages, which make mention of practically everything that has ever reached
Mark's home in New York one way or another. At one point, Mark attached a
magnifying lens to his publication just to encourage the reader to scrutinize every inch
of it A number of his other publications were so messy that the texts could not be
read without constantly rotating the paper.
The title of the other series is Rant. Its publisher is the Los Angeles-based
Creative Thing. Each issue carries the following warning: "Rant is published whenever
I get enough stuff for a new issue." The problem is that quite often this sentence
remains to be the only palpable piece of information in the paper. After all, the whole
thing is not larger than a postcard or a palm-sized notebook, and it tends to cover the
activities of the Creative Thing's favourites (like Kurt Schwitters or Marinetti). Now
what on earth is the editor so busy collecting? A closer look at the paper reveals that
what it prints is mostly banalities about Creative Thing, about Whittier, or about the
goings-on in the friendly mail-art circles. In fact, the real point of Rant is not to carry
information, but instead to radiate an appropriate poetic aunosphere. And of course
there is that mesh of contacts in which Rant has somehow managed to wrap itself.
Similar to Mark Bloch's Pan, the mysterious creature in the publications of the
Creative Thing also plays a pipe. However, while we hear the tune, the instrument
itself remains totally invisible.
*
[Editor's note: an excerpt from the essay delineating a variety of world mail-art
activities has been cut here. This cut portion of the essay will appear in a future issue
of Rampike].

*

Don't think that the network makes bad company. Romanticism also had such
fugitive or concealed variants, and the whole of the impressionist movement was but a
tricky hide-and-seek game with the illusions. The differences should be sought
elsewhere. The artistic or cultural trends of the 19th century were born in civil
societies which drew clear-cut differences between the active creators and the passive
consumers of culture. This polarity can best be summed up by the term "the artist and
his audience". As opposed to this, the network is not only the subculture (or diaspora),
of a much more markedly articulated society, but also a cultural trend which fails to
recognize the classical difference between "the artist and his audience". According to
the network, all the participants in the communication chain are equal (at least in
principle). This explains why we may get the impression that mail-art is a huge
movement which involves "millions", and which has established its own
communication system (newspapers, concerts, visual and audio media) independent of
the elite forms of art.
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There is no denying that the network is an autonomous communication chain.
We may as well call it "alternative" or a "second" public. But of course there are no
"millions" involved in it In fact, a closer look at the strength of those groups who are
actively involved in the work of the network in any major city of the world (New
York, Los Angeles, Paris, Cologne), we find that their number varies from between 5
and 25. The permanent active membership of the whole international mail-art network
can be estimated at 400-500. This means that the network is considerably smaller than
the majority of other artists' groups world-wide.
To this summary, I will add by admitting that the polarities of "artist and
audience" do exist within the network as well, although in a latent form. Numerous
members of the subculture participate in the network superficially and for brief periods
only. These people are mostly casual visitors who are drawn to the network by the
myths that surround mail-art (e.g.; I read the following lines in an American paper,
"Join the mail-artists and every day will be a Christmas!"). The number of the
"accompanying travellers" varies between 500 and 1,500, and of course their
motivations may well be markedly positive. It is a credit to mail-art that people never
speak about a "hard core" and a circle of sympathizers within it This, after all, would
be incompatible with the "utopias" that saturate the network.

*
Every theory is bound to be overshadowed by the fact that our passions were
equally strong and eager about other innovative forms, say, a hundred years ago. But, I
believe that once mail-art loses its topicality, the objects and documen~ created by
these passions will still elicit marked responses. After all, it will always remain
intriguing to see fictions rooted in wishes or hear-say materialized. In 1984, Wally
Darnell, the "travelling ambassador" of American mail-art, called on his colleagues in
Latin America. This journey, which took him all the way from Mexico to Chile, came
to be known later as the "Pan American Mail-art Expedition".
Another American artist, Chuck Welch, paid homage to this trip when he
created "memorial stamps" in honour of all those Latin American artists whom Darnell
had visited. Having completed the stamps, Welch mailed them to Darlene Altschull in
California, who then bound them into an album made from Welch's hand-made "cloud
paper". The "Ambassador Album" is one of mail-art's most attractive products. This
exclusive volume is in itself an almost ethereal object, since it is a poetic metaphor
which replays dream-like journeys and encounters may not have happened in reality.
And here is another example: Ryosuke Cohen's action, entitled the "Brain
Cell," is a fantastic attempt to put down the whole universe on a few sheets of paper.
From the vast cosmic garden, Cohen picked just one flower, and showed us only a
petal of it Having collected tiny emblems, stamps, signs, address cards and business
cards from colleagues, Cohen made screen prints with a sensibility and glamour that is
in the spirit of the traditions of Japanese culture. Each page has at least 40 or 50 such
emblems on it. The "Brain Cell" is a rhythmic product similar to a periodical, and so
the network of names and signs in it, creates constellations in endless galaxies. All that
Cohen's prints take is patience on the part of the readers if they wish to spot all of our
friends in this cosmos -- even some who have never existed. GP

N .B. This article to be continued in a future issue of Rampike (Editor. Kl).
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ARTPOOL

mail-art samples:

THE HISTORY OF ARTPOOL
The roots of Artpool go back to the Chapel Exhibitions held in
artist Gyorgy Galantai' s "summer studio", the Balatonboghir
Chapel, from 1970 to 1973. By the time the police dosed it down
in August of that year, tht> Balatonboglar studio h<1d L'stablishcd
itself as the center of officially proscribed avant-garde art, and in
retrospect, one of the cradles of cultural change in Hungary.
Six ye,1rs later, in 1979, Gy6rgy Calantai and ]Lilia I<laniczay
made another attempt to create an alternative art institute, one
that would make room for the new trends in art. They esti:1blished Artpool at a time when art forms out of keeping with the
official cultural policy were denied access to the public .
Periodically banned, but on the whole tolerated, Artpool organized many exhibitions and art events, and published severed
anthologies and art catalogues between 1979 c1nd 1990. From
FJ83 to 1985, Lhey put out eleven ,,illegal" issues of" Aktw1lis
Level" (Artpool Letter), a ,,samizdat'' art magc1zine which conti m1C's to serve c1s the sole docu n1en tary source on the non-offici,:1 I art of those yec1rs. Artpool's aim was to provide conlemporc1ry Tlungc1rian artists vvith informc1tion and pt)lL)ntird contacts
on the international art scene, as well as to publicize and document the activities of Hungarian c1rtists out of favor with those
who dictated the cullur,11 policy of the time. Collecling what documents were extant on the alternative art of the 'f>Os, '70s and
'80s, Artpool set up an archive which, they hoped, would provide future gL'neL1tions with annnunition and inspirc1tion wlwn
il L' dnte lo 111lffdl stands 1.rnd i.HLisLic ::;Lnigglcs of LIH:ir ()Wn. In the
ten years of its illegal" existence, the archive c1ccurnulated several rare collections of international significance. The Artpool
archive boasts the world's largest collection of Artists' Stampworks,
for instlrnce, crnd unique collections of Artists' Bookworks and
11

Artists' Periodicals, collections of Sound Poetry, Visuc1l Poetry,
and so on.
Subsequent to the political changes of 1989, Artpool, which
already had an international repu tc1 tion, was officia 11 y recognized, cind was opened to the public.

Special collections for researcli at Artpool: Fluxus, performance, sound poetry, visual poetry, artists' bookwork, mail art,
artists' sta rn ps, artists' postcards, artists' period icc1 ls, copy a rt,
computer ml, video art, the I lungari,m ,,non--authorized" c1rt of
the '60s, '70s, and '80s (including alternative art scenes and
groups, contemporary music, underground art magazines, the
work of Miklos Erdely, etc.).
A sound, a video, and a slide archive are also available to
researchers

How to use the archive
The Artpool Art Research Center is open to the public from 2
to 6 p.rn. on Wednesdays and Fridays.
Books, exhibition catalogs zmd art documents c1rc readily ,1vt1ilable during these hours; video and sound documents can be
studied as well. Research is aided by a catalogue and c1 coITtputer- based register which is continuously enlarged and updated.
Certain documents are avaih.ble only with the permission of
the owner. In the case of signifkant research projects, arrangements can be made for the ongoing use of all research focilities.
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Information c1bout Artpool's programs (lectures and art events)
is published regularly in the press, as well as being sent to those
on A rtpool' s mailing list.

AdJ11itla11ce to all cx/Jil,itiu11s nnd IL'Clun·s ltdif 11t Ari pool, lo tlte
nrc/1ivL's n11d t/1c li/Jmry is free of c/111rs,· 1111tf

1>p1'11

to !111' pu[,/ic.

ARTPOOL ART RESEARCH CENTER
Buda pest V f., Liszt Ferenc t0r ·10., 1. 1.
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tel.: (+36-1) 268 01 14 • fax: (+36-l) 121 08 33
e-mail: artpool@artpool.hu
Artpool's World Wide Web site: http://www.artpool.hu

postal address: H-1277 Budapest 23, Pf. 52.

Mail-Art by:

1) K. Takeishi-Tateno
2) Anonymous
3) Serse Luigetti
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A Tribute to Guillermo Deisler (1940-1995):
from the Mail-art collaboration co-ordinated
by Hans Braumi.iller {Hamburg, Germany)
Guillermo Deis/er was a welcome and regular contributor to Rampike. His ingenious textual
graphics and his UN/Ivers(;) PEACEDREAM PROJECT and his VISUAL and experimental
POETRY were always a delightful addition to our pages. Recently, Deisler·s compatriot Hans
Braumuller co-ordinated a mail art collaboration in honour of Deis/er. The following is a partial
documentation of that collaboration (ed. KJ).
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• Laura Coll de Deisler, Kirchnerstr.11, 06112 Halle, Germany
(she send the univers stickers; rubberstamps from Guillermo
and a old contribution from • Spencer Selby,PO Box 590095,
San Francisco, CA 92159, USA ) • Theo Breuer, Neustr.2,
53925 Sistig, Germany • Litsa Spathi, Peterstaler Str. 1 94,
69118 Heidelberg, Germany • M.B.Corbett, P.O. Box 155,
Preston Park, PA 18455, USA • Paolo Barrile, via Milani 9,
20133 Milano, Italy • Mogens Otto Nielsen, Tylstrupvej 43,
9329 Hjallerup, Danmarc • Giovanni Strada, C.P. 271, 48100
Ravenna, Italy • Jurgen 0. Olbrich, Niederfeldstr. 35, 34128
Kassel, Germany • Antonio Gomez, Apartado 186, 06800
Merida, Badajoz, Spain • David Dellafiora, 28 Caversham Road,
Kentish Town, London NW5, England • John M Bennett, 137
Leland Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43214, USA • Patricia Collins,
Kingston Road, Teddington, Middlesex, U.K. • Clemente Padin,
Casilla C. Central 1211, Montevideo, Uruguay • Chris Dodge,
4645 Columbus Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55407, USA • Emilio
Morandi, via S. Bernardino 88, 24028 Ponte Nossa,
Bergamo,ltaly • Cesar Figueiredo, Apartado 4134, 4002 Porto
Codex, Portugal • Joaquin Gomez, Avda. Libertad 1, 06800
Merida, Badajoz, Spain • Vittore Baroni, via C. Battisti 339,
55049 Viareggio, Italy • Pete Spence, 4/27 Alma Grove, St.
Kilda, Victoria, 3182 Australia • Fernando Andolcetti, via xx
Settembre 42, 19121 La Spezia, Italy • Mauro Manfredi, via
Benlivaglio 64, 1 91 22 La Spezia, Italy • Pere Sousa, Merz Mail,
Apdo. 9326, 08080 Barcelona, Spain • Reed Altemus, 16
Blanchard Rd., Cumberland, Me 04021, USA • Virginia M.
Raimundi + Maica Evers, Wrangelstr. 19, 10997 Berlin,
Germany • Antoni Miro, Apartat 148, 03800 Alcoi PV, Spain •
Jurgen Kierspel, Karl-Pfaff-Str. 7a, 70597 Stuttgart, Germany •
State of Being, 271 Elm St., Oberlin, OH 44074, USA •
Henning Mittendorf, Postfact\ 500365, 60393 Frankfurt/Main,
Germany • Merlin, Mueggenkampstr. 1, 20257 Hamburg,
Germany • Bruno Sourdin, 5, rue de d 'Aquitaine, 50180
Agneaux, France • Orlando Nelson Pacheco Acuna,
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Excerpt of Statement on Guillermo Deisler
by Clemente Padin, translated by Gioconda Moreno
(Clemente Padin, C. Correo Central 1211 -- Montevideo 11000-- URUGUAY)
Guillermo Deisler · s UNl/vers
Guillermo Deisler's formation was not very different of that of many young artists who, toward
tllr. 60s, were erner~ing in 1he scene of the U1tin American art, marked to fire by the more
i,nportnnt socinl -political bictors i11 tl,e l11story or our countries, after the independence strugg
le of the past century. The Cuban Revolution was the point of departure of nearly all our gene ration and guided and impelled us in tile struggle for eradicating the social differences on
behalf of a just and solidary society.
Already, toward 196 7, we were exchanging our publications. Deis Ier was sending me
liis Ediciones Mimbre and, from Montevideo, I was sending him "Los Huevos de\ Plata".
Afterwards, it would go "OVUM 10". The circuit was completed, by these homes, with the
magazines "Diagonal Cero" and "Hexagon" of the Argentine poet Edgardo Antonio Vigo :
"Procc)sso" and "Ponto" of the Brazilian processists guided by Wlademir Dfas-Pino; "La Pata
de Palo" edited in Venezuela by the already expired Damaso Ogaz and the very Cuban "Signs"
that was co -ordinating Samuel Feij6o from Santa Clara of Cuba. All were magazines of experimental poetry or of "new poetry", as we were calling it in those days.
In that time, around the end of the 60s, the center of our artistic activity was the controversial question of the languages, above all, of the verbal language. We were attributing to
it the adverse function of guaranteeing the regime, by covering with a veil the scars and social malformations that was provoking the outstanding economic system. We were thinking that,
through its pristine representation function of the reality, the languag~ was _exercisi ng, on the
truth, a deformation that was adjusted as a glove to the needs of leg1t1mat1on of the syste~;
that is to say, it had been converted, not into a communication instrument but into a subo,fd1 nation instrument of the people, to the service of the social sectors that were benefitted from
such situation. The truth was no longer the concept adapted to the reality, but was depending
on "the elegance in the expression" or on "the authority and power of whom was speaking".
It was, precisely, to that activity of denouncing and breaking with the verbal language myth,
to which we should dedicate ourselves in t11e expe~!nental poetry and above all, in the visual
y

poetry.
The first manifestations appear in the cited p1 h 1ications and, in particular, in the expositions of the "Nueva Poesfa" that spread these re\"iisives trends, first in La Plata, Argentina
(1968) and, at the following year, in Montevideo, Uruguay. The Experimental.Poetry Anthology
thnt with the name of "Poesfa Visiva" was editing Deisler in his Ediciones Mimbre dates from
1971. Also, by those years, we dedicated ourselves to the incipient circuit of Mai( Art that, _a
short time ago, had been created by Ray Johnson and the Fluxus Movement. Particularly, this
activity resulted to Guillermo, already exiled in Bulgaria, from capital importance, to be kept
abreast of all what was occurring and of the artistic movements that were being generated.
Let us hear to Deisler himself: "For the Latin American people - and we are already
quite a number of creRfors that, voluntarily or impelled by political circumstances, have been
obligate<f to the exile community - Mail Art becomes the palliative that neutralizes this situa tion of "expired citizens", as has considered to call the Paraguayan writer Augusto Roa Bastos
to this massive emigration of 'workers for the culture' from the South American continent".
With those artistic supports, the gr;:iph, the visual poetry, the Mail Art and, afterw,irds, tile scenery, he knew how to develop and to expand his exceptional technique of engraver, for which he was considered one of the best of the world.
He will also be remembered by his editorial labour - not only by the excellence of his
"handmade" issues, above all in his Chilean period through Ediciones Mimbre, but, furthermore, by his magazine "UNl/vers", with 35 numbers. This magazine was accomplished under the
sign of the co-operation and artistic interaction that joined hundred of international creators of
tile most r.1ssorted technique and formation.
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Guillermp Oeisler
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Santander 02060- V.Galicia Ill, Temuco, Chile • Kowalski, Kirchberg
11, 06198 Dobis, Germany • Arrigo Lora Totino, Via Caboto 35,
10129 Torino, Italy • G.Galantai, Artpool, H-1277 Budapest 23, PF
52, Hungary • Paulo Brusky, CP 850, Recife, PE , 50010-000,
Brasil • Marcel Stussi, Atelierhaus Klingental, Postfach 301, 4021
Basel, Switzerland • Eduard Escofet, Ap. 34.101, 08080
Barcelona, Spain • Gerhild Ebel, Landrain 143, 06118 Halle/Saale,
Germany • Beate Voiges, Frankfurter Str. 109, 34121 Kassel,
Germany • Anne-Miek Bibbe, Bibpers Mail Art, ljsseldijk 41 2, 2922
Bpkrimpen aan den ljssel, Holland • Julien Blaine, Le Moulin de
Ventabren, 13122 Ventabren, France , Francisco Aliseda, General
Concha 41-5 ° izqda., Bilbao, SpaiK • Candido Vetia, Apartado
2200, 09080 Burgos, Spain • Marcello Diotallevi, Via Veneta 59,
61032 Fano (Ps), Italy • Ralf Langer, Jacobstr.61, 06110 Halle,
Germany • Serge Segay, Zaum Mail Art, Sverdlova 175, 353660
Yejsk (Eysk), Russia • New Address : Hartmut Andryczuk,
Elsastr.4, 12159 Berlin, Germany • J. Lehmus, Stenbocksv 24,
02860 Esbo, Finland • Hartmut Graf, Wachtelstr. 7, 22305
Hamburg, Germany • Stephen Perkins, 1816 E. College St., Iowa
City, IA 52245 USA • Picasso Gaglione, Stamp Art Gallery, 466
8th St., San Francisco, CA 94103, USA • Ruggero Maggi, C.so
Sempione 67, 20149 Milano, Italy • Karl Jirgens, 81 Thornloe Cr.,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., P6ij4J~~da • Hans Hess, Neuanbau 5,
08340 Sc
r e•~b rg, G r
Q..Yr-. Jorg Seifert, Wilischstr.11,
~5 6 A
tg
·.
contact address: Hans
,,. ~-ry,9n~~§1)%r.lamburg, Germany •
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Textual/Image: In honour of Guillermo Deis/er, by Hans Braumiiller/Germany.
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One Generation From Extinction
by Basil Johnston
This important essay has been previously published and we offer it here as part of
Rampike's."Historical Documents" series. "One Generation from Extinction," perhaps
more succinctly than any other statement, identifies the crisis facing those who have an
oral culture and in particular the First Nations people of North America. This essay is
reproduced with the kind permission of the author, Dr. Basil Johnston.

Within the past few years Gregor Keeshig, Henry Johnston, Resime Akiwenzie,
No?11:111 Mcl..e.od:. and Belva Pitwaniquot died. They all spoke their tribal language,
Anishinaubae (Ojibwa). When these elders passed away, so did a portion of the tribal language
~ome to an end as a tree disintegrates by degrees and in stages until it is no more; and, though
inf~ts were born to replenish the loss of life, not any one of them will learn the language of
their grandfathers or grandmothers to keep it alive and to pass it on to their descendants. Thus
language dies.
.
_In some communities there are no more Gregor Keeshigs, Henry Johnstons, Resime
~wenzies, Norman McLeods, Belva Pitwaniquots; those remaining have no more affinity to
their ancestr~ language than they _do to Swahili or Sanskrit; in other communities the languages
may not survive beyond a generanon. Some tribal languages are at the edge of extinction, not
expected_~ survive for more th~ a few years. There remain but three aboriginal languages out
of the ongmal fifty-three found m Canada that may survive several more generations.
There is no cause to lament but it is the native peoples who have the most cause to
l~ent th~ passing of their languages. They lose not only the ability to express the simplest of
d~y senw:nents and needs but they can no longer understand the ideas, concepts, insights,
attitudes, ntuals, ceremonies, institutions brought into being by their ancestors; and, having lost
th~ powe~ to understan~, cannot sustain, enrich, or pass on their heritage. No longer will they
think Indian or feel Indian. And though they may wear 'Indian' jewellery and take part in powwows, they can never cap~e that kinship with and reverence for the sun and the moon, the sky
and the water, or feel the lifebeat of Mother Earth or sense the change in her moods; no longer
are the wolf, the bear, and the caribou elder brothers but beasts, resources to be killed and sold.
1:tey have lost their identity which no amount of reading can ever restore. Only language and
literature can restore the 'lndian-ness.'
Now if Canadians of West European or other origin have less cause than 'Indians' to
~ament the P'.15sing of tribal languages and cultures it is because they may not realize that there
is more to tribal languages than 'ugh' or 'how' or 'kimu sabi.' At most and at best Euro
Canadians might have read or heard about Raven and Nanabush and Thunderbirds and other
'tricksters'; some may have studies 'Culture Myths', 'Hero tales', 'Transformation tales', or
'Nature M~ and Beas~ ~ables', but these accounts were never regarded as bearing any more
sense than Li~le Red_Ri~g Hood' or 'The Three little Pigs'. Neither language or literature
were ev~r consider~ m therr natural kinship, which is the only way in which language ought to
be considered were its range, depth, force, and beauty to be appreciated.
. Perhaps om: Canadian compatriots of West European origin have more cause to lament
~e passmg of an Indian language than they realize or care to admit. Scholars mourn that there
is no one who can spe~ the Huron language and thus scholars in their pursuit of further
knowledge about the tribe; scholars mourn that had the Beothuk language survived, so much
more would be ~~wn about_ the Beothuk peoples. In mourning the extinction of the language,
scholars are explicitly d~larmg that the knowledge derived from the study of snowshoes,
shards, arrow~eads, old pipe~, shrunken heads and old bones, hunting, fishing, transportation,
food preparanon. ornamentation, and sometimes ritual is limited. And so it is; material culture
can yield only so much.
L~guage is ~rucial_. If scholars are to increase their knowledge and if they are to add
depth and width to therr studies, they must study a native language and literature. It is not
enough ~o kno~ linguis~cs or to know a few words or even some phrases or to have access to
the Jesuit Relations, Chippewa Exercises, Ojibwa Texts, or a Dictionary of the Otchipwe
Language. Wi~out a kno~ledge of the language scholars can never take for granted the
accuracy of an ~terp~etahon or translation of a passage, let alone a single word; nor can they
!'1'es~e that therr arncles, tracts, tr_eatises, essays bear the kind of accuracy that scholarship and
mtegnty ~:111and. The_y would contmue to labour under the impression that the word 'manitou'
means spmt and that 1t has no other meaning. Superstitious nonsense, according to the white
man. They do not know that the word bears other meaning even more fundamental than 'spirit',
such as, and/or per~g to the deities; of a substance, character, nature, essence, quiddity
beyon~ comprehens~on and therefore beyond explanation, a mystery; supernatural; potency,
potennal . What a difference such knowledge might have made in the studies conducted by Ruth
Landes or Thomas B. Leekley, and others on the Anishinaubae tribe. Perhaps instead of
regarding 'Indians' as superstitious for positing 'spirits' in trees or in other in.animate or
insensate objects, they might have credited them with insight for having perceived a vital
substance or essen~ that imparted life, form, growth, healing, and strength in all things, beings
and places. They mtght have understood that the expression 'manitouwan' meant that an object
possessed or was infu.se~ wi1? an ~le:nent or a feature that was beyond human ken; they might
have understood _tha~ w marutouwih meant that he or she was endowed with extraordinary
talents, and that 1t did not mean that he or she was a spirit.
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comprehension and therefore beyond explanation, a mystery; supernatural; potency,
potential . What a difference such knowledge might have made in the studies
conducted by Ruth Landes or Thomas B. Leekley, and others on the Anishinaubae
tribe. Perhaps, instead of regarding 'Indians' as superstitious for positing 'spirits' in
trees or in other inanimate or insensate objects, they might have credited them with
insight for having perceived a vital substance or essence that imparted life, form,
growth, healing, and strength in all things, beings and places. They might have
understood that the expression 'manitouwan' meant that an object possessed or was
infused with an element or a feature that was beyond human ken; they might have
understood that 'w'manitouwih' meant that he or she was endowed with extraordinary
talents, and that it did not mean that he or she was a spirit.
Language is essential. If scholars and writers are to know how 'Indians'
perceive and regard certain ideas they must study an 'Indian" language. When an
'Anishinaubae' says that someone is telling the truth, he says 'w' daeb-awae'. But the
expression is not just a mere confirmation of a speaker's veracity. It is at the same
time a philosophical proposition that, in saying, a speaker casts his words and his
voice only as far as his vocabulary and his perception will enable him. In so doing the
tribe was denying that there was absolute truth; that the best speaker could achieve and
a listener expect was the highest degree of accuracy. Somehow that one expression
'w'daeb-awae set the limits of a single statement as well as setting limits on all
speech.
There was a special regard almost akin to reverence for speech and for the
truth. Perhaps it was because words bear the tone of the speaker and m,.ay therefore be
regarded as belonging to that person; perhaps because words have but a fleeting
momentary existence in sound and are gone except in memory; perhaps it is because
words have not ceased to exist but survive in echo and continue on in infinity; perhaps
it is because words are medicine that can heal or injure; perhaps it is because words
possess an element of the manitou that enabled them to conjure images and ideas out
of nothing, and are the means by which the autissokanuk (muses) inspired men and
women. It was not for nothing that the older generation did not solicit the autissokanuk
to assist in the genesis of stories or in the composition of chants in seasons other than
winter.
To instil respect for language the old counselled youth, 'Don't talk too much'
(Kegon zaum-doongaen), for they saw a kinship between language and truth. The
expression is not without its facetious aspect but in its broader application it was
intended to convey to youth other notions implicit in the expression 'Don't talk too
much', for the injunction also meant 'Don't talk too often ... Don't talk too long ...
Don't talk about matters that you know nothing about." Were a person to restrict his
discourse, and measure his speech, and govern his talk by what he knew, he would
earn the trust and respect of his (her) listeners. Of that man or woman they would say
'w'daeb-awae.' Better still, people would want to hear the speaker again and by so
doing bestow upon the speaker the opportunity to speak, for ultimately it is the people
who confer the right of speech by their audience.
Language was a precious heritage; literature was no less precious. So precious
did the tribe regard language and speech that it held those who abused language and
speech and truth in contempt and ridicule and withheld from their trust and confidence.
To the tribe that man or woman who rambled on an on, or who let his tongue range
over every subject or warp the truth was said to talk in circles in a manner no different
from that of a mongrel who, not knowing the source of alarm, barks in circles
(w'geewi-animoh). Ever since words and sounds were reduced to written symbols and
have been stripped of their mystery and magic, the regard and reverence for them have
diminished in tribal life.
As rich and full of meaning as may be individual words and expression, they
embody only a small potion of the entire stock and potential of tribal knowledge,
wisdom, and intellectual attainment, the greater part is deposited in myths, legends,
stories, and in the lyrics of chants that make up the tribe's literature. Therein will be
found the essence and the substance of tribal ideas, concepts, insights, attitudes, values,
beliefs, theories, notions, sentiments, and accounts of their institutions and rituals and
ceremonies. Without language scholars, writers and teachers will have no access to the
depth and width of tribal knowledge and understanding, but must continue to labour as
they have done these many years under the impression that 'Indian' stories are nothing
more than fairy tales or folklore, fit only for juvenile minds. For scholars and
academics Nanabush, Raven, Glooscap, W eesaukeechauk, and other mythological
figures will ever remain 'tricksters', culture heroes, deities whose misadventures were
dreamed into being only for the amusement of children. Primitive and pagan and
illiterate to boot, 'Indians' could not possibly address or articulate abstract ideas or
themes; neither their minds nor their languages could possibly express any idea more
complex than taboos, superstitions, and bodily needs.
But were ethnologists, anthropologists, linguists, teachers of native children
and writers of native literature -- yes, even archaeologists -- to learn a native language,
perhaps they might learn that Nanabush and raven are not simply 'tricksters' but the
caricatured representations of human nature and character in their many facets; perhaps
they might give thought to the meaning and sense to be found in Weesaukeechauk,
The Bitter Soul. There is no other way except through language for scholars to learn
or to validate their studies, their theories, their theses about the values, ideals or
institutions or any other aspect of tribal life; there is no other way by which
knowledge of native life can ever increase. Not good enough is it to say in hushed
tones after reverential description of a totem pole or the lacing of a snowshoe, 'My,
weren't they clever.'
Just consider the fate of 'Indian' stories written by those who knew nothing of
the language and never did hear any of the stories in their entirety or in their original
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version but derived everything that they knew of their subject from second, third, and
even fourth diluted sources, Is it any wonder then that the stories in Indian legends of
Canada by E.E. Clark or in Manabozho by T.B. Leekley are so bland and devoid of
sense. Had the authors known the stories in their 'Indian' sense and flavour, perhaps
they might have infused their versions with more wit and substance. Had the authors
known that the creation story as the Anishinaubae understood it to mean was intended
to represent in the most dramatic way possible the process of individual development
from the smallest portion of talent to be retrieved from the depths of one's being and
then given growth by the breath of life. Had the authors known this meaning of the
Creation Story, perhaps they might have written their accounts in terms more in
keeping with the sense and thrust of the story. But not knowing the language nor
having heard the story in its original text or state, the authors could not, despite their
intentions, impart to their accounts the due weight and perspective the story deserved.
The stories were demeaned.
With language dead and literature demeaned, 'Indian' institutions are beyond
understanding and restoration. Let us turn back the calendar two and a half centuries,
to that period when the 'Indian' languages were spoken in every home, when native
literature 'Indian' institutions governed native 'Indian' life. It was then that a native
institution caught the imagination of the newcomers to the continent. The men and
women who founded a new nation to be known as the United States of America took
as their model for their constitution and government the principles of government and
administration embodied in the Great Tree of Peace of the Five nations Confederacy.
The institution of The Great Tree of Peace was not then too primitive nor too alien for
study or emulation to the founders of the United States. In more recent years even the
architects of the United Nations regarded the 'Indian' institution of The Great Tree of
Peace not as a primitive organization beneath their dignity and intellect, but rather as
an institution of merit There exist still 'Indian' institutions that may well serve and
benefit this society and this nation, not as dramatically as did The Great Tree of Peace
in the United States of America, but bestow some good as yet undreamed or
unimagined. Just how much good such institutions may confer upon this or some
future generation will not be known unless the 'Indian' languages survive.
And what is it that has undermined the vitality of some of the 'Indian'
languages and deprived this generation and this society the promise and the benefit of
the wisdom and the knowledge embodied in tribal literature?
In the case of the Beothuk and their language, the means used were simple
and direct it was the blade, the bludgeon, and the bullet that were plied in the
destruction of the Beothuk in their sleep, at their table, and in their quiet passage from
home to place of work, until the tribe was no more. The speakers were annihilated; no
more was the Beothuk language spoken; whatever their wisdom or whatever their
institutions, the whole of the Beothuk heritage was destroyed.
In other instances, instead of bullets, bludgeons, and bayonets, other means
were used to put an end to the speaking of an 'Indian' language. A kick with a police
riding boot administered by a 175-pound man upon the person of an eight year old boy
for uttering the language of a savage left its pain for days and its bruise upon the spirit
of a life. A boy once kicked was not likely to risk a second or a third. A slap in the
face or a pinch to the back of the head delivered even by a small man upon the person
of a small boy left its sting and a humiliation not soon forgotten. And if a boot or a
fist were not administered then a lash or a yardstick was plied until the 'Indian'
language was beaten out. To boot and fist and lash was added ridicule. Both speaker
and his language were assailed. 'What's the use of that language? It isn't polite to
speak another language in the presence of other people. Learn English! That's the only
way you're going to get ahead. How can you learn two languages at the same time?
No wonder kids can't learn anything else. It's a primitive language; hasn't the
vocabulary to express abstract ideas, poor. Say "ugh". Say something in your
language!... How can you get your tongue around those sounds?' On and on the
comments were made, disparaging, until in too many the language was shamed into
silence and disuse.
And how may the federal government assist in the restoration of the native
languages to their former vigour and vitality and enable them to fulfil their promise?
The Government of Canada must finance the establishment of either
provincial or regional language institutes to be affiliated with a museum or a university
or a provincial native educational organization. The function of the 'institute', to be
headed by a native person who speaks, reads, and writes a native language, will be to
foster research into language and to encourage the publication of lexicons, dictionaries,
grammars, courses, guides, outlines, myths, stories, legends, genealogies; histories,
religion, rituals, ceremonies, chants, prayers, and general articles; to tape stories,
myths, legends, grammars, teaching guides and outlines to build a collection of written
and oral literature and to make same accessible to scholars, teachers, and native
institutions; and to duplicate and distribute written and oral literature to the native
communities and learning institutions. The native languages deserve to be enshrined in
this county's heritage as much as do snowshoes, shards, and arrowheads. Nay! More.
But unless the writings, the essays, stories, plays, the papers of scholars,
academics, lexicographers, grammarians, etymologists, playwrights, poets, novelists,
composers, philosophers are published and distributed, they can never nurture growth
in language or literature. Taking into account the market represented by each tribe, no
commercial publisher would risk publication of an 'Indian' book. hence, only the
federal government has the means to sponsor publication of an 'Indian text', either
through a commercial publisher or through the Queen's Printer. The publication of an
'Indian' book may not be a commercially profitable enterprise, but it would add to the
nation's intellectual and literary heritage.
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In the Skin of the Trickster:
An Interview with Thomas King
by Karl E. Jirgens
Thomas King is a novelist and short-story writer. He also writes scre~nplays for
television including for programs such as North of 60. A number of ~i~ wor~ are also
radio-dramas and have been presented on the C.B.C. His novel Medicine Riv~r was
also produced as a movie. The novel has been translated into French, and .will_ be
launched in France later this year. His short stories have .been assembled zn his
collection One Good Story, That One. King's book for children, A Coyote Columbus
S
was nominated for a Governor General's Award. His novel Green Grass,
Rt;~;ing Water received extravagant praise from critics. King'~ fath~r was C~r?kee,
ther of Greek & German background. In this interview wit? Rampike s,
d hi
~rl 1fr';ns, King talks about his approaches to writing as well as his newest novel,
Truth and Bright Water soon to be released by Random 1!ouse Knopf CanadaGHe h
currently teaches at the University of Guelph. Thomas King spoke to us from ue1P
on February 5, 1997.

Image by K. Jirgens
KJ· One of the first things I wanted to ask you about was the flip in perception .~at
so~etimes comes up in your writing. This happens not only in your. novels Medicine
River (Penguin) and Green Grass Running Water (M&S), but also m your short
stories, in partic,ular "One Good Story That One" for example, and "A Coyote
Columbus Story" in your collection One Good Story, That One (M & S): In th~
"Coyote Columbus" story you invert perceptions of how,. f~r example, discovenes
happen. That seems to be a recurring element in your wnung, and you often seem to
be looking at things from more than one angle.
.
.
TK: I know what the perceptions are going to be of course, basically ~use there 1s
so much native literature and literature about natives, for example, ~d tt ex~nds not
only to literature but to art and its spread right through North Amencan society··· I
know what the perceptions are, I was born and raised with them so I know what ~ey
are, and I also have some familiarity with world literat~ and. some of ~e perce~uons
encapsulated with the body of that literature, so the pomt of v1~w of. nauve amencan
culture are easy to come to for me, and the easiest thing to do 1s to JUSt turn those .
views around on their head and just reverse the~, but _that is~'t really a lot of fun, m
some ways, for instance I suppose if I was working w1~ Christopher Columbus, an~ I
know that Christopher Columbus is considered some kind of expl~ra~ory hero, then if I
wanted to invert that all I would do is make him an explorato~ v11lam, of some sort,
but that really doesn't do anything, all that does is become a k~d of cranky .response
to a stereotype that's been kicking around for centuries. What I ~ rather do, is n~t so
much invert it, but move it off to one side, or stand off to ~ne side, and look at !t from
a different angle. That bit of advice that Emily Dic~nso~ gives about the truth, Tell
the truth but tell it slant" I am certainly interested m domg that. So, ~ look ~t
Christopher Columbus and I say to myself, "OK, let's say I'm not gomg ~o mvert that
articular stereotype let's say instead I'm going to try to re-manufacture it from a
~ore native perspective." And if I do that, and I decide to go with ~ coyo~e story for
instance then its an easy job to say, ok the problem is not really with Christopher
Columb:is, the problem is that coyote invents Christopher Col~m~us, and once loose
on the scene, Coyote can't control Christopher Columbus~ wh1c~ 1s more along the .
lines of an oral story than it might else be. Just to do an m~ers10.n c~ be dang~r?us m
a way, because when you simply invert a thing, all you do 1s re-mscnbe the ongmal
story-line.
f
1
ld
KJ: That makes a lot of sense, and it also ties in with the ~ay a lo~ o ~ope w~u
analyze or discuss deconstruction where its not enough to sunply flip an idea on Its .
head, because that might be only the first step in a process, bu~ then o~e. has to ~e it
a step further, as you do, by question, for example, the whole idea of discovery as
you do in the "Coyote Columbus" story.
TK: It also takes some of the power out of the hands of Columbo~, because whether
Columbus is a hero or a villain, he is in a position of power. If. he s a hero, then he
has the power to be a hero. If he's a villain, he still has a ~er:mm am~unt of power that
he wields, but if he's simply a creation of Coyote, then he. s Just playmg out th~ part
that Coyote has given him to play. I like that a lot better, 1t does a couple of thmgs I
like. Most of all, it gets rid of Columbus.
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KJ: Well, it works for me. I really enjoyed the collection One Good Story, That One,
and even though it dido 't receive quite as much notoriety as Medicine River or Green
Grass Running Water, but I think some of those stories in there are dynamite, "How
Corporal Colin Sterling Saved Blossom, Alberta, and Most of the Rest or'the World as
Well" or "One Good Story, That One," "The One About Coyote Going West," and
"Joe the Painter and the Deer Island Massacre" are all superb. "Joe the Painter" was
presented as radio-drama on C.B.C., wasn't it?
TK: Yeah, as a matter of fact, I just heard word that they're going to sell it to New
Zealand, I think its a five part presentation on "Joe the Painter".
KJ: I loved the title story (One Good Story, That One), with the anthropologists
looking for a so-called "original" native story, and the elder eventually re-telling a revamped version of the Biblical Genesis myth to keep them happy. That was
marvellous. The Coyote or Trickster figures quite prominently in that collection; I was
wondering if you could say a little bit more about that and the background. I've looked
at a number of studies and listened to a few elders talk about the Trickster-figure in its
various forms, and I guess your drawing largely from your Cherokee background, are
you.
TK: No, actually, I'm drawing largely from a kind of general idea of Coyote that
exists among a great many tribes. To be honest with you, I don't know of any
Cherokee Coyote-Tricksters.
KJ: Ahh, that's interesting. I know that there are numerous versions of Coyote
including one in print form on the Winnebago Trickster that was collected by Paul
Radin and there a number of similarities between that Trickster and some of the
versions that appear in your fiction.
TK: Yeah, certainly I am familiar with Radio's study, but, when I was in graduate
school, I also did some work with world literature, did a fair amount of reading in oral
stories, and so those combined with just hanging out and listening to people gave me
some background. But my coyote is not a full-blown Trickster figure. There's a whole
malevolent side to Coyote, not just with making a mess out of things, but some real
nasty shit that coyote can get involved in. My coyotes tend to be, uh, cute, for lack of
a better word. Sort of on the friendly, bumbling, foolish side. So my coyotes are not
full-blown in that sense. You get a writer like Gerald Vizenor, who does a much more
complete job with Coyote, but at the same time, the North American public likes
stories along those lines to be a little bit friendlier. "Little Red Riding Hood" I think in
the original, is, a French fairy tale, and in that particular tale, Red Riding Hood and
Granny get eaten up by the wolf, no woodsman comes along to save them, that's the
end of the story, its a cautionary tale, about not going out into the woods alone, but it
gets changed later to this story about innocence that gets rescued from the jaws of
wolfish behaviour. So, Vizenor does some of that, I tend not to go quite that far with
coyote, but, then, I think I've pretty much done my bit with coyote. Writers can only
hang on to coyote for so long, and then they better get out of there.
KJ: Well it worked nicely with both One Good Story That One and even Green Grass
Running Water, in more subtle way with the four "Indian" characters being shapeshifters, and so on.
TK: Well of course, coyote is in that particular piece. Actually, a lot of that stuff in
Green Grass, including the four old Indians came out of the collection One Good
Story, That One. The voices, especially. I was trying to reproduce in my own way
some of the stuff a writer by the name of Harry Robinson. He did two books; he's an
old Okanagan story teller. He's responsible for two books, one called Write It on Your
Heart: The Epic World of an Okanagan Storyteller (1989). Well, I saw Robinson's
stories in manuscript long before they were published when I was working on an
anthology and I was very impressed [See; All My Relations: An Anthology of Short
Fiction by Native Writers in Canada {Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1992. Editor's
note].
KJ: Yeah, he did that long poem, "An Okanagan Indian Becomes a Captive Circus
Showpiece in England" all about an Okanagan native who got taken across the Atlantic
to become a source of entertainment for in a touring circus.
TK: That's right In fact that's the one that is published in All My Relations.
KJ: And also in An Anthology of Canadian Native Literature in English (edit. Daniel
David Moses & Terry Goldie, Toronto: Oxford, 1992). I included both books on some
of the courses that I teach, and I remember being quite fascinated by that particular
poem. You're right, the use of voice in that is remarkable.
TK: Yeah. It was fascinating to me not only for the story, because the story itself is
simple enough and anyone, quite frankly could have told that story. But, Robinson
does it in a voice that in print comes close to approximating that oral story telling
voice. And I found that just fascinating and I began trying to use that first in the short
story collection and then later on in Green Grass.
KJ: Yeah, I've noticed some interesting overlaps between the two books [One Good
Story, That One, and Green Grass, Running Water, ed.]. For example, both books
include the use of voices within voices when the native story-teller re-tells the Biblical
Genesis tale to apparently unwitting anthropologists. This skewed re-telling establishes
a kind of deconstructive pattern. One of the things that I've found remarkable about
your writing is the fact that one the one hand you writing grows out of this oral storytelling tradition, and yet on the other hand, it displays a number of what we might call
"post-modernisms."
TK: Yeah, well, my partner, Helen Hoy, is very much up on post-modern theory and
she's a good critical theorist and she sort of fills me in. She really is my source for all
that material. She'll sit down and tell me something that I think is absolutely ridiculous
about critical theory. And I'll say, geez, that's a very complicated way of saying a
very simple thing, and then I'll go do it in my writing. And she '11 say, "Yeah, that
works." So, she keeps me up to date on what's happening. And Green Grass really is
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the kind of novel, that is a little bit of fun for the academics who live such a dull and
boring life.
KJ: Well, I certainly appreciate that, and I do work as an academic, but also as a
fiction writer, so reading that sort of thing is a lot of fun for me from both
perspectives. I can certainly see Bakhtin 's dialogism coming into play through the
multiple perspectives of the same events in, say, Green Grass, Running Water, in your
writing. And this notion of Coyote dreaming up Columbus is a clearly deconstructive
manoeuvre. I was impressed by your stylistics and thought that there are very few
writers who can so eloquently and elegantly move from the native oral story-telling
tradition into what could be identified as cutting edge post-modernisms.
TK: Which is why the book sells so well on college campuses. Thank God for small
favours. It was one of those things ... after I had finished my first novel, I thought to
myself, well, what am I going to do with all that shit I learned doing my Ph.D. work.
So, there it went Actually, I think that Green Grass was a hell of a lot better than my
dissertation.
KJ: So, you've got your book Medicine River translated into French and you're
getting ready for a big launch over there this spring aren't you?
TK: That's right But I don't think Green Grass will ever be translated into anything.
KJ: Well, you never know. A lot of people like that book. So, I guess, you'll be going
over to France soon.
TK: That seems to be the plan.
KJ: Who is the publisher of the French version?
TK: Its Albin Michel. They're a major French publisher.
KJ: You're new novel is titled Truth and Bright Water, and I heard you talk about
that a little bit at the University of Toronto. Who is going to publish that?
TK: Well, in Canada, its going to be Random House Knopf, and we are in the
processing of trying to sell it in New York.
KJ: Well, that sounds exciting.
TK: Not as exciting as it could have been. I was hoping that this would be a break-out
novel for me, financially.
KJ: Well, you certainly have an excellent reputation among critics and scholars, not to
mention the larger audience. I understand that there is a session planned on your
writing at the Modern Languages Association Conference in Toronto, for example.
With a reputation like yours, its probably just a matter of time before this happens.
TK: Well, with writers its a strange bit. Somehow, or somewhere, some writers end
up being "anointed" and either you get anointed or you don't And sometimes you can
go years without that. And sometimes it never happens. And sometimes it happens
right out of the gate. There doesn't seem to be any rhyme or reason to it. Its
something that I can never figure out
KJ: I had a question about the movie based on your novel Medicine River. There is
some debate about it. For example, I was reading some of the commentary on the
electronic Native Lit conference. And there are critics who are also in the business
such as Gary Farmer who have commented on it as well. He is developing a critical
view on how First Nations people are depicted in big-budget Hollywood and Canadian
films like Dances with Wolves, or Black Robe. And we got to talking a little bit about
the movie version of your novel, and I was wondering how you felt about the
treatment of it
TK: How did Gary feel about it?
KJ: Well, I think that he felt it was reasonably well done compared to a lot of other
films which depict natives, including movies such as Pocahontas, or Fargo. But, there
was this general sense not only by Gary, but on the electronic conference lines that
there were some shifts away from the novel, and that a number of the native
references had been white-washed a bit Of course, it is next to impossible to make a
movie that is entirely true to a book. I believe that the producers were non-native,
although the actors were native. I think the general consensus is, that compared to
something relatively corny like Dances with Wolves, it was reasonably well done.
TK: Yeah, I wasn't embarrassed by the movie. And that was my big fear, that it was
going to wind up on the screen and I was going to be just embarrassed to hell. I
wasn't embarrassed by it It wasn't the book. They had reduced, as Hollywood, or, as
anybody who does movies, I suppose, they reduced a fairly complex story, at least
complex from my point of view, down to essentially a kind of romance. A romantic
comedy was what they came away with. And it was nice to see native people on the
screen in large numbers. And to hear their voices. And that was good too. I would
have liked to have had more money to make the film and more time to make the film.
Now, in financial terms as a Canadian film, it wasn't bad, it was a couple of million
dollar product, and it took about 21 days to shoot.
KJ: Wow, that seems fast.
TK: Well, that is fast, but its not as fast as some. So, I think that they were able to
put together a reasonable shot at doing the movie. But movies just never do it. I mean
they never will take the place of a book. Partly, because they've got a time limit that
they have to pay attention to, and there's no way around it. I mean Michael Ondaatje's
The English Patient is not the book. And they did some real shifting on that from the
hero of the piece. They switch it from Kip, the east-Indian Sri-Lankan guy, to the
white guy, you know. And that's a huge shift And with Medicine River, there weren't
those giant shifts. But the complexity of the guy's situation in the town, particularly
his background and really the subtlety of Harlan Bigbear, you know, its not nearly as
subtle in the movie as it is in the book. In the book you really come away with the
feeling that Harlan maybe doesn't even know what he's doing, he's just lost in his
own space, and his goodwill, that he doesn't understand what he's about. Whereas in
the movie, its very obvious that the character there is a sort of knowledgeable
Trickster. So, in regard to those things, people can argue and say, "Well look, we're
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doing this for a movie audience, the lowest common denominator there, is a lot lower
than it is for a novel."
KJ: Yeah. Mind you, there were some pretty good scenes in that movie. I loved the
one where Will and Harlan go across Medicine River to visit the old Grandmother in
order to get a rattle for the little Southwing. There was a nice circumference shot that
travelled around the Grandmother outside with the hills and the river and trees in the
background and she is sitting on this lazy-boy chair. Good shot, that one. She was
quite remarkable.
TK: Oh yeah, she was great! They wanted originally to get a much younger actress to
look old and play the part And then one of the producers, I guess the lead producer,
insisted on signing up this woman, Maggie Black-Kettle, and she was absolutely
terrific. She had some wonderful, wonderful lines.
KJ: And her timing was great!
TK: Yeah, her timing wasn't bad at all. And her voice! You know a lot of people
aren't used to that strong native voice on the screen. So, it takes a little bit of getting
used to, but its a lovely presence. And I was quite pleased with her performance and
certainly with Graham and Sheila. But then again, I've got no sense for what works in
the movies and what doesn't I mean, I work in movies, I do films, for example, I do
scripts for North of Sixty sometimes, but if the truth be known, I really don't have a
good sense for that. I always try to make it more complicated than it has to be. I
always try to over-write it, I suppose. I just can't stand those simplistic lines. "How ya
doin'?" 'Tm fine." That's the movie. But, you can't do that in a novel.
KJ: Speaking of novels can you tell us a little bit about your new one [Truth and
Bright Water] without jinxing it?
TK: No, its done, so I don't have to guess at what I'm going to have to do. So, I can
safely tell you about it Its done except for the editing. And the editing will take me
probably a month or two at most. And then it will be finished up. Its really about two
boys, two teenage boys who live in these two towns, Truth, and Bright Water, one on
the Canadian side and one on the U.S. side. And its just about a week out of their
lives one summer. I think my partner counted up the days and decided it was just over
a week if that, although it seems like a lot longer.
KJ: ~ remember when you were talking about it at the University of Toronto, you
menuoned one element that I found a little bit fascinating. I guess I'm just attracted to
this fabulous stuff.
TK: Weird shit, huh?
KJ: Yeah. I get a kick out of it. The church that disappears and so on.
TK: Well, there are two characters that come onto the scene, and who are in part the
catalysts for the action in the novel. One of the characters, one of the characters is one
of boy's is Aunts, who comes and goes from time to time, in his life, she's sort of a
wandering individual, and she comes home again this time, she's his favourite aunt.
She's there for a purpose we never fully understand, but I won't tell you about that
~use its sort of a surprise. And secondly, there's a painter who comes home, whose
a fairly famous painter who comes back to Truth and Bright Water, named Munro
Swimmer. And he is a native artist who went away to Toronto and made it big, and he
co?1es hom.e and buys a church and he has the church fixed up completely and has it
pamted white, and then he comes back after the church is all done. And everybody's
really happy to see the church restored, so they think. And just after he's got it all
fixed up and painted white, he begins to paint it himself, and what he does is, he
slowly paints it out of existence. Piece by piece, little bit here, little bit there. And he's
kind of a goofy guy, sort of pops up all over the place. He's not a Trickster figure so
much, although I supposed you could argue that he is, more than he is a kind of
catalyst of sorts for the one boy. And he slowly paints the church over the entire
length of the novel, until its gone. And then he goes to work on the school-house.
KJ: So, I guess this is a sort of an epistemological comment on education and religion
western style?
T~:. Well, I suppo~ the c~mment has to do with the fact that these things are icons
~ithm North Am~ncan society. Churches, schools. And in many ways, they were
impo~ u~n. nauve people. Its not that native people were without religion or
educauon, its Just that those things just did not happen within those sorts of
institutions. And many of the institutions wound up on reserves. And even today they
are symbols of a kind of colonialist mentality. And so, to bum them down or to
destroy them, strikes me as a little harsh and angry, and vengeful. Things that I don't
much like doing in my fiction. But, to simply paint them out of existence is a sort of
d~licious_ way to take care of a problem, as far as I'm concerned. Because you can
think of 1t one of two ways. Either he paints the church out of existence, or, he paints
the ~hurch the same colour as the sky and the prairie, so that its there but you can't
see 1t. And there's some real ambiguity about what happens. All we know is that we
~an 't see the church. And of course from a western perspective, if we can't see it, then
its not there. We don't have the kind of attachment to faith, or fate that other people
h~ve. Its not that [non-native] North Americans are not a religious society, but I don't
think generally they have a great attachment to faith to be honest with you, any more
than they have an attachment to any kind of a land ethic. I mean, we get excited when
the Exxon Valdez goes down off the coast, and we get geared up for that, but in terms
of any kind of stories within our literature, oral or written that are passed down
through the generations, that talk about our relationship to the land, we don't really
have any.
KJ: Y~, w_e~l, there are a few of those farming stories by writers like Ringuet, or
Fredenck Phihp Grove, or Susanna Moodie, or Sinclair Ross, you know those stories
about prairie farmers trying to make a go out of it, As For Me and My House, and
others of that sort, but those are mostly about a struggle with the land, rather than
about learning to live in harmony with it. And not that much lately.
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TK: The only story that we have that has any impact on that is the piece from Genesis
where Adam and Eve get thrown out of the garden into a harsh wilderness? ~here they
have to tame it And we believe that story and so what we see around us, 1s untamed
wilderness" primarily. And our first impulse is to get out there and fix it.
KJ: That links in with Frye's "garrison mentality" and all of that [see; The Bush_
Garden, ed]. What do you think about writer's like Robert Kroetsch or, say, Sheila
Watson, who situate themselves close to the land in a slightly different way, but also
use the Trickster motif?.
.
.
.
.
TK: yeah, the land in North American literature, and m Canadian hterature, and m the
U.S. to a great degree, becomes a sanctuary, and has a kind of medicinal ef~ect. Take
someone like Hemingway in "Big Two-Hearted River" where you've got this war
veteran who comes back from the war, and goes back onto the land, goes down the
river to fish, and in that way, tries to get himself back onto the right track, ~o get an.
"even keel." And Kroetsch, I think, has the same sort of idea, that the land 1s a special
place, that the land can heal, that the land can calm, the land has almost religious
presence. But those two ideas, the land as ,commodity, ~d the Ian~ as sanctuary, are
not incompatible. As a matter of fact, that s what a Nauonal Park 1s. Land as
commodity, land as sanctuary, both at the same time. So, I would say, when Kroetsch
is writing about the land, and Watson's writing about the land, it doesn't~~ !11at
they see the land in the same way that native people see the land. And therr v~s10n of
the land, does not preclude the other vision, the other part of that North Amencan
vision. But even the nastiest son-of-a-bitch from MacMillan Bloedel wo~d argue that
parks are a good thing, its just that you don't need t<X? i:n~ny_ of them. There is that .
nice thing, to get back into the trees and away from c1V1lizauon, and all of that. But 1t
doesn't preclude cutting the trees down.
KJ: Speaking for yourself, I guess you don't have a big objection to non-native_ .
writers, say, like Kroetsch or Watson using native myths like the coyote, or dep1cung
native motifs in their work?
TK: Oh, hell, I don't mind, so long as they do a good job. I don't mind if non-natives
write about natives, so long as they do good work and get it right. But, the difference
is, I think that native novelists have more of an investment in getting it right than nonnatives do, and its not to say that non-natives can't, its just that their investment
culturally, is in a different place.
KJ: The last time we talked you mentioned a couple of writers you enjoyed, who use
the Trickster motif in their writing, Wayne Ude who wrote Becoming Coyote, and,
Maybe I will Do Something [Seven Coyote Tales, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1993,
ed.], and William Eastlake the author of Lyric of the Circle Heart [The Bowman
Family Trilogy, Normal, Illinois: Dalkey Archive Press, 1996, ed.].
.
.
TK: Yeah. They're both great writers. William Eastlake is one of my favounte wnters.
He's an American, U.S. writer, and he's written a number of novels, Go in Beauty and
The Bronc People, and of course, Portrait of an Artist with Twenty-Six Horses.
KJ: I looked at Portrait of an Artist with Twenty-Six Horses and at first I thought that
it would be about some guy, who might be on the range with twenty-six horses, or
something like that, but it turns out that "Twenty-Six Horses" is the name of a
character. That was a bit of tricky surprise, but I enjoyed the book very much.
TK: Yeah, William Eastlake is an amazing writer. Very funny. And he has this vision
of the land, that I was talking about earlier. I don't know of many other writers who
are so richly gifted.
KJ: Both you and Eastlake are writing about a kind of cultural and personal
displacement as a result of the incursion of another culture. In some ways, I can relate
to that I'm from a Baltic (Latvian) background, and it seems to me that the Baltic
experience is in some ways similar to what happened to First Nations people in North
America, only in a less extreme way, because in the twentieth century the Baltic was.
swept over by the Soviets, and we were forbidden to speak our language, or partake 10
our oral cultural traditions including our songs, and dances, as well as our poetry,
stories, literature, in general, and so on, and were forced to speak Russian, and to
study at schools set up according to the Russian model, to sing the Russian anthem,
and so on. And so, they tried to break up the culture from within. And the occupation
took place over a period of roughly fifty years, or one generation, which was just
about enough time to establish a major break between the elder and the younger
generation which as Basil Johnston has pointed out is all that is needed to eradicate a
culture, particularly an oral culture.
TK: Of course, that's what's been going on with Native People now for what, some
four hundred years? The difference here is that the government tended to move us off
into smaller and larger enclaves but did not try to break up those enclaves in
particular.

Illustrations by Arthur (Butch) Elliott from "The Storyteller's Lodge" series.
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An Excerpt from GREY OWL:
The Mystery of Archie Belaney
by Armand Garnet Ruffo
Armand Garnet Ruffo' s work is strongly influenced by his Ojibway heritage. His first poetry
collection, Opening In the Sky, was published in 1994. His work has since appeared in such
anthologies as Looking At The Words of Our People (Theytus Books), Voices o(the First
Nations (McGraw Hill-Ryerson), and Native Literature in Canada (Oxford University Press) as
well as nwnerous literary journals. Born in northern Ontario, Ruffo now makes his home in
Ottawa, where he is a lecturer in the Department of English and associate director of the
Centre for Aboriginal Education, Research and Culture at Carleton University. Grey Owl: The
Mystery of Archie Belaney is slated to be released in the spring of 1997 by Coteau Books.

Beginning
Archival memory.
Paper brittle as alltumn, unearthed
across the desk, files scattered.
Words floating like smoke
smell of moccasins you are wearing
warming the bright neon
carrying you on.
It is past midnight, everyone
is gone, except uniformed security
and you -- What is it you are digging for
exactly?
Note: Archie writes that a beaver's diet
consists of poplar and birch leaves,
shredded bark, lily roots and slim branches cut
into macaroni-like chunks; they also have a taste
for potatoes, apples and rice.
Transformation and Journey.
Archibald Stansfeld Belaney
and Grey Owl, Wa-Sha-Quon-Asin.
The people.
George his absent father; Kitty his bullied mother;
Ada and Carrie his spinster aunts; wives and lovers,
Angele Egwuna, Ivy Holmes, Marie Girard, Gertrude Bernard,
Yvonne Perrier; children, Agnes, Johnny, Dawn;
friends and acquaintances, George McCormick, Bill Guppy,
John Egwuna, Bill Draper, Jack Leve, Lovat Dickson,
Betty Somervell, Ken Conibear; adopted family, Alex and
Annie Espaniel, Jimmy and Jane.
The geography.
England. Hastings, a seaside village, his place of birth
at 32 St. James's Road; the move to 52 St. Helen's road,
near the woods he played in; to 36 St. Mary's Terrace,
where he watched ships move out to sea; Highbury Villa,
and his menagerie of pets.
Canada. Toronto, where he worked in Eaton's department store; Temagami,
Bear Island, where he began trapping and married Angele; Biscotasing,
meeting the Espaniels and becoming
a Riverman; Doucet, Gertrude and his first two beaver;
Cabana, where he began to write; Ajawaan, where he completely became
Grey Owl.
Writing to Gertrude, Archie tells her to find out if Alex
is up there. Alex will give her some, quote,
very wise counsel. Heed him, Archie advises.
The mention of family spills inward
that last portrait together in front of the station.
(Taken with Archie's Kodak, your Grandmother said.)
And you turned to the light blackened window,
your face transparent as a lens,
and with the click of pen
you find yourself stepping from a train,
into a white hiss of steam,
a snow bound lake vast as ocean,
North,
and there is no retreat.

Archie Belaney, 1915-16
You want to talk civilization. OK,
let's talk War. On August 6th, I join the 13th Battalion
and because I can handle a rifle I'm sent promptly
to the trenches.
One black night I hang my greatcoat
on a branch sticking up in the mud,
in the morning a dead man's green arm
hands it back to me.
I see a man trying to stuff his intestines back inside himself.
He asks me for help.
Chlorine Gas: Blisters your lungs.
You vomit blood.
No mask. Piss in a rag
and stick it in your face.
No piss. Borrow some.
They make me a sniper. I get to see the tears
the second the bullet rips through them.
The shelling, it makes my brother Hugh go mad.
Now his life is a room where he sits and pounds
his exploding head.
I'm lucky. On April 23rd, I'm wounded in the foot
and sent away to have a toe removed. Later I'm ~schar~ed.
Some accuse me of shooting myself. Others say impossible.

Alex Espaniel, Biscotasing, 1925
He paddles to our place by moonlight,
.
skulks in and says he's got ·to go. The police
from Chapleau are coming to arrest him.
I tell him not to worry.
His singing and drumming isn't that bad.
And if he's been staggering around again
and making a nuisance of himself,
throwing knives
at passing boxcars,
they'll just give him a fine.
He says it's time to go anyway.
So I give him some dried moosemeat,
a couple cans of beans,
flour and salt for bannock,
and a few dollars.
He isn't sure where he's going
or when he '11 be back.
Then one day I get a letter
from someone named Grey Owl,
and when I open it up it's Archie.

Simple Addition
A is for Archibald
A is for Anishnabeg*
A + A = Archibald Anishnabeg
B is for Belaney
B is for Beaver

B + B = Belaney Beaver
now simply add A+ B
A + B = Archibald Belaney
Anishnabeg Beaver
Archibald Beaver
Anishnabeg Belaney

* the Ojibway people
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Grey Owl in Two Times:

Colonel Wilfrid Bovey, 1929
Forty years old and nearly destitute,
he comes to Melis-Sur-La-Mer hoping to find work
guiding and to publicize his proposed beaver colony,
and ends up staying in a tent on the beach.
Metis is not the kind of resort that employs guides,
and he's reduced to exhibiting his beaver for ten cents
admission so that he can buy a little food. His wife,
who can't be much more than twenty, comes to the hotel
looking for work as a maid and proudly informs us
that her husband has recently published an article
in Country Life, the well-known English magazine,
which quite frankly impresses us. So we ask her
to bring some of his work over and later agree
to engage him to speak at the Seaside Hotel.
The material itself is powerful with its passionate
conservation message, but of course we are sceptical
that a half-breed from the bush can speak before an audience.
The turnout is good, over a hundred people,
and he arrives on stage looking quite dashing and,
I might add, even theatrical in his fringed Native attire.
He's clearly nervous and stumbles through his introduction
as he tries to read from his notes. The crowd is impatient
for him to get on with it, just as he appears to be
impatient with himself, constantly turning his attention
from his notes to the audience and back, losing his place.
But before anyone is aware of what is happening, has time
to applaud his daring, he gathers up his papers and
clenching them in his hand moves the lectern aside.
Then, with a calm intensity that makes me recall the sky
just before one of those blankets of storm we have up here
appears out nowhere and sweeps across the lake, with
that kind of captivating force, he begins to tell us a story,
as though we were sitting around a campfire. And all at once
a hush pervades the audience, lightened from time
to time with jolts of laughter -- the beaver people
with all their antics are alive and busy; the wild north
has blown into the room carrying the smoke of ancient ceremony -and he has everyone eating out of his hand,
like the animals he's telling us about, his papers
by this time forgotten on the floor.

Archie Belaney in photo (left) taken around 1901-02.
Archie as "Grey Owl" in photo (right) summer of 1929.
Photos clo National & Ontario archives respectively.

They collect seven hundred dollars that night
and have over a thousand by the time they leave
and it's only the beginning.

Romantic
James Fenimore Cooper,
why, yes, I've read him.
Last of the Mohicans
Deerslayer etc. etc.
Fine books. Fine books indeed.
Certainly they're romanticized,
but then, it's all part of the game,
isn't it? To give the public
what it wants,
& expects.

()
__

I say if they want romance
give it to them.

If they expect beads and braids
give it to them.
Butter the facts.
Spread it thick.
The point is
to get the message
across,
isn't it?

Illustrations by Arthur (Butch) Elliott from
"The Storyteller's Lodge" series.
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songs to my wild horses
Kateri Akiwenzie-Damm
Kateri Akiwenzie-Damm is an Anishnaabe writer of mixedblood from the Chippewas of
Nawash First Nation. She lives and works at Neyaashiingamiing (Cape Croker
Reserve), on the Saugeen Peninsula in Ontario. Her writing (poetry, fiction, and
scholarly/research), has been published in anthologies and journals as well as on
audio-cassette. She has a book of her poetry in print (My Heart is a Stray Bullet:
Kegedonce Press), and she has given readings in Canada, the USA, Australia and
Aotearoa (New 'Zealand), and has presented her writing on national radio in Canada
and Aotearoa, including on WIN programs "Writing on the Wall" and "Take 3."

1
there are wild horses
thundering across the hidden valleys of my spirit
there are wild horses
I cannot feel
thundering across the hidden valleys of my spirit
I cannot feel their hooves pounding
across the hidden valleys of my spirit
I cannot feel their breath blowing
across the secluded valleys of my spirit
2

there are wild horses
with hooves that do not touch the earth
thundering across the secluded valleys of my spirit
there are wild horses
raising dust clouds across the secluded valleys of my spirit
there are wild horses
soundlessly pounding their hooves across the windswept valleys of my spirit

7
I cannot feel these wild horses
I cannot feel them
I cannot feel their hooves
I cannot feel these wild horses
I cannot feel them
I cannot feel their breath
I cannot feel these wild horses
I cannot feel them
I cannot feel their songs
I cannot feel these wild horses
I cannot feel them
I cannot feel their eyes
I cannot feel these wild horses
I cannot feel them
I cannot feel their dreams
I cannot feel these wild horses
8

when the ice melts
I will feel them
I will feel these wild horses
yes I will feel them
the ice is melting
I will feel them
I will feel these wild horses

/

yes the ice is melting

3

there are wild horses
singing songs I cannot feel
dancing across the windswept valleys of my spirit
I cannot feel their songs beating
across the windswept valleys of my spirit
I cannot feel their hooves massaging
the windswept valleys of my spirit
4

there are wild horses
painted read and purple black and gold
streaking across the precious valleys of my spirit
there are wild horses
carrying dreamstones and sacred words
racing across the precious valleys of my spirit

s
there are wild horses
with turquoise eyes
charging across the precious valleys of my spirit
there are wild horses
braiding sweetgrass in their manes
stamping their hooves into the precious valleys of my spirit
I cannot feel their painted dreams
racing across the precious valleys of my spirit
I cannot feel their obsidian hooves
pounding across the windswept valleys of my spirit
6
there are wild horses thundering
across the precious valleys of my spirit
there are wild horses

there are wild horses thundering
across the windswept valleys of my spirit
there are wild horses
there are wild horses thundering
across the secluded valleys of my spirit
there are wild horses
there
there
there
there
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are
are
are
are

wild
wild
wild
wild

horses
horses
horses
horses

thundering across the hidden valleys of my spirit
pounding across the hidden valleys of my spirit
singing across the hidden valleys of my spirit
there are wild horses there are wild horses

Illustrations by Arthur (Butch) Elliott from "The Storyteller's Lodge" series.
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Of Dugong and Other Things
by Rolland Nadjiwon

En Route From
Tucson
by Rolland Nadjiwon

Rolland Nadjiwon is an Anishnaabe of Potawatami descent, and he is of the Turtle
Clan (Mikinak) and originally from Cape Croker. He has read his work to small and
large audiences alike, including at the benefit for the Innu at the C.B.C. Glenn Gould
studios in Toronto. A published writer of poetry, fiction and scholarly/research, his
work has been presented in oral, print and electronic forms.

Los Cruces to Pecos
the Rio Grande
great trip
if you have
blond hair and blue eyes
border patrol
road blocks
every 20 miles

Long before the world was, in our time of dreaming, everyone lived centred
in enchanted blue wilderness. In that beforetime, we did not appear as we do now. It is
said that we were coloured lights moving about as fireflies. Sometimes, when we came
together, air in excitement would vibrate and shimmer with many colours. Lights
would dance as do northern lights now days. We were very ancient One time though,
only one time, we forgot -- we all forgot how important it is to remember beforetime.

Every time
their eyes
mostly blue
raping down the passengers
stopped at me
one put his hand
on my back
to see if it was wet
kept my indian status card
in my hand
the one with
my press release photo
.
where I look almost caucas1an
didn't want them thinking
I was reaching for a weapon
hell - didn't want them thinking

When it happened, the fore-begot, we were all crystal clear. A soft rain was
falling gently and green frogs were singing. Spider, we called him spider, became so
excited we think he forgot first No. We all forgot at the same time and that is how
spider forgot. Suddenly, spider bit dugong. At first lights just laughed--like _eve1?'one .
was having fun and still happy. Slowly, everyone started to remember nothmg like this
had ever happened before. Dugong looked at everyone with great pain and an even
greater sorrow. He said to Spider. "Why did you hurt me?"
"I am very sorry." said spider.
"I cannot play with you anymore." said dugong. "Now I must leave. I have to go and
live alone in the salt ocean. I can never come back to centre or enchanted blue
wilderness."

Passing through
bible belt
the tatooed man
across the aisle
with thoughts
of his momma
& how he was raised
tears the cover from
his porno pocketbook
so no one will know
what he is reading
and make him stand in the comer

"Please don't go. I will never bite you again." spider cried.
"I really must go now." replied dugong. The fore-begot was forming around some
lights, especially around dugong. His light was not so bright any more. "Friends," he
said sadly, "I must go." He brightened a bit and said, "I know. I will leave you my
light and it will shine so bright in the darkness of the fore-begot. In after beforetime
when you will sit at centre feeling sadness and melancholy, you can gaze into the
shadows of the fore-begot and see me. You will remember to not forget, ever again. It
will remind you of time of dreaming. You will hear green frogs sing and see lights
dancing. Always, unfortunately, it will be only a reflection and you will become sad
and melancholy over and over again." Dugong stopped talking and took in a deep
breath. When he tried to speak again he could only make funny noises and air bubbles
came out from his nose because he had a nose now.

Knocksville to Detroit
two young men
returning north
from Florida
strike up a friendship
& mile after mile
& far into the night
talk loudly
of their success
big house
good jobs
pretty girls
their prowess
with females & finances

With great sadness Dugong dragged himself slowly out from enchanted
wilderness and into salt ocean. He disappeared deep into the fore-begot That is the
last time we all spoke to him. That is the last time we all spoke together as we did in
the beforetime.
As Dugong disappeared into the fore-begot, the green frogs stopped singing.
The enchanted blue wilderness went silent and still. Everything began to change. The
lights started to fade and go out until they had all disappeared. The beautiful crystal
clear centre turned into a brackish and fore-begot how to flow through time. The
enchanted blue wilderness went slowly into a deep sleep. Only the light of dugong was
still shining in the centre of the enchanted blue wilderness.

After a measure of time, the gentle rain began to fall and the green frogs
started singing. A new and delicate blue earth woke up into a red dawn humming an
ancient green frog song. Everything had changed to looking as it does now. Men
looked like men, frogs looked like frogs, and trees looked like trees. Everything had
eyes and could only see in one direction. We could no longer see our lights.
Everything had ears and needed sound to hear. We could no longer hear the green
frogs' song. Everything had hands but our centre of feeling had changed. Now we
needed to touch to feel. Even the Dugong, the most playful of lights, changed into how
the dugong now look. We were all so surprised and felt a deep sorrow.
Spider was the saddest of all. He had meant no harm but it was too late. To
this time he is still tries to bring back all the lights. At night, for now there is night,
by the light of the moon the dugong left us, for 'moon' is what we now call dugong's
light, spider builds beautiful, delicate spirit nets out of his own silk. Dugong' s light
dances on the silver threads and small drops of dreamtime moisture gather on them.
But spider can never close the hole in the middle of the net. The spirit lights dance on
the silver threads and in the drops of dreamtime moisture but always, always they pass
through the hole in the centre of spider's net and back to the dreamtime where gentle
rains are falling and the green frogs are singing.
Dugong, himself, swims in the fore-begot deep in the waters of the salt ocean.
Many don't know he is there. Many don't know the moon is his light Many don't
even remember we fore-begot.
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Talking Trees
by Rolland Nadjiwon
sometime long ago
when a blue earth
was forming
out of the thoughts
of a red dawn humming
all the trees
and plants
and animals
talked
when the new world
was becoming
here
out of thought songs
of the red dawn humming
there were ones
who could hear
/
the sounds
of the trees
and the plants
and the animals
these ones
who could hear them
told about it
because
they were old
and from so long ago
they were the ones
who could hear
that time of talking
when this earth
was becoming new
to here
when the buh-gwudg-innini-sug
the little people
when they lived here
that is when
the trees talked
and the plants
and the animals
and when they talked
it was a song
now on this blue earth
only the one
is standing
singing
singing
singing
of a blue earth
out of a red dawn humming

Turns out
they're broke
& unemployed like myself
Greyhound Bus Line cowboys

Illustration by Arthur (Butch) Elliott
from 'The Storyteller's Lodge" series.
Butch Elliott is a PotawatamiDelaware from Cape Croker, Canada.
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An Excerpt From "H"
by Philippe Sollers
Translated by Elaine Corts
Philippe Sollers along with Julia Kristeva and Rolland Barthes, was the driving force
behind the highly influential and innovative French journal Tel Que/. Sollers was also
the inspirational leader of the "Tel Que/ Group". Philippe Sollers' unique style in
fiction is in the spirit of his activist publishing and editing. Sollers' writing pursues
innovation in form as it inter-sects with an engaged world-view. The following is a
section of his acclaimed avant-garde novel Has translated by Rampike correspondent
Elaine Corts.
to ~i~e an oral presentation on the third kind of knowledge the theme of don juan is interesting insofar
as it is the energetic parody of the primitive father instead of wishing to keep all women which leads
them to suppose that their right is to have at least one of them it seems that he takes all of them
transversely it is the diagonal of the square disruption of the roots in a sense he is the one we accuse of
bei~g- impotent ho~osexual can we say that he accentuates the circuitous route of other practising
chnstians or no _he gi:es up the burden to them culture harvests the moment nature nothing to do with
a hothead amaruac a figure always tolerated it is enough to see the quartet which hounds him the hysteric
and her dead papa coupled with a fiance a tenor a mannish girl with a whore even more the missus stuck
on the s.cellerato ~s is her word seduced yet vengeful a stable situation is a stable situation there they
are _the JUd~es gmded by a statue and a tapestry of the bride they lifted their leg over the ashes they are
ludicrous like the unconscious personified like a series of slips of the tongue like the city itself cuckoos
~arge males useless weaklings those who pay included cuckoos the secret brother mother sons daughters
i shoul~ say so what a sense of the mucous membranes cuckoo the boy air of defiance in the eye of mama
who wished to be the father the cuckoo the little girl with nervous twitches sensing the difference
halfway cuckoo mother cute girl determined radiant pregnant right up to her eyes ecstasy in her womb
cuckoo curl~ lad~girl c~die~ fruit tic-tac the mystery of watches cuckoo granddaughter with a bow the
~c~ffold resign~t10n millennium enigma of penetration cashbox deposits and consignments all bathed
rrn~a.ted terronzed by the high-strung woman cradle distracted with at the edge already worn away by
oblivion adults concerned gods spoiled in a can caught up with jobs and taxes adieu little world adieu
l~lliput indeed it would_ s~e:11 that the sides ~row fainter the mountains are gray points pain fades away
like a spot e~ploy k2r it is mstantaneous will the universe make a figure eight eventually or an outline
of a figure e1gh~ and nev:r looped yes it is the total spectacle curved galleries ceilings of light louds~~ers turmoil. undulatmg rows the spectacle or rather the anti-spectacle since everything is lost
w1th1;11 the whole is created basically i am this idiotic old man surprisingly young who walks in the cool
~un hke tanned supple flesh who sets up the tables the flowerpots sings passes the hat falls asleep his
Jaw shaded would you rock him waves let him find a dormant state for us the word houri has been used
since 1654 bo_rrowed ~om the persian houri of the arabic hour plural of haoura literally who have the
black and w~ite of theu eyes clearly distinguished qualifications of the women in paradise from the
greek paradeisos of the iranian paraidaiza enclosure of the lord woodland area in the sense of the abode
of the blessed archipelago spreads into small islands not even pinpointed as they say lost that the word
returns to the air and this last attains the heart within the heart whose fire bums the time it takes to believe
becomes silent again ~d throwing the place setting fork and knife into the sea the point where it is no
longer useful f?r anyth~g reveal the bones or the shit of the character he is really stupid he no longer
~ns:"ey;s he_ r:c1tes ~ything whatever if they laugh frightened of their stuff they will surely give a good
~1p ~n cash ~t 1s reqmred or then they should not pretend to be somebody important to be outside or not
mside that 1s the question that a lucid individual can not fail to ask himself in the face of certain natural
events f~r example echoes leucocytes rays tornadoes diamonds moss scrap iron i can no longer know
whether i am awake or if i sleep i have in mind another untouchable floodgate come closer come closer
not wander of~ l:ap come come back knock down gnaw away at me the barrier but go ahead since
i tell you to come 1t 1s death basically which is afraid of us what a misunderstanding then mozart wrote
clemency ~astily his face turned over into the cushions at a gallop at a trot at a gallop vengo aspettate
betwe.en v1enna and prag_ue ~em~tschek said in 1798 that he completed the entire thing in eighteen days
pale sickly but always with his friends the same direct sparkle in his humor nietzsche had several times
a~tested to never having taken more than ten days for each one of the first three parts of zarathoustra
silence of the bay surrounded by pines rising from the cliffs from the station to the village the frozen
~r~en lak~ more than a glance a coldness in the ten fingers the expense does not support the rule the flame
:ismg ag~m no longer when he had chosen above all do not call me dionysius in addition with this accent
i am afraid that you do not know the meaning of a butterfly of the launched for no reason the clear blue
morpho rhetenor the yellow saturnia pavonia or the armandia thaidina of szechuan i am not certain that
i would.act. '"':ith th~ s~e. force towards a worker in the act of beating his horse but a child who catches
?utterflie~ if i see ~uni will strangle him the prick of the needle is a crime that i can not forgive the more
it seems like nothm? the more s~rious it is and that is why the other was right to say that a thought of
murder or a mur_der itself are eqmvalent an equation which has not convinced anyone so then about the
year 2000 we will~ roughly seven billion from now on the environment will weigh heavily strain the
balance a future honzon will come when it will be truly necessary to have a theory of respiration will
we hav~ reac~ed the unconscious will we know how to treat compensation will we be able to exchange
the anc~ent mght for these logical propositions as soon as we become attached to objects existence and
non-existence surges like a billowing wave nevertheless it seems that the small boat continues on
neith~r sh~en nor di~turbed coming and going are the phases of concentration how to realize in depth
the w1denmg perception revealing that nothing is perceived if it is true that architecture is frozen music
if it is verifiable that fiction rises to the surface disperses like an interval when the words revolve a hide
fresh tracks wake wake there was a verb to saw signifying to row backwards in order to return the reverse
way learn ~o listen t~ ~e tightened string of no sound at all the spontaneous interjection since i tell you
that space 1s vacarit 1t 1s enough to go there such velvet-softness as well that writing can feel in a flash
what years would not have revealed to him where is god says pascal while using the language of the
century c~e~wh.er~ Y?U are not and the kingdom of god is in you it is in that way outside all alone and
profou~d ms1de 1f 1t vibrates font of the novel history in a free style an unknown material until today
unfold1?g more and ~~re red in tu?11oi~ at the same time song of war branches scholars rustlings genre
underside of the radiatmg gong htthermg waters of truth like a course no longer divine but on course
and always current in its course echoing blackmail whinings of neurosis finding strength in the popular
movement flourishing everywhere it is this totality not another incessant speech speechless suggestion
flavor they have counted 5355 in india thinking that nature is a female dancer who shows herself until
she has been seen oh no not looked at nor seen in the sense of to look at to see but seen to her source

connected to the short-circuit of the already seen again it is thus that for a moment the mind of a dreamer
is dislocated by a vision of day folding up its night there is a second when ~ou_ can ~eize it acr~ss its
flaming mist it seems that rfimi composed while dancing it seems that qmte mtox1cated he circled
around a pillar drowned in an ocean oflove while dictating his rhymes vertically into the dha'"':k why
do i say myself or him since he is i and that myself i am he i am he himself n?w it is ?f myself that 1s~ak
surely it is myself that i was seeking you realize at that time they oppose~ him they u:ic~eased the d~n:als
they wrote legal decisions against him they read chapters on the barm1;11g of the_ v1oh? of th.e ~nll.1ant
whirling the truth of these parables is always observed afte: the fact wi~ a proliferation o~ rrruta~ons
the variety of its applications of its image of its synonyms i have not wntten the mathnaw1 he sa~d s?
that it be born by you so that you repeat it but so that you put it under your feet so that you fly with it
this is not a scale to put around your neck the apples are hidden beneath the wo~ds the words ~e?eath
the apples assume you could hear all that without giving anything in exch~ge 1f you ~e sen.s1~1ve to
the froth learn about the vat learn about the hairpin turn the rings on your cham are multiform 1t 1s why
at every second i develop another form of madness the elephant remembers his form sometimes when
they escape my influence they clap their hands it is in their very blood may they d~ce phrases hav~ to
be heard askew if you like everything is trite if you like still light the frre the heart 1s a see~ we are like
a millstone does it know why it turns the body is like a millstone thoughts arc the water which turns the
millstone speaks but the water knows what has happened.see see it t~es off even in the ~ost ~ncrete
of cities you've still a bird to show you the path of the wrre of the click-clack the sparklm? s1ckl~ the
clatter the ebb it is the young nomobody up there who is aroused so he heads for the piano fri?ay
september 30 1791 he will die december 5th his sister-in-law josephahoferpl.ayed the lady of the mght
what i like the most he wrote to his current wife in october is success through silence we see clearly how
this opera rose more and more in public opinion die strahlen der sonne vertreiben die nacht i am afraid
so all ends in the common grave like schikaneder at v ienna in 1818 ruined er azy another performance
which moves me is like ye sons of art april 30 1694 with sound the trumpet till around you make t~
listening shores rebound and the alternate descent of the counter-.tenors '"':hile joyc~ gr?p~ ~lind ~t ~s
post because the newspaper had announced the concert which did no~ fail to surpns~ its v1S1tor d1dn. t
we have children everywhere and not only human but vegetable mmeral algebra 1f the structure 1s
fortuitous the exit does not have the same effect according to the context according to whether the
operator is found more or less close to the natural elements according to whether it is the opposit~ in
the industrial commercial tangle in short a feudal experience with horses palm trees drapes ~e1led
women opium dance of the womb it is not that of an airport of a petro~eum refinery of~ ~u~way m the
suburbs even with a spin on a merry-go-round or the crazy horse which should not mmunize the fact
that on the eve of a change in dynasties of revolutions the roles have a tendency to change fro~ one ~o
the other the non-determined fluctuating sexes the obvious cycles insistence on the ~ansvestite flm~
figures meeting abruptly at an acute angle of the irrational isn't time concealed yes it would seei:n 1t
should have rapidity a whispered arrival the winged flight of storms there are really two ages ma
lifetime one when the thunder frightens you the other when it illuminates oblivion forever youthful
caterwauling of children in the moss madness swarming irritated formerly stuck to tree trunks the_b:Uk
the blackness of the leaves recalling faces from the past goddamn it the bay leaves pungent nsmg
perfume i propose a shattering experience in contrast to the roaring of ~e air otherwise said the closed
opening reserving the sperm poking the fire it rejuvenates the ~mbohs~ we could e~en say th~t ~e
infarction sojourns there it lets us think calmly the demographic explosion at the 19 the declme m
mortality the adaptability of illness in an orchestra the brass has a tendency to good-naturedness ~
attraction to primary sexuality they love jokes especially those which are about the b.uccal cav~ty
titillating humor the instrumentalists who make music with their mouth often speak of makm? love ":i~h
their mouth but the oboist is irascible in breathing from his narrow hips as if he were screwmg a frigid
woman
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Poetique

Sans Titre

par Hedi Bouraoui

par Christine Germain

Le poetique se montre recalcitrant
A se laisser definir
Une sorcellerie d'images tournoie
Dans cet imaginaire qui s 'eventre
Comme un taureau
Le matadore metaphore recuse
le non-sens derisoire
D'ou des ecouteurs desesperes

Une tasse de trop qui traine nonchalante sur le bord du lit
La fesse encore prude qui se decoupe contre le cardre de porte
Les butchs clans le cendrier qui ramenent a un sein dur et palpe
Passage: Volubilite d'une heure et de quelques minutes empaillees

Pas de discours innocent
Dans ce poeme qui se casse les dents!
Et quel privilege accorde la critique
Quand le terrain d 'election
Est pur appel au glissement
Le poeme nous conduit a l'univers
D l 'enonciation
Drole de strategie que stratifie
L' inspiration
Et le critique rit clans sa barbe
Pour ne point se larder clans l 'art
De denoncer le Barde
Le poeme se joue de son enonce
Heureusement ou tout simplement
desoriente la cohesion portugaise
Et non la Lettre
Son coup de foudre du depart
Est noir, est blanc
Ce coup porte au spontane
Se sterilise la racine
Pour que lucide, emerge le passionne

~a die C'est moe la reine a soir
On a pele ma peau
Comme un melon trop sucre
Qu' on suce les doigts de jus degoulinants
Battements d'ailes et catastrophies
L'habitude, Laquelle? des petits bruits discrets et salauds
On se monte et on s' oublie
Tu sais? Je suis suivie ...
Comme cet homme qui se disperse clans un muse fictif
Comme cette femme: Trou du ciel quie s'infecte
Tu sais ... je suis suivie ...
Moment cancer
Est la qu' a watche, est la qu' a watche
Qu'ate deshabille, qu'a t'omnubile
Le frette, la faim, pis l'auto-strip-tease devant le miroir

La peur, ... la MODITE peur
Celle des exactitudes, des petites morts qui donnent soif
de chasses croises
Est la qu' a watche, est la qu' a watche
Qu'a t'eparpille, qu'a t'inutile
SSSSSSSSSSSSSssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
Les lymphes agreablement ficelees
Le sexe qui saigne encore, avec des petits fantomes qui
tressaillent encore derriere les rideaux
Comme un moment miracle une bonne indisretion
C'EST MOE L'HERITIERE, LA FAVORITE PIS LA PRETENDANTE
C'EST MOE LA REINE A SOIR

Lettrist mail-art by Rolland Sabatier (France).
Image par Christine Germain
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Afterlife of the Heart
by Betsy Warland
1
is every love story
a death story?
love sickness on a death bed?
i want to say, no,
not in the beginning when
there is no other left for another
though with the first lovers' knot
we begin the slow disentangling from
our family affair
its brooding blood ties

7
however it happens
two birds means
a bird in the house
even when we've made intentions clear,
separate, leave

a love letter makes for
a dead letter (address unknown, return to sender)
truthfulness
care

fall into
dead silence of betrayal

8

this is not lyrical
this is anything but lyrical
though somtimes

2

suddenly the safety of the pack
becomes the chase:

much later
"I saw him looking at you"

"Oh, he's a deadhead"
(she's already in flight,
thinks of nothing else)

there is a tender note
sounded from this

/

recognition of
if she's lucky

one another
as long-lost friends

there will be two -the thrill of a dead heat
and with the falling in?
friendship's falling out

9
i write this now, for,
as Olson writes;

3

in time, the aftermath
the multiplication table now
deadlocked by divisions of two

this possibly
the greatest love we will share

romance
not this, not this, not this,
all those years of imagining, reading, rehearsing,
all those movies all those songs
there's no going
back
track, rewind, only
dead ahead

i write this now not for
all the love i have given but
for all the love given me
thought-lessly

4

have i convinced you already,
have i succeeded with my rationalization,
ratio, of romance's
inexorable death rate?
like you, i have never meant harm
yet the years go by
the death count increases

"we stand more and more revealed"

i write this now, for
the lover who holds me from behind,
looks sky-eyed within
knowing
on what ground we stand

Snail on Ice
from: Poems Without Explanation
by Gabor Gyukics

my comfort?
the heart.
the heart alone could convince
of an afterlife
how it reincarnates, reinvents beyond
each dead end

s
few things frighten us more than
love's death throws
does this account for the virulent innocence?
though each might admit failings
(o the humbling of years)
we still leave
one another holding the bag
the dead weight of
"if onlys ... "
6

let's face it, most of us have
not only worn the death mask;
we've presented it

In a cold room, on a cold bed, under a cold blanket the body is cold
the light is cold, the night is cold, the moon is cold
The grass and the tree are cold, the earth is cold and its smell, too
The sun is cold, the breath is cold under the water
The sky is cold, the cloud is cold and the flash of lightning, too
The meat is cold in the cold soup
The girl is cold, the desire is cold
The word flags
Cold wedged beneath the stone
The blood is cold, the mind is cold
The music is cold and the picture and the hieroglyph, too
The hot tea is cold
The flower is cold, the bird is cold, the bee is cold
and the may - fly, too
In the cold, cold sculpture stopped movement
The sweltering heat is cold, the time is cold, the brain is cold
The asking eyes of a beggar are cold
Cold running through my throat
My lungs are cold and tremble, my legs are cold and I can't go
In the cold I stand lying or I lie standing
I don't know in the cold
In the cold everything is frozen .

though we abhor its perfect fit
there's a secret sweetness
behind this suffering
might be absolution for
the times we walked away
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Image/Text by Helen Loveldn

Below The Deep
by Helen Lovekin
As a child I frequently accompanied my mother on visits to her bedridden, moneyed
great-aunt Myrtle. On these occasions it was essential that I not touch anything or cause
any disturbance whatsoever. Therefore I was always deposited by my mother in a small
sitting groom that contained nothing save a stunningly azure Persian carpet This carpet
had been poached by Myrtle's husband from a Bedouin chief, who in turn had stolen it
from someone else. Myrtle was said to regard her husbands cultural brigandage--which
much in evidence--as a cheap way to furnish a house. For her own part she would have
preferred to buy everything new from Eaton's. In short, my mother's great-aunt paid no
more attention to her Persian carpet than to me who sat upon it hour after hour, and I
have no doubt that she went to her grave in ignorance of its single properties. These were
left for me to discover.
At first glance Myrtle's Persian was a typical example of its kind, albeit one of excellent
quality. Its richly coloured borders were a maze of geometric shapes entwined with
tendrilled flowers whose drooping petals opened and closed over jutting stamens like
exotic lips. The skill of the persian dyers almost hypnotized me. I marvelled at the way
the subtlest floral shadings were juxtaposed against the robust hues of the labyrinthine
pattern underneath. In the center of the carpet, like an island in the bluest of seas, was a
vivid densely lineated medallion that echoed and intensified the border motif.
I might have treated Myrtle's Persian like any other carpet and lolled all over it in fretful,
childish boredom had it not been for Myrtle's housekeeper, Skeeziks. Skeeziks had rolled
up the carpet to polish the floor and i was forced to stand in the comer and wait until this
frighteningly efficient woman deemed the floor clean enough to receive the carpet once
again. When that moment finally came, Skeeziks, stopped and small as she was, hefted
up the tubular bundle and with a finn grasp on its fringed edge heaved it outwards.
Instead of unrolling like a regular carpet Myrtle's Persian splashed out and crested like
a wave sweeping across the floor in a surge of azure-blue water. The border of the
aqueous carpet clattered down on the gleaming oak planks and formed a rectilinear shore
measuring twelve by eight feet Skeeziks smacked her hands together briskly and bustled
off to do more housework.
Once I knew that Myrtle's Persian carpet was really a portable pond that one could roll
up and cart all over the desert, or even ship across land and sea to the stark sitting room
of my mother's great-aunt, I could see why it was repeatably -the object of theft. As soon
as I was left alone in the sitting room with the fabulous carpet I would take my shoes and
stockings off and sit on the flowered border, legs dangling in the stunningly azure water
that was very clear and very,very deep. The most dangerous game I knew was to reach
the medallion in the centre of the carpet by leaping off the border rather than laying down
a bridge of foolscap and carefully walking across toe-to-toe. It was inevitable that I should
jump short of the medallion and fall into the incalculably deep waters of Myrtle's Persian.
When that terrible moment came and I was confronted with imminent death by drowning
· the carpet revealed its more profound mystery.
Underneath the surface of the carpet, so far down in the water that no one could possibly
see through the azure blue, a mermaid and merman were imprisoned in a little pavilion.
The fins on their great tails wafted through the motionless water like delicate chiffon fans.
They grabbed hold of me and gave serious thought to the notion of keeping me down in
the watery depths of the carpet with them. Even as huge air bubbles wobbled past my lips
and rose to the surface like Portuguese man-of-war, I could tell that the merpeople had
serious qualms about letting me go. Maybe they were tired of one another and wanted
some company, or maybe they would use me to vent their anger at being trapped inside
a carpet where no one would think to look for them. In the end though, they evidently
decided that a drowned child was of absolutely no use to them and they catapulted me to
the carpet's surface with a powerful volley. I clung weakly to the complexity patterned,
flowered border for a long time before I had the strength to pull myself out and roll onto
the bone-dry wooden floor. My mother and Skeeziks were astonished to find me gasping
and blue, drenched to the skin and leaving huge puddles of water on the polished oak of
Myrtle's sitting room floor.
One day my mother took me to her great-aunt Myrtle's, and on this occasion Myrtle
occupied the sitting room. Stretched out in her coffin and its bier Myrtle now took the
place of the Persian carpet, which was nowhere to be seen. I heard Skeeziks whisper to
my mother that it had been stolen while she was laying Myrtle out, and that there were
plenty of candidates for suspicion. At that point in the conversation, Mother and Skeeziks
both looked at me, but then dismissed whatever thought had crossed their minds and
looked away again.

A sisterhood or sphinxes live convent like in a derivation or one of
the manors designed by James Pain for the English aristocracy. The
sphinxes maintain a vow or strict silence, not because they arc afraid
of asking one another riddles but because they are indescribably
weary of hearing centuries worth of the wrong answers.
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Notes towards the
Aqueduct manuscript *

Words
by Pau1 Dutton
She has words and smiles she has for me something about her I
always knew she had something I knew she knew something about
her was smiles and words to me, something she has I always
knew words about her smiles she had for me something I knew.
She had something in smiles and something in words for me,
something I always knew words wouldn't do for -- something in
anyway all she has been. She - has anyway always been something
in words for me, something in anyway all she could be, being
smiles of something I never could have, having words for her
smiles and something for anything, something for having to do
what she had to to smi 1 e heF1 words to me, somewhere be 1 ow what
could really be heard, and somewhere above what was meant to
be said: "Words," she said, "and smiles for me."
She says words and smiles something words couldn't
be, something about her that's something she smiles words are
and she can be words and be smiles and do what she wants
sitting and smiling at words telling what she knew they could
do, smiling and using them, saying words as though they had
made her and made me, which they did and she is, beyond words
smiling, beyond meaning what words are becoming her sitting in
1 ight clothing black as her hair is her clothing she smiles in
light becoming her words forever becoming smiles and her black
hair framing her pale face her lips smile in, saying "Words."

Sax Quartet
by Pau1 Dutton

*

by Gerry Shikatani

N

Forty fingers of one mind blowing four winds, intersected
1 ines of breath scored or forged on the spur o £ the moment, a
honk, a howl, a tight interval's ringing overtones, stutteri~
vibrato, arpeggiate flurry subsiding to poignant glissando,
swirl of sound cascading in distillate grace of mind's
spontaneous swoop. A fusion of individual sensibilities, for ~
fingers on four horns, four tongues on four reeds flutter and
slap, sketch deft strokes of sonic outline, scored interplay
of individual lines' circular breath pressing notes going on
forever. Slow build to an established rhythmic unison, four
times ten in mind over mutter of saxophone snarl talking
through reeds: breath pronounced or pure voice collective
improvisatjon of uncharted territory found in sound of breatl
through wood and metal clicked and split in two-tone blowing
of one horn times four through music's spirit spoken.

* Paul Dutton's "Sax Quartet" first appeared and was
commissioned for the liner notes to the C.D. "Blue Quilt"
featuring the saxophone quartet 40 Fingers (from: Artifact
Music -- CD-013, 925 Longfellow Avenue, Mississauga, Ontario
L5H 2X9, Canada).

Mail-Stamp-Art by Jurgen O. Olbrich (Germany)
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* N.B.: The above notes were created during the w_rifing of ~queduct,
but to the best knowledge of this editor, were not included_ in the book.
Gerry Shikatani's Aqueduct: Poems and Texts from Europ~ is'! bo~k S(:
monumental that three publishers had to join forces to bnng it out. This
430 page volume was produced by Mercury, Underwhich and Wolsak &
Wynn -- ISBN: 7-55728-032-9, Please contact (579) 273-7083 for further
information on this sumptuous text!
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Excerpt from:
The Mysteries at Eleusis

,.,,,---Tustac.ci.o, Rome October 1987 That particular night, I carried an old letter with me.
After my mother's death, one of her British cousins returned a packet of her

(the first five minutes)
by Joan Chevalier

correspondence, from 1945 to 1965, twenty of forty years; the letters of the last twenty
years, the cousin said, were too sad to send. I walked to my usual bar for coffee and to
buy a carton of milk. Impossible to tell what distinguishes one bar from another in Rome.
The aroma of coffee is everywhere and everywhere the same. You must choose a favorite
place. And with regular patronage, you become a friend to the place and have your
reason for choosing it (so justly) from the start: the people are friendly. There, I reread

1.

There on the ground ahead of us.

Looms.

(Comes into view) White

porcelain cups without ornament and unusually large (we think). Perhaps a picnic.
Suddenly, interrupted. The people
A round porcelain belly

dis p e rs ed. The first cup looks.

Full.

distended -- happily or erotically. (We can't assume

anymore that one has anything to do with the other.) The second cup, still toppling.

(Drunk)

Drawing out its fall?

We surmise: Their tea was spiked. Or, it was

wine they quaffed . Holding the cup in both hands

red

wine

(b~).

Drops

of

spilled a libation. And there, the Cup of Chagrin. The third

one, reiterating: All is hopelessly_ _ _ _awkward (without? without?). Mother
looks on speechlessly.

The fourth, also

I am the dropped overturned cup.

on its side, has attracted a host of ants to the remnants

or its sweetness.

The ants

fill the cup and turn it right side up. A great storm comes. Rain pours down
into

the filth! cup. We hope some of the ants can swim, but suspect most will

drown. (The rain is that torrential.) Sigh. Life is violent.

*

*

the letter.
&bruary-3.J.,25..l._A.rlington._Ya.. Has mother written to you recently? When I was
home for the Xmas holidays, she said she was going to write and send you the clipping
of my engagement announcement. But I imagine she's been too busy. Daddy was hurt
in a mining accident--his right hand was crushed and he lost two fingers. It was
bizarre; Dad said it wouldn't happen again in a million years. He and his men were
taking all the heavy machinery out of the mine, and Daddy was helping them by
dismantling a pump. There are large battery boxes which furnish the power for the
./
pumps (they weigh about 1500 lbs.); while Daddy was dismantling the pump, the
battery box tipped over and caught his hand. It took the ring finger off immediately;
they amputated the third finger in the hospital. There was only a skeleton crew
working at the time so there was no one to administer first aid. The men were just
dumb struck because Daddy has worked 35 years in the mines without an accident.
So he told them to put an overcoat around his shoulders and another around his head
because of the terrific updraft in the shaft and he was losing a lot of blood. Gripping
his right hand tightly with his left, he walked almost two miles up the slope. This all
happened 2 days before Xmas, and since I was coming in on Xmas Eve, they didn't
want to tell me until I arrived, particularly since I was to receive my ring on Xmas Eve
and they didn't want to spoil it for me.

By the 1930's the anthracite fields were doomed; by the 50's they were in their last throes
of production. My grandfather was losing his work and his last child. I think a part of
him had to be left behind. My grandmother, I've bee~;old, muttered something about a

*

ring finger for a ring--that it was a bad sign. Was it a way to say good-bye, or a way to
stay behind? Things did not go well for the newlyweds in either case. Later, I dreamt
about a man who was writing a book which consisted primarily of subscript. And

II. DEMETER'S DESPAIR

suddenly everyone realized that there, in the subscript, was the sunny side. It was there
all along. I can't tell. I only wish it was a woman writer typing in my unconscious ....
So, I drank a whiskey (along with my espresso), in memory of my grandfather who I

My friend decided her family lived by a code,
a motif: betrayal.
The world had cheated them of capacity, opportunity,
expansion, journey. If they were different people--smarter,
funnier, better looking--they could have changed,
but they had been conspired against.
It is my habit always to weigh my life,
its restrictions and its benefits, against that of most everyone
else.
I prefer to find my life not as bad.
Usually it compares favorably. I may not have money, for
instance, but I have a dog.
(Some rules of thumb here: Never accept anything at face
value, really pry
into another's life, and never read the "Alumnae Notes.")
With this in mind, I decided my family didn't pattern their lives
on betrayal. Besides, I wanted a motif of our own. A writer's
family should have a motif. But my mind was blank.
Writer's block.

knew would appreciate the thought, and walked home. A local festival with music, food,
and dancing seemed to have spontaneously generated in the small park near my
apartment, a block or two from the Tiber. The band was from South America -and played
salsa.

*
"Old bones, oh old bones ...

0 Papa Legba, 0 can't you see I have no bones!"

*
I think I hear them say: Papa Legba, we have no bones. With what will we play?

+
''Begin with the salute
to the guardian of the crossroads,

I concentrated. I took a peek at them--mental snapshots, family
photos--but couldn't put it together, not into one characteristic,
encompassing .... something.
It fell apart in my hands.
My friend interrupted: I don't think betrayal is it; your family
doesn't seem resentful enough. I think it's despair.

Legba
the old vagabond, who likes
hats
Pour cool water at his

Nonnally, I don't put up with tha$,,Sort of thing.
No one defines me--out' loud.
Still, despair sounded right. All except for my Irish
grandmother. And I could live with an
exception.
How then, I wondered, did our lives describe despair?
I guessed it was this: the surety of destruction while still taking
pleasure in a meal.

cross-roads in Cuba, in Brazil
light a
votive candle at any
intersection. "
+
In this old Roman neighborhood, I was surprised. It was a clear night and a half moon
shone through the cypress trees. I practiced the night and the moon into my memory.
But all that has truly stayed with me is the aroma of coffee and softness of the yellowed
letter's pages.
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*

The "Buried Valley of the Wyoming" lies deep in the Pocono Mountains,

with wary stealth, till stumbling, it falls down the well. Mari hears the splash and
looks up. Sophie is peeling apples wit'1 a small knife and dropping them in a kettle

torn from the earth when a glacier receded with the last Ice Age. In this place,

of boiling water. Sophie mistakes the look for a sign. Perhaps the wait is nearing

they found riches, one of the earth's greatest deposits of hard coal. The first

its encl. But Mari is studying her loom, the still unfinished piece or cloth, dark

settlers called the Valley "St. Anthony's Wilderness."

blue against bone white. Willfully, Mari recasts lne landscape into bold, bright
arrangements. She scans the line of cloth, listening for the peculiar melodies of

St. Anthony is the one who followed instmctions to the letter. The gospel

her loom's shuttle. A family tree, handed down from daughter to daughter, sings.

said, "Do not be anxious about tomorrow." So, as insurance against worry, he sold
all his worldly goods and headed for the city limits. Just one problem. What to do
with a younger sister? In those days, taking a girl into the wilderness was bad

r
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form; she was sent instead to a "house of virgins." God rewarded this saint with a
promise: His name would be famous throughout the earth. In the eleventh
century, a plague was called "St. Anthony's Fire." Like smallpox, it brought
inflammation, skin emptions, fever, death.

Sophie is a better predator. Despite her own fierce ugliness, she determined
not to go without a marriage and got herself one. She inures herself to fear by
counting off all the incidents of its fulfillment. Like a rosary. This natural ability
/

to keep score, keep track, tell the beads, led to her being a payroll mistress in the ·
The Indians hadn't heard of St. Anthony, though they experienced the fire.
Smallpox came with the blankets that the British and French offered in exchange
for furs. The Indians called the Valley, "Towamensing," the wild place. They did
not go there often. The Indians were called Delawares or Lenni Lenape. The
Lenni Lenape now live on reservations in Oklahoma or in Moraviantown, Canada.
Long after they paddled away, the shape of the northern coal field is still compared

mines. Not a contract worker, her pay doesn't rise and fall with the market price of
coal. Her salary is a good one. Which is as it should be. Her husband left long
ago. Though it gratified her to think that in all probability he was now dead (even
without her intervention). He had a flare for explosives. First, dynamite in the
tunnels to clear the way; later, the Molly Maguires. It serves the same purpose, he
said. (Though this may be a false report: all the Mollies were hung years ago.
Was he lying?) Either way, she knew she had picked the right kind of man for

to a canoe.

*
"We never go anywhere anymore, except to the shrines," Sophie repeats.
She doesn't expect her sister, Mari, to argue. The coal has burned itself out in the
stove. Mari is cold and comfortable with silence. The silence after the whistle
blasts from the works, signaling the beginning of the wait, the wait for news, who
died, who didn't. This should be respected. It is a call to the future, pointing in
only one direction. Like fruit waiting to ripen. On the windowsill. The acrid
smell of sulfur, the ripe smell of pitch, come and sit themselves in lumps there.
Where it's certain they belong. Where the railway cars out back stir and nudge one

herself. Even now, while they wait for the dust to settle. While they wait. Sophie
begins with the collit!ry fire. Seems like just yesterday. Thirty odd years ago,
September 6, 1869, Avondale, near Wilkes Barre. The burning breaker falling
across the mouth of the mine, 108 men and boys trapped below. In an inferno, the
paper said. And much more. That one small boy died with his arms round the
neck of his mule, side by side. That some died with their faces pressed into the
mud, hoping to suck air from the earth. She remembers reading: "Bones bum
white as snowflakes." A surfeit of disasters leaves the news writers bored with just
plain ash .... Mari prays.

another on the track beds. Where the rails themselves settle on fallen coals.
Where the hushed sound of running rats lingers between the train wheels; rats
always the first to escape a cave-in. From the caverns below. Where the dull
thudding of the breaker echoes. Below all the houses in the Va1ley, something
shudders, trembles.

I showed_ my friend the family snapshots. Interesting word, snap/shot. Capturing the passing
mo~ent ma snap seems to lend a certain insubstantial quality to the result. You are led to
behe~e that all those snapped souls are still living -- someplace else. There, my grandfather
an_d his brot(1er, Theodore, dressed in overalls, holding lunch buckets, on their way to the
mmes. I pomt out my grandfather's beautiful hands, the long tapered fingers. There, my
grandmother, nine years old with her face swollen by a toothache. Someone wrote on the
photo?raph, "F01:ty years ago." With no date to orient you, forty years from the date of your
choosing -- ~nyt1me. There, r:r1Y mother riding a horse, playing tennis, graduating from
col leg~, gettmg e_ngaged, havmg babies. Two daughters. There, I am ... giggling.
Sometimes, poutmg. My friend says, "Patience and endurance are the hallmarks of women's
art. W~ work _with real materi~l, not abstract stuff, weaving, sewing, embroidering, quilting,
crocheting. Piece work, all of 1t." Work that goes on and on in increments. Then she told me
about these arrogant male archaeologists who actually claim agriculture was invented by men!
On the one hand, they present their evidence that the males went off to the hunt while women
kept the hearth fire burning. Then they say, "Yes, but they came home on weekends and
lea~ed all ab~ut seeds and genetics." They never stop to wonder what women were doing
while they waited for their aspiring geneticists to return from the hunt, hopefully
untrammeled. What women did is too hard to imagine.

My grandmother on the other hand was not much for prayer, except the occasional novena for
good luck in the Irish sweeps. Lizzie was no relation to Mari. In fact, she never even knew
Mari. She would have been perplexed, worried, and therefore vexed by Mari. And no sense
wasting time with that. Mari was swallowed up by impossibilities. My grandmother told me
that's how she died. No sense wasting time with that. You make a thing be: you cut out the
wholt! cloth, put a hem in it, fill it with straw, stick it in the field, it'll work out.
Lizzie had credit everywhere.
Long before it was imagined women could,
she got herself loans, ma1{t loans.
They were kept secret
from the rest of the family, but she wanted me to know
how a thing was done.
When she was sixteen and painted ladies were women ot;disrepute, she licked her finger and ran
it down the red crepe shelf lining in the wardrobe. She rouged her cheeks.

Mari prays. For the unexpected.

My grandmother understood when a ghost had been sighted and not a supposedly real person.
She was sympathetic to all creatures given to unexpected, sudden, changes in their travel
plans. Her seven brothers were merchant marines all and they brought her ribbons--silk
ribbons from places like Trinidad. "And wasn't it herself' that fed the whole sudden surge of
hobos after the Crash. They ate, talked, marked her door with a secret sign and moved on.
After awhile the salesmen came. They ate, talked, and one sold her the Harvard Classics--50
volumes, marked with Roman numerals, plus a study curriculum and a reader's guide.
The recommended reading for today,
July 7 of any year:

b:nn..k1 YW t.uJw1 (M.und .tw. wnd i?c,wifq;,
Mari feels the softening of darkness on the slate banks and the white moon's
light glint off the fretted faces of the rescuers. Near the works, moonlight is
skulking, predatory. Shunning mud wallows next to the pig-sty, slipping from the
backs of wilted tomato plants next to the out-houses, circling the chicken-coops
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(Sheridan buried in Westminster Abbey, July 7 1816.)
Read Sheridan.
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TWO TEXTS*
My grandm?ther never r_ead and she was poor, but she understood investments: her daughter
re~d according to the guide and beyond the guide and went to college. Later, Jehovah
Witnesses c~me to the doo~, but like everyone else, she eventually got discouraged with them :
They weren t much on stones and couldn't be coaxed.

"When the Penn's Creek massacres happened, Shingus was king of the
Delawares." Sophie's accounts are extensive. Returning all the way ... to the
Indian uprisings. Before her arrival in this country, before birth. 1755. A cold
autumn. When the tribes finally listened to their shamans' call to return to the old
ways, to take back their homeland. The war parties were small, but there were
many of them. More warriors than forts, really just stockades, sprinkled through
the mountains. And Sophie still feels the urgency of that retreat into Fort Henry.
She herself rushing to close the gate. Gulping the moist, frost-laden air into her
throat and still not seeming to breathe. Alert for sounds in the surrounding forest
with intention in them. Aware of the mountains als9--listening--hawks, owls, deer,

by Sheila Murphy
Tense As Butter

Happenstance sheet rock of envy (clasp) indigenous remote though flowers. One by
name and one by sensual light pockmarked wrist a little tern demonstrative cool wick
of latent hammer. Gracioso meres the park when sampling Olivetti springprints all the
loveworn play dough. Pay park wants to be divided into two full lines of striptease
and rip-roaring sideburns penciled in to the lamplighter and the oceanic wheels under
the tavern that renege on phosphorescence once and fabulous remote appearing times
within the table. Reruns proxy fasting practices I'm late for Mass my mother is
ambivalent about the bead offspring coddled calamity renditions of the slide gaze
halfway through our pseudo winter. When the nocturne is in place my shelflife will
extend for hours nameplates unbent remove from legal tender. Precioso woodwinds
splay the metal grief dependent on a dozen mutes to make the mood come back to
matter. I kept wondering which of the things that she reported had been done in her
imagination patent leather large enough to fit a pair of convents. N uisancing her soul
with threats of salvation as unwanted as the crap shoot money dies for. Drama nerves
together shards of a reputed self to form a princess-looking with the feet stunted
enough to fit the magic shoes reduced in power across time. Enough to get in bed
with toward the south end of the campusphere. Hope frustrates other obstacles to
clarity. Prompting you to drag your troubles to my lap again in single file to be
dismissed as inexpensive synonyms of country western love.
Chapters, treefork, narrative tradition

possum, pine, dm, ash. Poised on the verge of the war cry. And release. When
scalps are shorn from bodies. Sometimes from dead bodies, sometimes not.
Trophies aren't the reason. That's a fable Sophie s~es right through. No, the point
is disfigurement. Shriven not of sin, but of adornment, they would stand debased
before their ancestors. The fort is a fragile defense. Something makeshift,
preposterous, like a child's drawing of safety. They might as well draw some
soldiers too. Relief should be swift. One way or the other. ...
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Sweet Crescendo Pie
I'm momenting Louise won't come to clean us ever. See: I'm hitched to trophies
outside of the land bid and the sofa and ungluing of the shove off mostly gridlock
would oppress. I like my gender opal when it's stuck and we can ridicule our settlers
as the antelope they're playing. Rude mire cusps the new house riddle to my tonguing
when awake is how the truckload of manure can make me spiel all over whiteboards
information I've made up to fill timetables given given given till I'm ripe enough to
fall into unspongy land and be foretasted and then wrung. The waspy little red dress
henchman suckles bric-a-brac awhile as curvy little ice pings replace weeds in the
untaunted forest Do chemists have to own excuses for their limp white shelves bereft
of stock. Why am I stuttering the answers to another quiz. It's two-ply ring toss once
again and buster these our children have to soap somebody's window to get home.
It's in their craw unwanted and unthought desire so fresh paint as to be a Marlboro
gainsharing wood looking munificence. Come wildly to the forefront home bedraggle
me a little west of where a birthpoint is and shall be spoken till a burial. When
comfort asks a little sewing lower shades until the season changes. Then be nude and
slander any pie place happened as the justice system musses driveways with our
symbols of the range parked in. Taught tune and checked up on to matter.
Lastingly, the houseprints scent open a ready stratosphere in welcome of the spruce
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lank wisps of rain.

* N.B.: Sheila Murphy's next book: Falling in Love, Falling in Love with You:
Selected and New Poems (Poet & Poets Press), will appear later this year.
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Mail-Art by Geza Perneczky
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JACK THE INSOMNIAC
by Robert Priest
I am Jack the Insomniac - a kind of Rip Van Winkle in reverse 20 Years of insomnia which is fine but it is part of my gift that
i do not accept the gift. I resist the wakefulness. I can ,t
help it, when Everybody else goes to bed I get lonely. I want to
go to bed too. In fact I am dying to sleep. I do all the
rituals well - the walking in circles, the salutation to the sun,
tense, efficient now a hot bath stirred sideways, a brisk shit a
harried read and now to dread to bed yes, i get in the bed and I
lie down and then remember - the sleeping tea! I get up, head
to the kitchen, prepare the tea and return to bed. Maybe the
T.V. will help. There are talk shows on. These are sedative.
Where's my Vicks? The tryptophan? I lie down finally and turn
and click and switch and stick my head up one side and watch
awhile like that then i click again til i think that i must surely be
getting tired. I lie flat now - the pillow under my neck. I
take a deep breath, forgetting who I am, and think I'll just
listen & click, not that click then I must be
sleepy I tell myself.
Its been three nights now I can feel a big ball of sleep
submerged in my being, luxuriant enticing but impenetrable.
Several times the ball wells up overwhelming the little bit of
mind, an image dancing, slides, I might just take this ticket but
no click, remember I am Jack the Insomniac. If I am not asleep
by 2 I'll take the tryptophan then. I can still sleep four hours
be up by 6 and my world is dancing, but I just missed that
ticket. There is a small magnetic sound in the house and I
remember. I need the fan on. I get up, creep in the other room
wh~re peo~le ai:e roundly snoring, the lovely faces opaque with
desrre, desuny, mner alertness, comfort, dreams and without
envy I remove the fan, take it down, plug it in. Aaaah. That
will probably do it. I lie back down. If I'm not asleep by three
I'll take tryptophan. Aaah the luxury of sleep. To live in
instantly created environments tangent to the worry, the hassle
the domain the plentitude of the sleepless one. When will he
accept that_ he is vibrating. When will he accept that his spine
stands straight up above the bed like a diving rod to his soul
shouting "Son of water you are Jack the Insomniac" O I have
danced in a lyrical way the world would love and just as I would
come do~n skidding, madly sliding into sleep i slither i scrape i
sto~ ther 1s a sound or a moment in the throat that draws me up
agai~ ou~ of the fertile water, still hooked to the sharp curve
of this mght when I lost everything
gave up comfort
rhythm vitality to become a
guardian
a watcher
a werewolf
my being vibrates between the two worlds
some of it in some some of it out
bits going backward, bits being erased, bits not even making it
to memory or moment at all
but there all there
and fucking awake anyway
I begin to pray
plea~ god help me, please god let me sleep
1 begm to want to go upstairs and apologize to my children
I want to wake up my beloved and weep of my love for her
I am a much deeper being here
the wave has had to come up into this world to get me
A giant
on the thin bed
this man who fell out of time
opiate-eyed but wide awake
what a blossoming to strip off the skins of sleep
seven layers deep
to enter this new life
naked but o
what i'd give
to spread wide at last
these two grey wings
of Insomnia
and fall
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#12 -- "SHINELLA"
from: The Once Upon a Time Stories of
Opal Louis Nations
Once upon a time had little to do with it. The time is in the here and now when
relating to events that took place in the Overwork household. Fred and Doris
Overwork were employed at the local steel mill. Both worked in the foundry where
heat and hard labor took their toll on the weak. One day Doris announced her first
pregnancy. She and Fred both looked forward to the outcome.
Two days prior to the child's expected delivery, Doris went into labor.
Before she could be packed off to the hospital, she gave birth right at home on the
living room rug. I say "gave birth," but to be more accwate, the parturition reminded
one more of a spewing out than anything else. It started with a blast like the fart of a
thousand monkeys followed by the instant firing out of the child and the plop-like
sound it made as the poor infant bounced, then came to rest, on the Persian carpet.
The wee thing was covered not only in the juices one would expect but by an
underlying patina of perspiration too severe in nature for words. When the child was
wiped of sweat, its little glands hurriedly produced more so that a consiant supply of
soft mopping-up materials had to be kept on hand. The doctors despaired; the nonstop attention needed to keep the creature dry was a drain on time and energy.
One day, the doctors advised the Overworks to let poor little Shinella sweat it
out. But the plan turned out for the worst. The frrst problem appeared when moisture
pouring down the child,s face in ever-gushing rivulets ended up inside her mouth
where they caused violent bouts of choking and suffocation because she was not able
to swallow such great quantities of salty liquid. Second of all, after a diversionary
guttering of sorts was band-aided to the babe,s upper lip, thick layers of perspiration
dried out, leaving a kind of brittle, glossy polyurethane finish. This was extremely
dangerous, inhibiting the pores from taking in oxygen. The end result would certainly
be death.
Fred and Doris could only take leave from their jobs for a limited time.
Outside-wipers had to be found. Very few inhabitants in the town of Sopville could
say in all honesty that they had not at one time or another pitched in for a few hours
on the constant, round the clock Shinella wipe-off schedules. At night, Shinella was
placed in a specially constructed dehumidifying tent where dry air wafted over her
skin. This lessened her problem, but difficulty arose when she began sticking to the
floor. To counter this she had to be suspended in a kind of nylon stringed hammock.
The savings on clothes did little to alleviate the grief Mr. and Mrs. Overwork
must have endured. They spent their life savings in family therapy. Eventually a
playroom was set up. with walls and floor lined in super-absorbent materials so that
baby Shinella could romp around and keep reasonably dry. Of course romp-type
behavior had to be induced. This came about by a process whereby the weight of the
body against the padded floor triggered a mechanism that swelled beneath the child, s
back, ensuring that when it rolled off the child landed in an area where the process
could be repeated. This of course cut considerably the hiring of wipers, and Fred and
Doris, their minds a trifle more at ease, got a good night's sleep.
As baby Shinella advanced in age, adjustments were made to the romper
mechanism. Gradually, as Shinella grew older, her hair, a yellowy golden color,
which the Overworks were afraid to cut lest something disastrous should occur,
attained a length equal to the height of her laminating body. The tresses soaked in the
salty moisture secreted by the sweat glands and congealed, making the whole seem
like the inner growth rings of an aged fire log when split down the middle for burning.
Shinella grew so beautiful that soft colors came to her lustrous cheeks when
trailing teardrops interacted with the drops of moisture in the pores of the skin.
Shinella grew so beautiful that she shone like the colors in a prism held in the morning
light. Shinella grew so beautiful that suitors the world over came to offer bath towels
of the softest, warmest fabric. Shinella grew so beautiful that precious stones tumbled
from the unmapped rivers of perspiration flowing in her wake. Shinella grew so
beautiful that her soft watery singing voice put the fires out down at the local foundry.
Shinella grew so beautiful that some of it rubbed off on Fred and Doris, making them
recall the lovely sickness experienced when falling in love.
Shinella grew so beautiful that tiny fish set up spawning places between her
breasts and toes. Shinella grew so beautiful that the town of Sopville became the City
of Sopville, and saunas and sweatshops bought rights to the use of her name. Shinella
grew so beautiful that finally on her twenty-first birthday, after much thought, she
came to the belief that beauty in greater, more enchanting proportions, could only lead
to ultimate corruption. It was announced in the public prints shortly thereafter that
Shinella had taken a swim in one of her own salty lakes and had vanished. Fred and
Doris never had any more children. They continued to work at the foundry and lived
to a ripe old age.
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TABLOIDS
by Genni Gunn
Pick up the remote, tum on the TV and feast on the kaleidoscope of squalor. It's six
o'clock. Bad News on every channel: rapes and murders, extortions and thefts,
stabbings and nabbings, prostitutions, executions. Flick fast enough and the violence
blurs into rubbish and cockroaches and stripbars and bruises and beer and bloodstains.
On TV grime and crime go together like horse and carriage. And you wonder, who are
these people? Grovelling and desperate. Not starched and tidy like white-collar
criminals who aren't called this, and whose offenses are non-threatening and more like
educated pranks. You admire the Robin-Hoodness, the clean bookwork, the brains. No
one here robs and murders; they embezzle and manslaughter, their indiscretions
relegated to later in the newscast, like headliners at a concert.
But right now, the opening acts unscramble: PARENTS PARTY WHILE CH/WREN
PERISH. You frown, and follow the tabloid camera down narrow corridors and stairs;
break down a door and freeze the startled faces. Who are these people? Not ones you
recognize. Mid-dance, bottles in hand. Pupils torpid, eyelids sagging. Zoom in, see the
syringe still clinging to an arm? See children cockroaches scurrying and vying for
dogfood on the floor?
No. This wouldn't be you or anyone you know, because most of you don't have
children and those who do have polite, clean ones. And this is because you are all
educated, and know about birth-control (though you call it family planning) and prefer
thinking to drinking or, at the very least, thinking while drinking (moderately, of
course--the drinking that is). And you might have one friend who hasn't always been
moderate, but certainly he has been since you've known him, and now he goes to AA
meetings and stays home a lot more although the house is empty--his wife and
children gone long ago--and he drinks pop when he visits and he talks about calling
his children and maybe having them come and live with him, but he hasn't done it as
long as you've known him and that's been years.
And you wonder if he's watching the newscast and if it conjures memories. But you'd
never ask him because you don't want to know, because you don't want to be
uncomfortable when you watch the newscasts together, because you want to be able to
shake your head and ask, "Who are these people?" and have your friends nod and
shake their heads, and tum off the TV and put on classical music and talk about
important things.
And suddenly, a commercial explodes onto the screen. Graphic
simulation/manipulation. Sound: Strains of We Are Family, sampled and buried in a
myriad of effects. Multi-cultural-coloured faces superimposed on each other, uniting.
And you marvel how they share one set of eyes--the symbolism not lost to you-although you know intellectually that this is simplistic and romantic, given that within
your own family it's hard to find two people who see eye-to-eye, so to speak. In fact,
you think, some of your nastiest memories are of times when your family united.
Take, for example, that long weekend you agreed to meet at Silverstar Mountain for a
family ski extravaganza. Picture it: a six-bedroom chalet--a couple in each, and the
four children on cots. It's the first time you invited Ian to meet your family, thinking
all that cold air and thick snow will surely keep things cool. But of course, it doesn't,
and before you know it, the room is sizzling and each of you retreats to your battle
stations--father and daughters on one side, mother on the other, and brothers and Ian
acting as observers. Finally, and you can't even begin to imagine how you logically
reached this topic (except it might have been a subheading of WELFARE WITCH
HUNTS), your mother, to illustrate why in her opinion women should be required to
have pregnancy permits, lets out one of those secrets everyone knows but no one
wants to acknowledge -- that a cousin on your father's side drowned her newborn.
Your father, of course, takes this completely personally and, for a while, you're all,
including your brothers, defending his right to be a father, when you all remember that
he is a father. And suddenly you feel the current shift, fickle and searching a new
commotion. It spirals and twists around the room until you are its epicentre: you are
leading a questionable life and Ian here, who is unsuccessfully trying to camouflage
himself against the wallpaper, is concrete evidence of your instability. You tell them
that your personal affairs are nobody's business and to leave Ian out of it. And then
someone says, "Why did you bring him if you want him left out of it?" Out of
practice, it takes you a while to remember the simple strategic manoeuvre: attack. So
you shout above the chaos, "Lets just take a little inventory on marriages in this
family. Or maybe we should do divorces?" At which point, you're told to shut up and
leave if you don't like it. Which you do, taking a bewildered Ian with you out into the
snow for a four-hour walk-and-coffee-drinking-in-the-cafe trip because you don't want
to go back in and get your skis, or better still, your suitcase and the keys to your car.
And you wonder why it always starts with this-time-I'll-be-tolerant but, by the end of
the weekend, degenerates into I-could-just-kill-them.
But you don't mean this, of course, not really, not like the newscast TEENS
BRUTALLY MURDER MOTHER AND FATHER. Not like the two sobbing boys for
whom you feel tear jerks, because they couldn't possibly have killed their parents
without good cause. And the anchors are only too happy to oblige and outline in
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graphic, sordid detail exactly what this good cause is. And you n~ _yo~ h~d. and
your friends nod too, even though yo_u know intellectually that this is simphs~c and
that human beings have been murdenng each other forever, and not always With good
cause. And while you ponder this, the camera freezes the solemn face of the teenage
murderer against blue background: Close shot: greyish s!d,n, pock _mar~s ?n cheeks and
chin, eyelids purple and swollen. Then fade out. And this symbohsm isn t lost to you ·
either. You can almost see the bible open to the right page, and hear the words "An .
eye for an eye," or is it "Let he who etc. _cast the first stone"? But before.you~
decide which one it is, the screen erupts mto a rap song. Three teenage girls kick and
twirl and cartwheel while their clothing mutates in a rapid reel of colours. Cut~ut , .
dolls. Mix-and-match. The sequence ends with the department store logo supenmposed
on the three teens who collapse in a heap of hugs in the comer of the screen. You can
almost taste the Material mouths of these Madonnas. Kiss, kiss. Hug, Hug. You can
almost hear the strains of We Are Family.
And you think how appropriately simplistic and r~~antic to o~it the riv~es and
frictions, the strifes and furious competitions/suspic10ns/opposit10ns. Unlike the story
on the screen. TEENAGE GIRL UNDERGOES HAIRLIFTING EXPER_IENCE .. ~
fifteen-year-old, having fought with a girlfriend over a sweater or a boyfriend, solicits
the help of two girlfriends (also fifteen) and the three of them ambush the_ enemy after
school, kidnap her, hold her at knifepoint, then cut off her long blonde harr. Whew!
Well. Who are these people? you think. You can't imagine any of your Women
friends, knife-in-hand, threatening anyone.
Actually, there is someone, but she's certainly not your friend. She's more like ~amily.
All right, she is family, or was family until that nightmare birthday party_. Sa?y is your
mother's brother's daughter, which makes her your cousin whether _you l~e. it or not.
As long as you've known her, she has performed a diatribe o~ the meq~1ues be~een
siblings. More specifically, she detests her youn~er brother, Jim, a musician who,..m
her opinion, "is a talentless bum who does no~mg but sl~p and booze and fuck, a
rather unfair description given that he has received an Artist of the Year award and
that his Grit & Bare It album sold 50,000 copies in Canada last year. The whole
family is very proud of him, and you suspect e~en Sally name-drop~ to her frie~ds
when she's not attacking him. Which she is domg today, because its her f~ther s ,
sixtieth birthday and no one is paying her any attention. And you ha~e no idea ~ow'.
while you're all in the living room playing charades, Sally starts a mmor wa: w1!11 Jim.
When you go to the kitchen for ice, you fmd Sall~ jabbing a coath~ger at Jim, mches .
from his throat. In her other hand is the pair of scissors she was usmg to make paper
doilies for the dessert plates. You scream, which brings everyone running, and for the
next few minutes, you're all trying to negotiate the implements out of ~al,ly's hands.
Not only are you all unsuccessful, but in one of her jabs, Sally grabs Jim s glasses,
throws them on the floor and stamps on them. (Try sampling a bit of music.) Her
father and yours eventually subdue her, and the casualties remain inanimate: a ripped
shirt, a jacket with a severed sleeve and a pair of broken glasses. Her husband takes
her home (later she's in therapy) and that's the end of Sally. You don't speak about
her and neither does anyone else in the family. So, she doesn't really count, does she?
And the rest of you are all mature enough to resume your lives and_ not loiter over
personality clashes which could lead to physical injury like the family on TV: .

MOTHER AND FATHER MURDER DAUGHTER-IN-I.AW AND STUFF HER IN .
A CAR TRUNK. Who are these people? And you think, whew, thank goodness your
cousin Sally is in therapy. Or is it a Support Group?
Original sin is hard to fmd these days. Private pain even harder. And please, no
individual acts. Keep it simple. Keep it in a group. Kiss, kiss. Hug, hug. There, there.
Pack angst. Have no friends? Pick a vice and join the appropriate Support Group. Then
you can all have your 15 minutes of fame: get on a stage, beat your breast (Mea
Culpa) while secretly searching for admiring glances. See _h?w bad I am~ And how
amm~ruu?n to a~omsh others.
good too, to publicly denounce myself. Gives
Mass mortification. Gang guilt. A mutual-admrrauon validation society: Verbal
masturbation--S&M style.

ro~

And suddenly there it is an advertisement for a WEEKEND WORKSHOP (coming to
a hotel near you). GET iN TOUCH WITH YOUR INNER CHIW. Well, you ~ink,
are we talking schizophrenia here or what? Then you shrug and look around, guilty,
hoping no one heard you. You know what happened last June at the garden party,
when you made a similar comment and Aunt Jo~n _glare<;l at you ~ugh clenched
teeth and stiffly informed you that "Schizophrema 1s a dis-ease and mcurable though
controllable." And you realized suddenly that she had it and that no one had ever told
you, and you wondered who was she otherwise. But you didn't ask_ her ~use yo~
were afraid she'd knife you or hack you with an axe or whatever, like schtzop~emcs
on TV. Which they're not doing now, because a very sensitive, New Age man is
·
earnestly telling the camera that he can HELP YOU FIND _YOUR INNER CHIW.
Well, you've seen plenty of people's inner children and, qmte frankly, some of thet:n .. ·
should have stayed lost. You recall, in fact, when your uncle Henry, at the age _of fiftytwo, not only found his inner child, he decided to give it a ~ate. Th~re was that·
embarrassing family dinner when he brought the teenager with the sm~le-s~ll~ble .
vocabulary. Kiss, kiss. Hug, hug. Fortunately, six months later, he boned his mner·
child and begged Aunt Joan to take him back (which she did), and now nobody
mentions it.
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Then, after the sports clips, the weather clowns, the ads for UNTOLD-STORIES-OFTHE-WEEK, the anchor says, "Coming up, a human-interest story." And you think,
great, what about the last 45 minutes? At whom were those stories aimed? And, why
can't he call them what they are: sappy, happy stories. The kind that prompt
involuntary tears. FIREMAN RESCUES CAT FROM OAK TREE, or AMNESIA
VICTIM REUNITED WITH FAMILY. And you're still wondering, who are these
people? Because you don't recall ever seeing a cat skeleton in a tree, or a fireman
walking around your neighbourhood. And you've never met anyone with amnesia,
unless you count your best friend, Barbara, who used to smoke hashish a lot and forget
things. But the last thing she needed was a reunion with the family.

The Garden
by Oscar Martens
1
2
3

4
5

6
7

And finally, it's LOTO 649. Now this, you think, is a human-interest story. You fish
the loto ticket our of your wallet. Look at the numbers: 30 and 06--the day and month
of your first marriage; 12, 16 and 27--the days your divorces became final; and 38-your age. You 're not superstitious; you only choose the same numbers every week
because you know the odds get better. Never mind that you'd have to play several
million weeks. People do win, you say, when your friends' eyebrows arch. You've
seen them right there on TV. Kiss, kiss. Hug, hug. And not only that, winners are
apple-pie, and violin-soaring happy; they never quit their jobs or their mates. They
share their wealth with family and friends, and never argue. No grime and crime on
Loto 649. Kiss, kiss, Hug, hug. You want to win. But a part of you knows the
probability is slim that you could ever be one of these people on TV.
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PERSONATIONS: 29
by Stan Rogal

\

Not a simple flatness or a simple shaping. It's
A material. A net working of pieces, modules, frames
& so forth.
Coming on natural
with this baggage, this burden of multiple marks,
multiple choices, many nervous movements & agitated
increments to represent simply:
the thing.
An impregnated presence with a resistance to decoration;
to art as decor.
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The way jazz is born from someone goofing.
Or a blind eye. Or a tom ear. Or a blown line
makes for some unusual & new.
Figure. I cough & that makes a sound that
interrupts.
Or flowing gracelessly off topic into the topological
Defines:

the mathematics of discontinuities invariant
under deformation appeaars in metaphoric form
to suggest that not all is well in Flatland.
Those brooding worst who maintain heroic capacities for resistance, cradled as they
are, in the arms
of the rhyming couplet, secure with the promise
that money (ever) will be followed by more money &
no question.
Seeking the grand picture, details distract. Mountains
are stamped mountains without the possibility
of blowing their tops or slipping between the cracks.
A saint shot with arrows in a pleasant wood
also being less mutilated than the fact
B, s fifth symphony translates into vibrations of colour &
dynamic parallelism & the Venus de Milo is reconstructed by
reducing its structure to mathematical formulae -- including
the aesthetic emotiom entailed -- strikes
horror to the heart.
What point without this comic relief that splits
infinitive & makes the asshole go ha-ha.
My outstretched arms will never fill the frame.
Nor the sound of bowstrings.
Nor the feathers nested on my rack.
.Because I am not like them, I am evil.
But, something gets achieved.
Ecstacy?
Why go any further.
Form diagrams force &
the object dissolves in a field of relations.
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a woman then/ long dark hair/ small clean
teeth match her carnivorous bent/ keys on the
black piano/ ivory handle. on the letter
opener/ lying on the de~fk that is/ heavier
than it weighs/ making her slight with
oppressive length and width/ polished wood
stained dark as blood
a man then/ quick as a knife/ sweet vision of
christ in a suit/ stuck in a bootlicking
scrum of well-dressed fellows who all look
the same/ so he tells them apart by their
ties// when no one will speak past their
fear/ his legs straighten, mouth opens/ veins
in his forehead pulsing/ deny the shine on
his shoes/ crisp press of his shirt/ wo~~s
etched into glass as truth/ because the rage
is ablaze
our woman then/ chilled by stone wa]ls/ her
tiny feet lay wet kisses on tile// she lights
a fire/ with a match the length of a wand/
dab of magic sulfur giving birth to larger
flames/ sits in a chair too far away// there
is warmth and comfort in the distance
our man then/ getting ripped/ caught. in a
chemical fly/ burning and tight/ any life
outside the gym forgotten/ ready to start any
fight// the juice from a needle will boil his
blood/ turn tables in his mind/ set him on
the edge of action/ hair trigger
our woman then/ bored with her fears/ wearing
her boots and swinging from curtains/
ordering staff to wear blackface/ sing old
Jolson show tunes/ while she repaints a
painting by someone she hates/ with tar/ and
a trowel/ an image of her X outgrows its
frame/ black feet bleed into the rug
our man then/ starts off the weekend looking
for heat/ dragging it slow down the track/
waiting for something lo spill in the slre~t/
luring in looks from those who would strip
down his car/ cut out his tongue for some
change// the girl on the street/ is a leopard
spandex body gr i nd er / wear i n g t he p e r f min! o I'
X// he slips her a bill to wear another
fragrance/ the rank fumes filling up his
car// he is clean like jesus and just. as
deadly/ much too clean to belong/ until the
sticky prints of whores when he stops at the
red light/ wet heat leaning on the door
woman and man in the garden, Sunday/ two Jags
cooling on the grass/ and out of the trunks
come mud crusty gloves/ and a trowel that
shines in the sun// it takes a garden/ to
bring them down to their knees/ where long
white fingers are animal roots/ hunting
blind/ they learn again/ the first use of
fingers was to feel/ for the sugary flesh of
a carrot maybe/ or the soft torn skin of a
spud// young weeds pulled like hair from a
dark scalp/ wither and brown in the sun//
they clean the garden but the basket is
empty/ last years corn silk/ stuck in the
slats// on all fours they hunt with thei~
faces/ soft soil kind to their tender white
skin// prey lies hidden by cucunilier leaves/
scratching their cheeks as they pass// green
coil pea vines tickle their ears/ as they
chew on green finger peas// drawn by the
reddening bags of plant blood/ their teeth
scrape a skin which will not tear// they are
teased by thoughts of many chambered hearts/
small yellow seeds in their hair
when blue turns to black/ when harvest turns
to orgy/ when warm sun turns to hard rain
from the east
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PINK BALLOON

MOUTH

by Gary Barwin

by Gary Barwin

i was washing the dishes
having a drink
wiping the pear juice off our armenian rug

some of us are born to great things
some of us flash a whip
then place our brill-creamed
heads into a tiger's open mouth
our children watching from beyond the cage
watching as the tiger's tongue
.
feels it way around our ears then m between

i was making coffee
returning a phonecall
flipping through a sears catalogue
looking for sleeping bags
for the soft arms and smooth legs of the women dressed in khaki
and its a funny word isn't it - khaki and a sonata by beethoven was playing on the radio
a member of the audience coughed
then stood up and took off his toupee
with a small knife he removed his own scalp
then broke open and discarded the lid of his skull
tossed his brain beyond rows Z and AA
pulled out his own spine as if boning a fish
&before he fell to the floor
an empty pink bag
he proclaimed:
oj simpson is free
climb onto your roofs wearing ill-fitting gloves
appear before the blue talk-show of the sky
sporting newt gingrich philosophical underwear
nation of islam inflatable skis
an image of a mathematical barbie reading
the poetry of clifford olson to ken:
A life that is clean, a heart that is true,
and doing your best...that's success.
i have never been a brave man
nor particularly well dressed
but i dived into my radio to help this fallen man
i found a bicycle pump under his seat
attached it to the empty bowl of his head
i inflated that man until
floating high above the dark red seats
he was a huge and featureless balloon
i jumped in my car
arrived at the zoo
i found a small child
crying beside the llamas
have this pink balloon i said
look where it once had ears
i travelled then returned from the tombs of the dead
their words soft and smooth like sea glass
i have shed stone-washed tears in the khaki night
waiting for day to return like a newly-charged golf-cart
over the finely combed hills
i ride not with a burning cross
or an american flag
but with this slim liUU"d that i will set free
we will travel across the roof-shaped waves
me and my lizard
we will begin again once more
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our heads

.
we have not been able to convmce
management
that this trick
both our heads in the tiger
deserves if not double then
time-and-a-half
we both talk at once
yabbering
waving our arm
then pace the beach
annoyed
what is the self
we say
what is one worker
or two?
some days we are dividual
some days in
the mind has many small rooms
sometimes it is a hotel:
in each room
a tiny mermaid lies singing
the sound goes in one ear
out three others
we were born to great things
this tiger
a single pair of shoes
the fears of many
resting on our shoulders
a whip cracks
a mermaid orders room service
our children blink their many eyes
clap their hundred hands
bite down on a single grape
you didn't hear it from me but
time to steal some towels
i say to myself
we're doing something fancy with a comb
& soi don't hear
.
instead bring the mermaid's cheese sandwich to the uger
hold a chair in front of
a singing mermaid
time
and a half
she mouths
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24 CRITICAL REGIONALISMS *
by Doleske/ Jake the Weasel/ Small Potatoes/
Uberfrau/ Joe/ Charlie Over The Water/ Crow/
refractive entities residing in Iron Bridge Ontario/
which just happens to be located/ centre in Canada
1. WHAT ARE TIIE AESTHETICS OF JAPANESE EXOTIC ART/ DESIRING
WO~N/ what do ~esiri~g women have to say about that/ ?/ at the acting workshop
Anme/ gave Hamlets soliloquy/ new meanings
Annie in he~ ~?mitive ~ode/ sexing the end of the twentieth century/ beginning the
21st/ a sens1b1lity for artifice and humanity/ the luxury of tears
2. WHAT IS THE PORTRAIT OF WOMEN IN CHINESE EROTIC ART IN THE
MING CHING DYNASTIES/ HARMONIOUS WOMEN/ does it matter?/ on one
Sat_urday afternoon she hears carpets beaten without protest/ from either end of the
actmn/ all the while/ continuity/ provided by languid laps of waves/(/ don't know)
the waves could be creeping up
3. WHAT OF/ HOW ARE/ TIME AND AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE IN CHINESE
CAL~IGR~~?/ if ~ou're looking for work this is a good field to get in to/
especially if you re Chmese/ I mean the Chinese would like that/ wouldn't they?
4. AESTHETICS/ POLITICS/ PERSONAL ADORNMENT/ PATRIOTIC
SENSITIVITIES/ he was wearing/ a picture of an American flag/ jusuly burning this
one and a t-shirt/ we call it corn
clothing based on the Canadian safety shield/ wear it around you/ your protective coat/
tattered as i~ is/ sti_ll fits/ it's still YOURS/ you can stop to put on another one/ when
you try to picture 1t
(as a question: the poor look poor/ because they are)

5. ART AND WAR/ TIIE PARADOX OF THE BHAGAVAD-GITN there's the
sadness finding him old crumpled degenerate/ so this morning I sent him off

9. PAINTINGS AND FRAMES/ this is a god/ I will tell you why (all bow down)/
look it's talking about YOU/ look this is speciaV look
this artwork helped Emma Gilden win a million dollars in the lottery/ how this
painting helped/ Emma/ win
there's the West Centre East/ and Quebec/ as a special case/ North as (pervasive)
essence/ South as fear-engendering/ you can get in trouble/ framing/ you can't depend/
on owning the event-locale/ even though you made a directed action/ a sort of personal
investigation/ formalities
using materials at hand/ critical regionalism/ would involve
everybody sometime
10. AESTHETICS AND YOUNG PEOPLE/ we won't generate the blues/ our history
is (comparatively)/ look for examples/ massive forced starvation/ being hunted down
for bounties/ intentional genocides/ slavery as commonly defmed/ history
includes bringing criminals to justice/ back for trials/ rather than short cuts/ BANG
BANG you're dead (all fall down)/ edgeless landscapes/ you
looked for that/ you came/ with beauty/ you
have/ questions
colouring perceptions
11. THE PHOTOGRAPHS OF LOU MARCUS/ IMAGES OF MEMORY/
VENERATION/ DECAY/ DESECRATION/ no I never saw any of his/ but I saw a
pink fibreglass chair sitting in front of a pine/ when I was canoeing/ I carried it
almost back to the canoe thinking I would photograph its progress/ from locale to
locale/ jumping-cognitive/ so to speak
but I thought the better of it/ thinking how it made poetry where it was/ so fme a
contrast/ so vividly unrecognized/ memorie/ anyhow
I carried it back to where I found it/ because/ I wanted that truth: what could I know
about the poetic?/ placing it back exactly
in its impressions/ whisper sorry/ and thanks

but he was confused and perplexed/ why/ it should be important to me/ ?it was a
matter of not trusting anyone/ as basic principle

12. SAUSSURE/ PIERCE/ GOMBRICH AMONGST ABORIGINES/ imagine that/
stealing everything that isn't specifically pinned down

but I kept wondering whether I was doing it for the reason of love/ as a result of
wanting/ something/ to trust/ he asked

small rocks/ bits of bark/ old men's beards/ dried twigs/ shells/ interesting shapes lines
textures that won't rot

for a goodbye kiss/ which I gave/ not wanting to/ want to send him off sanely/ and I
wanted to be held/ we dido 't move/ toward

craving secrets of old pathways/ echoing outlines of old rivers/ out of sight/ but only
partly grown over/ carving memories/ markings/ showing directions

telling everything will be all right

(this is a test)

I am telling you/ underneath the canopy these ways are hidden/ run contrary to roads/
to cinder paths/ there are digressions/ caves to lie down in/ berries to pick/ places for
water/ I am telling you

6. TIMELESSNESS/ what about that?/ what about/ audio-mathematics and systems
(sound past-garde yet?)

these ways/ by urgencies/ became forgotten/ not unremembered

lets give it another kick/ hear if it rattles/ can you be accurate/ when you sighted/ ?
there's matter ~d _hooks/ you could hang a little bell which if you rang/ you/ could
~en:iember what It 1s you wanted to/ cling-a-ling/ as if there was a real silver tone
mside your ear/ or behind it/ after something...

!·

FOUR QUESTIONS FOR MARGOLIS/ they wanted to know what you did believe
in/ whether you believed in GOD or metaphor/ or what?/ whether you believed in

THEM

13. WHAT IS LACAN SAYING ABOUT VISION/ WHY SHOULD I CARE/ CAN I
POSSIBLY CARE ENOUGH TO PUT UP WITH THAT PROSE/ haven't yet/ it's
coming you bet/ until then
let's have a look at what's different about the post modem common man/ many/ most
have an absolutely marvellous/ magicaV sense
of time/ flashbacks/ flashbacks within flashbacks/ the ability to re-sequence an event/
put the last part first/ and fme discrimination: things which look the same
aren't necessarily/ boring

~en they asked about l?e metaphors/ someone said metaphors were like poetry head
pictures/ except other pictures kept fitting inside/ pictures inside/ pictures/ nomatter/
you looked for answers from the beginning. first principles/ stuff like that
8. MARGOLIS AND THE METAPHYSICS OF CULTURE/ after travels in the U.S.
off:../ ~ter ~ochest~r anyhow/ ye olde species Canadienses starts looking pretty safe
which 1s a mistake/ if you've been following any news at all/ you look again at the
assholes you meet
y~u just know as surely/ as you know/ you're related in spite of gene mixups/ a
mis1':11'e I tell you/ you can't imaging what some assholes get up to between birth and
the tune they stall at functioning/ yet
you bask in a sho~-li~ed naivete/ basking yes/ knowing it won't last/ somehow glad
perversely glad/ thinking of boredom/ so you remember things like the Montreal
Massacre/ other things/ there give each
memorie a polish/ a little/ rub/ tuck 'em between your tits/ or between your thighs/ /
don't remember where/ it would be very dangerous to forget to remember what and
howI these things happen/ yet
you adjust your naivete/ wearing it over one eye perhaps/ but not both eyes
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14. THE AESTHETICS OF SCIENCE EXHIBITION/ do you/ need to know/ on a
need to know basis?
15. ARCHITECTONICS OF MEMORY/ hooks/ hang words ideas sentences concepts/
hang them on little barbes/ sort of mathematicaV without the numerical part
without all that structure/ usefulness
an idea you mirror/ it mirrors/ you/ or is that the best useful hypothesis you can come
up with/ just right now?/ well there's also transposing/ (give me a break)

16. THE RISE AND FALL OF ABSTRACTION IN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
ART THEORY/ as related to taking a drama workshop/ in the Sault/ I could tell you
about the old dragon except there aren't dragons anymore/ so I will call her an Old
Patron/ because/ that's what she used to be
now she was hostess willing to be seduced/ the whole class/ performed/ (stiff-wobblebloaty/ belly shrunken inside folds/ damn lean ole cunt yet/ gracious and generous)
we paid homage not because we believed/ she counted/ we paid homage because we
could not match/ her obvious talents
having money/ all those children & grandchildren wearing mortar boards at appropriate
ages/ those teeth/ her mementos from everywhere
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there are discomfort things like the Patron Thing: now-yearnings for support/ what did

you expect?/ no one's really building anything like before
when things were happening/ artists learned how to treat the hand that fed/ eventually
everybody knew/ his place

17. THE E\PERIENCE OF ART IS PARADISE REGAINED/ KANT AND THE
CONDITIONS OF ARTISTIC BEAUTY/ shall/ build you a structure of obtuse
readings reformed to brittleness and otherness/ as does/ the low tongue equally obtuse
except to those initiated/ shall
my voice/ my choice of words/ chime in the pathos of shopping malls and burger
kings
as-am: ill-clothed/ with gaps/ pretensions/ western vanities/ all White and guilty/ hurts
displayed?/ (okay/ I could also live an abstraction)
18. ARCHI1ECTURAL MODERNITY AND THE AESTHETIC MOMENT/ you can
call it a creative hypothesis/ blended with private and public paranoias

19. MULTIPLE VISIONS/ two forms of attending/ could be surface and subtext/
terminology can be arbitrarily chosen/ but/ you say but there's not just 1WO (sol add
another if you need it/ add as many as you think necessary)
you ask about the others in my head/ I'll tell you there are new ones/ with M-names
because the F-names haven't been invented/ there are male equivalents/ but the fem
ones haven't been recognized/ or burned out/ buried/ forgotten/ not clearly defined/ but
complex/ like questions with no answers/ you hadn't planned on finding THAT out
had you?
20. WORK MEANING/ HYPOTHETICAL IN1ENTIONS/ ACTUAL INTENTIONS/
performing at Hamilton Artists Inc./ this gig was unfamiliar/ everyone looks like they
keep prisoners in their basements or are multi-generational child abusers or will shoot
you while you 're driving/ thick complex murderous/ to negotiate/ tense
requires/ layers including noise/ all our paranoias glaring at one another/ overhead the
Vietnamese Social Club/ singing karakokee/ home songs/ perfect ironies
(afterwards some asshole/ points out how much more perfect the performance would
have been/ if the NOISE ...
just then the wailing from upstairs sounds so urgent that I see rice paddies/ & I think

no, the evening was already perfect/ includi.ng the noise from the attic/ everythi.ngl
even we as assholes discussing the whole from our parts/ so I told the other asshole
what I thought about that/ but he didn't know what I was talking about)
21. BEARDSLEY/ CARROLL/ BANES ON DANCE/ dancing lessons at the
Sowerby HalV that's how/ learning to dance the Tango the Foxtrot/ measuring a box
step/ old faces echoing photographs on walls/ remembered wars/ learning/ not to
fumble/ just counting/ one two three four/ men on one side/ women on the other
dancing in a graveyard/ calling it dancing
22. ADVENTURES IN PUBLIC ART/ I'm still reeling from her two day
confessional/ stories/ DETAILS of living American/ hearing trips pets crafts reasons/
she and her American lover/ who was kind/ and quiet/ unflustered
so it came out/ the first thing they think about/ when camping wild/ like we were/ the
camping part anyways/ things close at hand/ which could be used/ as weapons
kind of makes you think/ don't it/?/ there were chinsaws/ shovels/ axes/ having left
the guns at home (en vacance you know)/ added to the list were my knives/ flame
starters/ carving tools/ and several huge blocks of wood/ dragged out/ of an unresisting
forest
23. COGNITIVELY COMPLEX EMOTIONS/ the expression of/ small cruelties/
remember these/ how/ did they make you feel?/ give thanks/ give thanks for your
teachers/ remember what they taught/ maybe that was all they could teach/ Crow told
when your teachers teach you cruelness/ remember the feeling of being taught/ how/
you died just a little/ each and every/ time/ heals the kick/ feel the hurt/ how/ you ask

do I come to the point where I teach cruelty to others/ ?I and do I want to continue! ?I
make up your newness/ name the parts that speak/ listen
to your voices

24. THE CRITIC AS COMMISSAR OF THE OBSCENE/ making of art for the 21st
century/ who will want it/ what can you even make to connect to souls/?/ institutions/
? which act like hot houses for exotic varieties/ crumbling all around/ pressure to give
up/ to share/ your morning coffee
based on excellence and cheapness/ your quiet time to write/ the political world/ how
appalling/ all those miserable bodies/ thinking about Romans

(how are you reading this?)

• N.B.: Individual topics are based on workshop titles for the 51st annual meeting
of The American Society for Aesthetics.
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I'M SITTING WITH SOLIPSISTS
THINKING HOW -- by John Barlow
I'm sitting with solipsists thinking how
they really do cling to each other, and need.
I'm seeing how they cling to language
sorting it sorting it and seeking to
have their sorting consonant with each other,
to make you consonant with their sorting.
I'm sitting thinking I'd like to write a
short story in which I could use real names.
Watching solipsists pin the tail on the
donkey with their myths watching them seek to
broadcast their myths and press immensely
in this cause. creates all the noise in the room.
But whenever one of them has been speaking
for more than a single piece of information
they blur into their voices and into my head
starts to drift out into their head
and I'm listening to the person's fundamental
buzzing and seeing what they want unable to
hear what they're saying. But whenever one of them
has been speaking for more than a single piece of
information they blur into their voices
and my head starts to drift into their head
and starts to drift into their head
and I'm listening to the person's fundamental
buzzing and seeing what they want and unable to
hear what they're saying. The more
pressure they put on me personally
to hear what they're saying the less
I can even begin to identify
words in the darkness of the sound
impressing me. a nonstop aggression.
a nonstop aggression. But there is a difference
between friendly and disturbing aggression
in the amount of internal echo, how
much of the solipsist is trapping his
own voice and what he is saying in his
foremirrors. how much they 're conscious of
their solipsism. Because none of them are
conscious of their solipsism, because
none of them are literal! y conscious of
their solipsism, the least solipsistic
being generally the most conscious of
being solipsistic, and visa versa,
I find myself with no end of time to consider it.
(Solipsism's a bit of a disgrace but if you're
conscious of it you look periodically
or even with some obsessive concern.
Solipsism's a bit of a disgrace but if you're
conscious of it you sometimes come to a full stop.)
As this is a relatively comfortable community
of solipsists ultimately I am always able
to pull out of the head of the other solipsist
to pull out of the head of the other solipsist
and the residual effect I find is that while
they continue to speak I am able to see the
room around me in the film of their speech.
in the film of their breath as one speaks
of the galaxy as flying saliva in the breath of God.
.
A powerful metaphor can silence what it states_.
The room becomes saturated in the film of their vmce.
A simple mimicking of social, convivial,
cliches of familiarity can work wonders,
an application of conventional novelistic or
filmic or cultural history helps
define a fine room gloss. Intense discussion of religion and terror
is invigorating as it is likely one of the
building blocks of the common culture
in a way that pop icons cannot be,
due to the habitually ironic and after the fact
notion of being hip common in everyone. which will be
easily painted in whomever are in the room_, usu~ly . .
a bar or party. Manipulative, insistent, dommeenng sohps1sts
unless one is extremely bored or
feeling a surplus of energy.
But virtually all things all
energized life fonns tap your energy
leaving you withering fruit on the vine
contemplating the collapse of civilization
with some fear, and groping for freedom.

/
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Stepping off the edge of
the Family FitzGerald
by Susan Andrews Grace
First Step
My oh eye if only it saw the long view o longvision o
cowslip o buttercup all the pretty flowers of the Nore and
still Gilliosa knows nothing. No hawthorn trees to teach her.
The holy well filled with dirt and cromwellianbutcherings.

Second Step
The sheep on the hill are complaining loudly • The lamb has
nothing to do or say and it is not glorious, not one bit • It is not
triumphant or crucified or rescued.

Third Step
Wind pulls up the chimney
fire o flames rumble
gathering energy in May
May of beginning voyage
May of invasion
Mary's May
Nesta
Gilliosa

Fourth Step
The oak stirs in its wings
outside o upward drawn
no rags or tatters • no laundry
on its branches, budded but
without leaves •

Fifth Step
pull or I'll pull you down
sink you clear to the bottom o widemouthed
fish and sharks at the bottom
wait
anticipating your fall, Gillioasa
relentlessly swimming
past and past and over and around
all waiting
under the sea to catch
waiting an eternity
to catch Ferry Woman's fallen

TRAIN by Aleksandrs Caks
Translated by Harry Rudolfs
Train,
how many times
as a boy
didn't I wait for you
on the barren yellow hill
by Matthew's cemetery,
for you,
the train from Petersburg,
Moscow, Tallinn,
snorting like a primus stove,
like water tap left wide open,
covered with dust
like my clothes, after a football match.
Train,
it felt like you rode
above the rails,
those endless silver lines
running into Riga, -you were in my soul and bones,
and I trembled more than I do now,
holding this woman in twilight
behind drawn curtains.
Train, -and when you drew near,
the gatekeeper would sing
into his yellow copper horn,
and hold up a little flag
greener than a chestnut leaf.
The noisy trammeled crossing
stepped over
like a prostitute
used by men for free -draymen, autos, pedestrians -until the blaring of the yellow copper horn,
and she freed herself instantly
from the embrace of tires and muddy feet,
and awoke
naked and alone,
and without hesitation
let down her barrier
waiting for her lover -for you,
the train from Petersburg,
Moscow,
Tallinn --

Sixth Step

You train!

Nesta muderdrowned pleasured ever
Oh Nancyplaid • Nesta Gilliosa
Ferry Woman to watch
her barge of knitted boards
ready to take you home
run away home

Salt and Bread

Seventh Step

Long strands of memory.
I'm braiding the strands
like my mother and her mother did.
Bread is old: the glue that keeps
Our ribs from falling out.

Oh nancyplaid Nesta Gilliosa • the
sheep need shearing
and the horse needs feeding
get your cloak home • Ferry Woman waits

Punctuation Legend:

o eternity, to indicate the irrelevance of time,
not an ending or a pause but something that is additive, goes on.
# designates historical pause, the need for reflection.

by Harry Rudolfs
I'm twisting dough through my fingers

Dough is sticking to the web of my fingers.
My father grenaded Goring's trout pond
And the troops feasted on fish, but had no salt.
My mother remembers eating a blown-up horse
On her way through Germany.

• indicates hidden, lost, wild realities and usually indicating an otherworld justice.

My parents arrived in the New World
And put butter on our plates
And sour cream in the borscht -And instilled in us the habit
Of kissing bread when it falls on the ground.

N.B.: The above poem will appear in Ferrywoman's History of the World
(Coteau Books, 1998).

I lick the batter between my fingers.
The sweet smell makes me a child.

* indicates something outside of the world, leading to other realities.
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Reality Scare

sniffing for a vein
you bite his wrist
drawing a dollop of blood like tl1e felt-tip marker stain
on his breast pocket
slithering like
a hronzy scolcx
are you in pain?

by Louise Bak
amnesic sisterhood

where are you?

I

and ointment is squeezed from a tuhe
into your eyes and the lids are taped shut

<lay

i watch you scream in your sleep
ahout medical students in anatomy and biopsy class
discussing Gina Lollohrigida's fuckahle quotient
as she shows off hexacanth breasts in a gold-foil suit
behind fibre-glass

while Godzilla chews plateglass sandwiches
to catch a glimpse of Schererazade
warring-...under mosquito netting

are you asleep?

mindscan
i do not understand alive
the sun rises salvaged

your chest lifts like peccant Bat'te/hs
coming full circle-jerk on your body
through massive bank of
molestation machinery
IV pole and plastic bags collect

i too
hecome Malkavimz
when you suddenly

ochre urine
liquid stool and menstrual blood

111 iscarry ...

while your eyebrows
twitch like an RSC veteran

are you waking?
no
23

day
and i hold your hand where
have given way to elongated polyp stalks
your poniard Tremere fingers

are you angry?
lying ~ere instead of joining Maita
fighting with the Communist guerillas
against Marcos
with eyeshadow intact
it happens at night
when a nurse
attempts to pry your fingers from the siderail
after minutial static
makes Gangrel troll-twirls of hair
.
shadow-snakes up against
p1~k beaks of predatory birds
sp1ttmg up Arcturian Fizz heneath surgical masks

are you in a wormhole?
a ziggurat of windfall twitches
on my sweet sixteenth
which grabs me by the throat
like a Branch Davidian-sarin gas hose
day 41 and still no signs that you can
help me
blow out semisolid candles

burns under necrotic constellations
of paper stars fixed to hospital walls

if falling is falling backward

i cradle your head hack down
pillow is scarcely dented hy
the weight of it

are you dying?

kneaded by subaqueous silence

are we alone?
amidst. o_rderlies scuttle-cocking
technicians
clapping electrodes
to your emaciated Ven1rue chest
oblivious to Huris
who discredits the nonsense
of the final-est frontier as effaced as my hope
then your forehead pleats and
yo~ pull th~ tu1?e ~om your throat
blmsh eyelids lift like onion poultices
you manage a whisper
help

neryine word is repeated again and again
while a nurse stops her towelling and drains
the pus out of the last carbuncle on your hip
statuary doctor Jeans over
cupping your hand
he removes your fingernails
one by one
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* Bat'telh, Klingon battlesword (From the Star Trek television series).
* poniard, dagger.
* Tremere, the magic-using warlocks and witches in vampire legend.
* The passage about "Maita fighting ... " refers to a woman named Maita Gomez, a runner-up
representing the Philippines in the 1988 Miss Universe Beauty pageant, who within 24 hours of
her victory, joined the Communist guerilla struggle in the jungle against Ferdinand Marcos.
* Gangrel, the vampires of rural areas according to vampire tradition.
* Arcturian Fizz, Riker and Kirk's favourite drink, known for its pleasure enhancing
components. (From the Star Trek television series).
* Ventrue, the elegant and aristocratic vampire of vampire legend.
* Huris, the sacred prostitute in heaven.
* carbuncle, severe abscess in the skin.
* scolex, part of tapeworm which is attached to the wall of gut of host by suckers and/or hooks;
sometimes called the "head."
* hexacanth, six-hooked embryo of tapeworms. Develops from egg, and if it gets into suitable
host, grows into larva.
* Malkavian, refers to vampiric figures who are cursed to be forever mad.
N.B.: Louis Bak's poetry will soon appear In book and electronic form from the new
Coach House Books.

Why Doesn't Elvis Shop At My A&P?
by Joellie Ethier
Would the world have changed much if Marie Antionette had said by accident: "Let
them eat cat,"? My monkey bit me & I'm very depressed about it. Man walks into a
doctor's office & says Barker on third Reynolds is safe on second what a fabulous
home fun Fred bring on the troops march march March 2nd is not my birthday you
know well you shouldnt have really its wonderful take a bus lately wow what a subculture the bus culture radiant fans of Bruce Willis movies & Arnold
Schwarzennegger's accent who really has time to make fun of anyone anymore
schedules & meetings & dates & sticky prom sex in the back of the star quarterback's
Ford pickup are you guys all on the same team ohmygod not even jokes are safe
anymore & S ybill' s on the phone again do you hear the telephone line buzzing in the
winter like I do who cares my socks dont match I lost my heart in San Francisco
trailer for sale or rent this is a zoo Liberace had a piano keyboard on the walls of his
pool what was it I was trying to say did you ever pass out in the shower because you
accidentally made it too hot meet a militant dyke get called a racist a sadomasochist
the Marquis de Sade spent most of his life in prisons do waitresses & salesclerks
really care if I have a nice day or not why do some people have a natural aversion to
brushing their teeth why do college kids chuck moons out of the beds of pickup trucks
on the highway do you remember the first time he said I love you not the last time he
said it but the first were you alone by candlelight did your hair catch the moonlight
just so did he run his hand gently along the side of your Johnson's going long he's
past the 50-yard line with no opposition in sight do you find the zits that explode onto
the mirror when you pop them strangely compelling doctor doctor I'm so depressed I
think my life is over doctor says great clown Pagliacci is in town guaranteed laugh go
see him man says but doctor I am Pagliacci if I've made any mistakes recently I really
dont remember why do people french kiss in public I shot the sherrif what would you
do if one day you discovered yourself in the background of a scene in the tv show
Cops why cant my mother programme the vcr when will everyone learn the true value
of a dollar I'm still waiting if I were a character on Melrose Place which one would I
be would I be the black leather clad bad ass biker bitch with a past who moves in
downstairs or would I be the blind paraplegic schizophrenic lesbian dance instructor
with a past who moves in upstairs would I get into any good catfights with Amanda
how come my Greek boss & my Italian boss yell at eachother in their own respective
languages & still understand eachother perfectly why are there no good jobs for
someone with a degree in English in Sault Ste. Marie where is Robbie the Robot from
"Lost in Space" why cant I win on roll up the rim to win coffee cups why is the toilet
paper or the butter always empty when I get to it why does my cat think my food is
better than hers why does she always lay on my stomach when I have to get up to go
to the bathroom do I really care all that much about Diana's divorce why dont
extraterrestrials take me in my sleep why doesnt Elvis shop at my A&P?
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Soundbite Literary Classics
from: Disinfomercials
by Alan Lord
Have you ever wondered how anyone manages to have the time to read all
the great new books constamtly being churned out, not to mention all those classics
you never seem to get around to? If you're not either: A) Extremely wealthy, or B)
Extremely poor, how could you afford such a luxury?
In between handling a job, taking care of a spouse and kids, visiting family,
socializing with friends and maybe squeezing in some quality "selfish" time for a
favorite sport or hobby, how could anyone in his or her right mind take the time to
actually sit down and read all that damned stuff from cover to cover?
Let's face it You don't have time to read. Not even Coles Notes. But then
how could you fake your way through a literary conversation at a party?
Well, now, thanks to our Soundbite Literary Classics series, you can get away
with bullshitting the best minds of your or any generation. You'll be able to learn
what a given book is all about in the space of just a few words! We've taken the
trouble to hire experts (mainly Comp Lit majors on welfare) to read all the books you
hoped to, and they've managed to capture the spirit of these great works in just one
single short memorable snippet anyone can instantly recall.
For example, to show you how it works, let's try ... Moby Dick. Our
Soundbite edition simply reads: 'Thar she blows!". Could Herman Melville himself
have said it any better? Now let's try Kafka's famous Metamorphosis: "/ck, I'm a
bug!". Sure saves a lot of time just to figure out the protagonist wakes up one fine
morning to find he's turned into a cockroach, doesn't it? Kafka would be speechless.
Now let's try a more daunting challenge ...War And Peace: "You win some, you lose
some". There you go, we just saved you another 1000 pages! Now how about that
perennial favorite ... Anna Karenina: "Oh dear!"
Sure, we could go on giving you plenty of other great examples of how
Soundbite Literary Classics will be saving your cultural life, not to mention your shelf
space. But then again, we'd also be giving away our books for free!*
* Order now and you can receive a free video cassette, audio cassette or computer
disk containing all of your favourite classics. This offer valid for a limited time only.

DEREK
by Phlip Arima
When she stood beside him, Derek said: "You come here often."
"It's a bus stop."
"Yes. Yes it is," he said, looking the post up and down with the same unsure gaze he
used the first time he saw her six days before. The day he had vowed into his shaving
mirror that he would talk with and get to know the first woman he saw. Twenty-five
minutes later there she was in light blue jeans, hair up and a soft leather jacket draped over
her shoulder hiding the strap of her purse and one small breast.
Derek felt good about finally speaking to her. The guilt he'd been feeling disappeared,
replaced by an anxiousness that screamed: "You 're gonna Fail! You 're gonna Fail!"
"Yes it is," he said again, and read aloud, "a twenty-four hour bus stop. Have you ever
noticed," he continued, turning to face her," if bus stops that are not twenty-four hour bus
stops disappear late at night when just about everybody is asleep?"
"Are you nuts?" she asked, stepping away from him.
"No, no. I considered it once. Read somewhere that going mad can do you a world of
good. Never learned how though, so ... no. No, I'm not nuts. Are you?"
"No."
"Have you ever considered it?" Derek realised he was enjoying actually having a
conversation, "Do you know how to get crazy?"
"Get crazy?" she smiled, "Is that a come on? A line? Get crazy could mean a lot of
things."
"I guess it could," Derek stalled, not sure where he was supposed to lead the
conversation, "I'm not sure what crazy is. Like I said, I don't know how to get crazy."
"You mean you've never... ?" she started to ask, "how old are you?"
"Me, well .. .l'm.. .l'm... " He couldn't decide if he should lie. Perhaps she didn't like
older men. Or maybe she was older than she looked. He'd once read that cosmetics could
do amazing things and there were those television commercials that always ended: keep
them guessing. But she wasn't wearing much makeup as far as he could tell, so he was
reasonably sure she was younger than him. And, if he was going to lie what number should
he pick.
"It's alright," she put him at ease. "I don't need to know."
"No, I'll tell you," he decided he wouldn't lie.
"Please don't," she insisted, touching his hand, "I like mysterious men."
"Oh," he said, again unsure.
"Just one last question, I promise," she gave his hand a squeeze, "have you really never
gotten crazy?"
"Yes -- really," he said seriously as the bus pulled up.
"Well, maybe I'll teach you," she got on the bus.
"Really," he was excited, "when?"
"Oh, I don't know," she answered, turning on the top step, "Aren't you getting on?"
"No. No, not today."
"You are nuts, aren't you?" she asked, watching the doors close.

Me and Baudelaire
by Jill ~attson
The object ugliness of sheared off mountain
shale and dust
flags flop flopping over lake
a shadowy blue
and there are clouds this morning
the silver chair of our desire
I am squaw peak'd
dog piss sense of reality
. .
semi insane social misfits and the v1s1on of
that
ebb and flow of shadows across rocks

if only I were here with Baudelaire
him sucking my toes
he could teach me the beauty of barrenness
pines fallen and bleached by pain
snapped off limbs, open carcasses
snow left dirty, smogged like us
our cynic-ness a quality known only to
ourselves
and although we feel like gods
we are not at peace here
businessmen carving new slopes with
bulldozers
whirring and crashing
this is not our olympia
me and Baudelaire
perched on a liquid sulphur rock
touching thighs
he is contemplating new muses
since his previous turned to woman
we understand ourselves, each other
cinematographers of poetry
we don't understand shiny americans
who pick wildflowers in bunches
grasped in oil and economic hands
Hi 8 video cam
a scratched reality of history
the light is attitudinal here
Baudelaire, his slightly green hue
rifling for prozac in my bag
dusty glacial earth, the ginko-birchness
we are bored, perverse and desperate for
attention
normality of our thin lives
middle class without the margins

The Grip of Elvis
by Jill Battson
Confused by rain
warmed by the road
the bird lingered
hopping slowly across the lanes
to become a statistic
in my road kill journal
smacking into my reluctant radiator
at 50 miles an hour
dying among squadrons of butterflies
kamikazied over the days
guilt eternal and amplified
you were huddled with Elvis
grinning behind motorised sunglasses
about the time I crossed into South Dakota
cattle standing diagonal to the road
rumps defending faces
resigned stupidity on chewing jaws
beaten by hail
the size of large rhinestones
sheets of storm
gathered across the plains
before fissure of mountains
soft whirlpool of mercury
revolving, enfolding the Black Hills
Crazy Horse looking out
the same way for twenty years
small plants defacing the whiteness
of hewn granite
pointing
in the direction of the hail
the herd
the white boy
running in the sulphur twilight
blond hair shrieking
neo Aryan neo Aryan
pointed urgency through my p~lse
quickly half way across America
to reach you
pull you from coloured emulsion
save you from the grip of Elvis
your one hand clutching white leather
the other a cormorant
blue black feathers embossed
with the shape of a radiator grill

Baudelaire shifts starchily towards me
smell of absinthe precedes his kiss
and where it hits misogyny blossoms
the (dis)illusion breaks
it is me; sun soaked pink granite; pines
in a pocket of america.

Text-Image by Fernando Aguiar (Portugal)
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A poem but not to mirror the stage
by Richard Harrison
Hemma
answers the question
where's Emma?
by pointing in the mirror
who's that

Hemmma
who's learning the alphabet
and recognizes the signs

auwa
deirja
dee
who's that again?

Hemma
and where is Emma?
by pointing in the mirror
but says nothing when
I point to her and ask
who's this?
herself unsigned
by herself
that moment before it's lost

of Eve's in Paradise
and Narcissus headlong for
transformation gazing
at not-them
with more name
than the viewer

where's an A?
I can ask and she peels
the little A sticker off the page
places it on her overalls
what's this letter?
Hh-aey-yee she says
breaking what masquerades
in the adult system
as a single phoneme:
continuing this way,
she is covered with letters

,

looking for more
by name, who's this?
Emma

Hemma
Himller
what she doesn't yet know

mirrored to her;
herEmmage
shimmering in the glass
alphabet ready to receive,
the birth of her imagination
and she cries in the night
to have given it birth;
the next morning
for the first time
Dolly gives Mrs. Bear

a kiss

Kenneth Koch & Frank O'Hara
by Michael Londry

where she
Emma

I, R, G, D, B

Collected Prose Poems -- A response to
BUFFALO DAYS
The dreaded dinners.
THE ORANGE WIVES
The chesterfield was not only large but made entirely from vanilla ice cream.
GREAT HUMAN VOICES
Tin cans in a dust-storm.
COLORFUL HOUR
Palm trees in hatchbacks.
EXPRESSION
"Is a prostitution," someone thought but did not say.
SLEEP
is baffling.
A MINERAL WICK
There's something furry on your tongue.
SOMEWHERE
pick-up trucks are chuckling softly.
CECILIA
Really? Where?
THE SILVER WORLD
beckons.
JEWELRY SEVENTHS
Fragments to shards to smithereens. Without bottom.
AN ESKIMO COCA-COLA
His indigestion rhymed more beautifully than he did.
THE EXCEPTION PROVES THE RULE
Jim-Bob dropped the gun, distracted by the barrage of exploding spleens.
THE WATER HOSE IS ON FIRE
A recurring pattern.
THE LINGERING MATADORS
ran their fingers through their hair, while far too casually believing in immortality.
EGYPT
Oh?
IS THERE A HOUSE INSIDE THAT FUEL ENGINE?
A horse? A HORSE? A horse. A horse...
WHY WEREN'T THEY MORE CAREFUL?
I tried. I tried.
PEANUT BUTTER CANDY
is no longer considered angelic beyond the age of three.
THE BRINDLE COWS
were known only to Stephan, who hoarded their secrets with impunity.
IN THE MERRY FOAM
I thought I was a sea-horse in love.
MY MIX-UP
Nevertheless, all afternoon a cool breeze followed me around like a happy poodle.
MILKWEED EMBLEMS
your dictionary must be much fatter than mine.
SUPPOSE
I were to outlaw beige.
THE GREEN MEDDLER
Envy with long, lethal, meticulous fingers.
WICKED OBJECTS
Shopping Malls beckon furiously, crackling, and on-one sees the obvious.
FRESH LIMES
Koala Footballs.
THE WINDOW
is open, and draws wondrously near.
PAINTED FOR A ROSE
She peed her pants in gym class.

NOONS
swooning over Lake Placid.

ROOMS
with irrevocable ambiance, whether good or bad.
IN THE RANCHHOUSE AT DAWN
ten large spiders swagger.
THE OUTSIDES OF THINGS
Curvilinear and green.
THE BLACK LION
though flabbergastingly unique, became common and trivial the instant
the journalist arrived.
IN THE COAL MUD
pillars.
THE HAND-PAINTED EARS OF DEATH
would not be swayed by argument.
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Exiles Among You
by Kristjana Gunnars
61
the green and yellow dead bcxly
of a small finch lies
on the deck. a sunny morning
calm and unbeguiled. bcxlies
of flies on the floor and bees
weightless by now on the sill
after what must be hours
of looking for escape
this morning after being gone
for a week in the city
I mop up this wildlife
that has battered my house
I returned resolving to love
you no more: now I find
how these small miracles fall
down in my absence
I throw the bird into bushes
below, the bees and flies
over the ground. In
the kitchen a spider wove
a web across the room
I break it first thing
heading for a cup of coffee
thinking how they carry on
the little beasts without me
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we sit on top of the lifeboats
myself and workers sailing home
Peninsula people: Vancouver receding
behind us in the hot sun
like an unpleasant dream we are waking
out of in a sweat
they laugh: they always laugh
on the way home. there is beer
at home, chairs to put feet up on
and sailing boats in the marina
gulls and mergansers and children
in the waters of the bay
I listen to their energetic chatter
like the gulls, screaming up
shouting across the decks: hey
close my eyes and feel the evening
sun bathe my arms, legs, hair

beca~ we. n~ cov~r, because
sometunes 1t rams, rams
memories I have tried to put
away the way people make compost
and allow all things to return
to earth: the way water itself
comes down and returns to earth
64 •
there is a man looking at his desk
there is a woman at a typewriter
they hope to find another emblem
with wide crescents, gold and flurried
there are others smoking cigarettes
leaning on chair backs, unmoved
and young boys holding walking sticks
where the valleys fill with haze
as if a forest fire far away
gave off its breath, entranced, tired .
flames invisible, white smoke standmg
in columns out of the high hills
at ethereal whisper, someone said what
should not have been said, just now
* poem for PEN
65
I did not think I would find myself
sitting in an empty flat, back
against a bare wall, balcony door
slid open to an evening breeze
above prairie again. did not think
I would come this way again
to be blown about on the shifting
winds this way, to fly in the face
of myself. to retread broken paths
just this once, as if life itself
were eternal, like a sun that never
sets, so far north. as if I had time
to go over lost tracks like this
again, again. so I lean against this
white wall, the first cup of tea
I ever have in this flat, on the floor
next to me, clashing sounds of trucks
in the alley below, screams of children
from the compound next door, the growl
of an airplane straight ahead

By the time of publication this issue, the above suite will also
appear in Exiles Among Us by Kristjana Gunnars (Coteau Books).

as we leave port, a widewinged bird ascends from its post
like an old, sullen man, grey
blue in the late day
and lands on a cliff to watch us
sail away. I whisper to him
heron, my clandestine prayer

63
because I have not forgotten
you, my attempts to throw
the memory of you out, as I put
plastic bottles into paper bags
for recycling, the paper bags
themselves for recycling,
it all comes back to me
in another form, but back
the way all materials come round
in what they used to call
a vicious cycle: now you are
seated beside me, now walking
in a path in a park, tall
trees providing cover

Mail-Art by Fernando Aguiar (Portugal)
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Past tense of b

the museum of perception

by Lisa Samuels

by Lisa Samuels

BEGINNING

deliberation tips the scales of white
indulgence wet against a light consideration
or ridicule, a slight offense inspiring
to the visitor of such mirages. here is a case
for the ashes of violins to fit in, all wires
and knobs packed in a better example
of what the music was when it was
played, bent around what shouldn't be
a saddened desecration, though the observer
might see it in a monovalent state.
but then we can't control the agency
brought in to exercise itself upon scenes
of utter fortitude: the filigrees insist
themselves though we uncarve them
every night only empty heaven knows
exigencies of rightness brought to bear
its paling desiccants straight into the middle
of a preservation -- the soldier in me nourishes
such considerations, though everyone here
knows this is a sword of undoing held
in a carefully swathed artificial limb.
i' d say it was the hand, but truth
is inappropriate, we've taken all the steps
away from the front of the room
so only heads can rest upon the marble
tempered chins of admonitory stone,
quite become. around the comer here
where you can't see is the revelation
fostered by a stance of radiant hopelessness
its wings aflame and falling steadily
in a column of multiplication
so its screams are the constancy of light
transmuted into what illuminates
the vagaries of faces on the floor.
in case the incandescence of the interlude
escapes, we've barred up the translations
in this box: checked, white, light, sounds
magnify its corners.

was was was, verbigeration marks
the moments of was, there is no
use in writing with a broken
pen when your hard drive' s
incommensurate as a wall
in the way you imagine time
impermeable, the never-was as was, the disconnected, everything on the other
side of the left
line borne away, affair of the
wall was, "incredibly beautiful"
limitations on the lined actual b: that's me against
the bastion of the you as I
with o me tucked tight
in curled diminution, low down opened
on the latch of you, base instinctuals

MIDDLE
refining up the visibant flag just furled
the way one never goes, the back
I've never seen, reverse
behind the avant-bliss
if we could see the lettrified backside
of this, like lifting up similitude
and knowing it struck blind and dumb
to never tell or write or poem
no good in knowing telllessly the "building blocks" the dna
of what we'd know if we could be

END
the builders heaving letter-slabs
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to retribute, to grave rebuke
to alter angel-wise over
our empery that never was
to be as b as become
the never-written letter
the never cupped against you I

"Evensong" by Brian David Johnston
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Dear Petrov
by Karl E. Jirgens
My Dear Friend,
Today, I am writing a letter to someone I once knew. Someone who
became unbalanced, fell off the rope. Some think that genius and madness are as close
to one another as wound lines on a tight-wire, though which line is which is unclear and
perhaps unimportant. Petrov entered into a stoney silence after a period of obsessive
neurotic behaviour. He was pursuing a wealth of knowledge for a while and had visions
of grandeur. Strange futurologist He would crack a great scientific mystery, the secrets
of the elements and the language of the atom. But he himself cracked when reality
demonstrated the impossibility of his plans and his kaleidoscopic vision shattered. They
arrested him in front of his home after he took his parents hostage. He was simply trying
to raise the fare for a cab that was waiting outside, but they couldn't understand what he
was talking about His balance, lost He now resides in a "home" and plays himself at
chess, or relives the strategy of the second world war, writing letters from the "front"
from time to time when the mood strikes him ... but chooses to write only in an arcane
language and demands arcane responses. Winter is always a difficult time for him; the
anniversary of his internment So I composed these words in response to his missives, and
because you and I spoke of him, I also send these words to you:

Winter, 1997

with the supple, the ever-changing and the living, absentmindedness i? contrast .~ith
attention such are the defects that laughter singles out and would fain correct. Do
you dete~t the shade of Heraclitus? It was part of a_ page i~ a boo~ that I was
photocopying, I was copying many pages ... au~omato~-llkf:··· until I felt llke s?me sort
of servo-mechanism, each page become a Riemannzan integer,.~ ~opy, minus _one
degree of sensibility, a copy minus one plus one degrees of sensibility, a copy mm~
one plus one plus one degrees of sensibility, and so on. Somehow, I thought this
might amuse you.

Y~ally,
Karlos Eduardo
P.S. As you know, dear Petrov, the Riemannian integral is a defi?i!e integral def!ned
as the limit of sums found by partitioning the interval comprising t~ do~m of
definition into subintervals, by finding the sum of products ea:h of which co~is~s ?f
the width or a subinterval multiplied by the value of the function at some point m it,
and by letting the maximum width of the subintervals approach zero. Consider Zeno's
arrow. A condition of entropy, one half, minus one half, minus one half, and so on.
Consider two mirrors facing each other with yourself in between. A point of bala_nc~.
This can become a speculation of alterity to the nth degree. Now plaee that com m
zero gravity, flipping between those mirrors. Do you remember the barber shop?

Dear Petrov,
Once again, I write you, and send you questions only. Do they let
you out some days? With the family? Or, are you still somewhere on the Ribbentrop
line, hiding behind a wall, in the snow, with a Molotov cocktail, waiting for the
tanks, the tanks that never come. The snow. Have you cracked the valence code?
Translated Tellurium, deciphered Antimony? Do you smile raging beneath your skull
at the vaticinal sun in the ammonia morning? Or, is this just another "thank-youma' am" in your alimentotherapy? "Rutabega, rutabega, sis-boom bah, simalacrum
theory, rah! rah! rah!" Brother ... how far have you cracked? That last time was too
much, taking your mother and father hostage -- after they had held you for so long.
In some ways it made per/ect sense to me, but the concatenations you made were too
much for the Biedermeier blue-coats who marched in with centipede precision. You,
who read the language of the air, what alterity had you entered? What un-nerved
you? Was it some murmuration of starlings that you read as though it were some
airborne aria? Or, were you just playing the freebooter, into rapparee, hell-bent on
appropriating anything that had not been rendered useless by your macro-cosmic
polymythy. I remember you as they trussed you, your exclamations con brio before
they rendered you costive. Mercurial if impecunious, you charged their noisome
presence, their barrels levelled at your heart, your movements terpsichorean,
specular, as if you were watching yourself, your Other self, -- as if, they were, I was,
not there ... how could they have known you were harmless. You raged, darling enfantterrible, dyspeptic, drinking your own molotov, an anonym, singing your loud song,
inventing your own paroemiology, bellowing out; "When I payed the driver and
withdrew from the taxi, all of my clothes were inside out!" You tried to put it off
"Think of a coin. A golden ducat, a Canadian Looney -- whatever." you said.
"Consider an extended zero-gravity condition, the space station MIR for example.
One flips a coin. It spins and spins and never falls. This is a tough decision, they say.
Let's flip a coin, they say." But the cabby wouldn't have any of it. "Pay up or get
out." he said. Later, you explained it through Riemannian integrals, poor proverb
that it was, "You get into a cab,forget your money,forget where you're going, the
cabby protests, you search your clothes, thoroughly, you find no money, the cabby
refuses to go further, turns around, drops you off where he picked you up. Thus, the
Riemannian theorum: one enters a cab, the cab moves down the boulevard, as it
moves, one finds one's condition to be minus one's destination, minus one's clothes,
minus one's mind, the cab returns, one emerges, naked, a zero, ground zero,
destination, zero, puts one's clothes back on, still without destination, still without
money, and yet things have somehow changed." You didn't stop there, you sang,
raged, I watched, a dumb fool, observing breathless, this peepshow, your aria; "How
does the tiger-lily, lean against a lean-to? Ma! Paw! Tiger! Lily! White! Wedding!
Bells! Ring! Neck! Peasant!" You sang -- I cowered in the crowd, crowed and
listened, but failed to intervene, not that it would've mattered, your song had to be
sung, even as they trussed you, pushed you into the cruiser, "a door, opens," you
sang, "adore, oh! pense!" they pushed you in, "adoro penso!" I still remember, I do
remember.
I received your last letter, and I thank you for your words. Do you remember
the things you said? "A horse is a steed or charger. The enemy is the foe or the host.
Danger is peril. Actions are deeds. To die is to perish. To show cowardice is !12.
~ - Nothing is naught. Nothing but, is naught, save one. One's chest is one's
breast. Sleep is slumber. The objective is the goal. One's death is one's fate. Things
that glow or shine are radiant. The blood of young men is the red sweet wine of
youth. The corpse constitutes ashes or dust. A friend is a comrade.
BUT! One could just as well say that to die is to swerve. To sleep is one's
fate. The objective is naught. Danger is radiant. Slumber is the goal. The breast is
naught save the host." I do remember. Today, I read some words by Bergson,
perhaps you remember? "-- the rigid, the ready made, the mechanical, in contrast
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P.P.S. Today I gaze from the window of my room and see a sluggish deck of low
overcast clouds, layered slabs of flat gray rock still lingering from yesterday. _We are
all earth-lings but I think that we are somehow all earth-links as well. Co~ider for
a moment the possibility that there is an after-life, a heaven or some other dimension
where existence continues not unlike the Platonic ideal beyond the mouth of the cave.
Let us further assume that not only humans go there after death but als_o all
creatures, all of what we know as existence. Then what happe~,for ex~mple, if one
appears there in that after-world, and has no concept of a thi~g, a thing that may
have existed sometime before one's own time, say, a creature like a
or so~
other thing that has gone extinct. You must understand that I am proposing that this
realm would be purely eidetic for all intents and purposes, more a st~ata of
consciousness based on actual experience, a condition in which only that which has
been previously seen or experienced, even on an unconscious level, can be
encountered. In such a world, anyone born in the twentieth century would not be able
to "see" a dodo but one might be able to see, say, one's grandmother, and p~rha~s
she might have seen a dodo or had a chance of seeing a do~ because she li~ed i~
that era. Now let us assume that one could link hands with one s grandmother m this
eidetic astral world. Then it might be possible for one to see what the grandmother
sees, and so it might be possible to "see" a dodo. But let us continue. Let us say ~hat
by mustering all of our psychic energy we could gather our ancestors togethe~ m a
great dendritic formation not unlike the branches of some gre~t tree. And lets. say
they all linked hands to their forebears going back for generations and generatio_ns.
Then it might be possible to see who the earliest relative was, and what the ea.r_lzest
relative "saw" or experienced. And assuming that the passage from humanoid or
anthropoid to whatever preceded us, ape,fowl, or fish, assuming that the link was
gradual enough so that one could also trace one's lineage back perhaps to ~ome
thunder lizard, back to some simian or piscine ancestor some proboscide~n
unguiculate further back to some procumbent invertebrate, perhaps, and further_ sti_ll
to a pre-cambrian anemochore, or a microscopic baculiform spirocha:te, or vibrio
comma or an ordinary bacillus, assuming of course, that such an evolution occurred,
and t~re are not a few who will argue that it did not. But if it did, then imagi~,
imagine if you would for a moment, the scope of that eide~ic realm, the coll~ctive
sensorial experience of the family cum mega-dendrite that might become perceivable
by a linking of "hands" or whatever appendages are available to all ~hose ancest~al
life-forms inter-connected back through time. Imagine transce~mg all spatiotemporal barriers. Imagine what one would see. The com_ing and going of conti_nents,
perhaps the secrets of the ancient MU peoples, the rise and fall_ of Atlantis, the
secrets of the pyramids, the great pterosaurs, and before that, the bi:th of the wor_ld
itself We would move closer, and closer, and closer, to the source, without ever q~te
touching it, an asymptotic relationship curving back to the great.source of all being,
a version of a Riemannian equation; time frame (A) - 1 eon, time frame (A-1) - 1
eon, etc. Those things that we now read as inscrutable runes would curve back upon
themselves and become blindingly self-evident, unlocked, lucid, and say for a moment
that in this trans-spatial and temporal realm, one might also touch hands with one's
progeny, your children's children and so on, so that progenitors a~ P:ogeny ~~e
linked as it were in hour-glass formation or a tree with roots spreading m dendrmc
expansion into the past but also with branches of tf:ose to come in thf: future, all
spreading in a dendritic explosion with yourself as link, the balanc_e _PDZ?t, the ~ck
of the hour-glass that all time must pass through so that the future vision is combined
with that of the past. What world would then open up? What thoughts or languages
or secrets could be unfolded? Whose hands would be linked t~ who~e? In ~our last
letter you wrote: "/ share a room with a man who calls himself buzz. _He thinks ~hat
he is an electric shaver from the planet Kaldr?n, but actually he zs ~n .~x-flzg~t
instructor show suffers from sudden and unpredictable attacks of amnesia. I begin
to understand your situation.

do<fo,
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/
P.P.P.S. My fortune cookie today said, "You have an unusually magnetic personality."
Sometimes I think that I may have already died many times but that I also exist in
many dimensions simultaneously. This many-worlds theory was posited by EverettWheeler-Graham in his theory on manifold worlds -- at the point at which wavefunction collapses, the universe splits up into as many layers as are necessary to
actualize all possibilities, a kaleidoscope of possibilities. All choices are made, and
the result is substrata upon substrata of reality layers. Related to the theories of
Maxwell and Planck, this manifold reality theory has interesting permutations. Let
us say my consciousness is a condition of my being on all dimensions outlined by the
Everett-Wheeler-Graham theorum. A kind of cosmic unconsciousness. Say, then that
I die one way or another in one of my many existences and so my consciousness
ceases to function on that particular plane or within that spatio-temporal continuum.
It is conceivable that my consciousness would continue on all of the other dimensions
and would continue untroubled by the loss of a single facet of my multi-fold astral
or cosmic being. Aging is an entropic function and occurs when more than one half
of one's existences have been shut down. Death occurs when the last manifestation
of self shuts down in the last possible world of what was once a manifold existence.
The expansion and contraction of the universe can be measured by the degree to
which all things manifest energy or entropy. I noticed that the little cat doors that I
installed for my three cats, one calico, one jelicle and one ginger, the cat doors
which swing freely but are held in place by lillle magnets to keep the wind and dust
from coming in, those magnets, have been slowly getting weaker over time. This must
mean something. I think that the fact or the alleged fact that the universe is
expanding explains why magnets slowly get weaker. It is a form of entropy. Scientists
generally concur that at some distant time in the future, the universe will reach its
limit of expansion and will begin to contract again. If a civilization something like
ours were to exist in such a time, then we might find that magnets would slowly but
naturally grow stronger with time. We would constantly have to de-magnetize things.
It could even be that we would enter existence as aged creatures and move through
life getting younger and younger. Time, in effect would appear to move backwards.
Have you ever looked at an upside-down alarm clock in the middle of the night and
suddenly thought you were late for work?
P.P.P.P.S. I enclose a box of your favourite cigars, try not to smoke them all at once.
P.P.P.P.P.S. As usual, I define my terms so that we understand one another.
alterity; the state or quality of being other, otherness (anything but this).
anononym; one whose identity is unknown or inconsequential (e.g.; Fausto Bedoya).
Biedermeieier; artistically & intellectually conventional, uninspired (see; Hollywood).
brio; enthusiastic vigor (see; "the red sweet wine of youth").
compenetrate; to penetrate throughout (think of advertising).
concatenation; the act of linking things in a chain (e.g.; ancestors/you/progeny).
costive; affected with constipation, stilted or stodgy in appearance (like "Buzz").
dyspeptic; relating to or having indigestion (see; American ''fast-food").
en/ant terrible; one whose behaviour is em.harassing, one who is strikingly
unorthodox in expression or action (once again, see; "the red sweet wine of youth").
impecunious; habitually having little or no money (like you, dear friend).
mercurial; marked by rapid, unpredictable changes in mood (like me, dear friend).
murmuration; a flock (especially of starlings).
noisome; harmful, especially to health, offensive to the senses and especially to the
sense of smell (see; the American "entertainment" industry).
paroemiology; the study of proverbs (e.g.; "Wisdom lies in proverbs" ha-ha).
polymythy; the inclusion of many subplots in a text (I'm not sure what this means).
raparist;freebooter in search of plunder (Banker, Investment Broker, Tax Collector).
terpsichorean; relating to dance ("Twyla meet Merce, Merce meet Twlya. I despise
some choreographer's balls, don't you? Twlya Merce, Merce Twyla. Always the same
thing, hors d' oeuvres and dervishes, dervishes and hors d' oeuvres, ahhh, Ms. Kain!").
thank-you-ma' am; a bump in the road (see: life, see: writing). KJ.
Such was the letter that I sent to my stoney-faced friend. Petrov. Unbalanced. But since
I mailed the letter, I had a dream, and I now describe it in this letter to you. I dreamed
that I looked out my window into my garden, and all along the border of the garden were
flowers, in fact, irises. Violet irises, or perhaps deep burgundy red. And after a while a
small dog entered the yard. It was a terrier, one of the little ones with the rumply
medium-long fur, the kind with moustachios, friendly and alert And it came into the yard
and started sniffing several of the irises. And shortly after that a number of other doggies
arrived, just like the first one, only with varying colours, and patches of soft gray and
white and bits of black, and they entered the yard, and they gambolled about, and took
little shits, and scratched themselves, and after a while the first doggy licked one of the
irises and gently took one of the petals into its mouth. And it must've seemed tasty,
because the terrier bit a bit more off, but it left the better part of the flower on the stem.
And the other dogs started doing the same, some at one patch of flowers, some at another.
And as they did this, they started taking on the colour of the flowers, and soon, soon the
garden was filled with little violet dogs all nibbling gently, their moist eyes on the irises - irises violet and glowing, reflecting in the new moon light.

TWO POEMS
by Laurie Kruk
The Wedding Hair-Do
Who planted this ornamental shrub
on top of my head? Twenty-three hair-pins,
half a bottle of spray, and I reach up to feel
nylon wires of a flexible bird cage, towering
behind my back. Women comfortable
with the arsenal of hair spray, gel and mousse
took my head in their hands for an hour,
eased me of its weight, inside:
substituted another. Scolded me
for split ends, hair dryers, swimming pools,
.
slipping into Zeller' s Price-Cutters between grocenes
and laundry, for "just the minimum."
I came in for the minimum, then, softened
/
by wedding frenzy, my mother's contagious dreams,
the rehearsal she hopes this is,
shyly request them to "do something
.
wedding-like with it..Put it up, maybe_?"
Making at last, the dreamed debutante s entrance: harr up.
skirts down, like a lady. And so my shoulder-length summer hay
is made captive to irons and rollers and dryers,
the template for a vision out of Ladi.es Home
Journal or "Cinderella" by Disney. Curled, teased,
sprayed into submission. My face, shri~ng, in the mirror.
When they silently lift the glass, captunng
the new garden in terra incognita, back of my head,
I can only say "Uh thanks--it's very--different."
Pat and muse~ I leave: poodle, or Barbara Eden's Jeanie?
In the plaza, the drug store, the parking lot
I think everyone is staring at me.
"I'm going to a wedding," I blurt
to the pregnant checkout girl. Like explaining away
a black eye, shameful result of losing some contest,
which leads to exaggerated accounts
of the strength of the opposition. (She tells me I look sweet.)
I come home to my parents' applause, in chorus for once.
Before I go, Dad takes my picture--their "princess"
at last. Bite down on my laughter, remembering how beauty contestants, before the
cameras, would sink teeth
into red lips
to make them redder, silent smilers.
But next morning, singing in the shower.
I flatten all hopes
under soapy ownership of
my head. Pile of hair pins
by the sink
nobody's slipper to fill, only the shiny signs
of the bird's latest escape.

Lines
the line he drew
between us
yesterday's hot slow afternoon
sitting in a park
filled up with lovers
is repeated by
line of sunburn, today
dividing my cotton-sheltered ankles
from naked pleading knees

Your~~enp

Kar~
P.S. Let's get together for a conversation soon, perhaps over chinese food, wine & cigars.
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I
Snippets of Adaptation

5 Second quotation from the book The Possible and the Actual by Francois Jacob (page 60,

(an artifact dedicated to Darwin)
by Death Waits
The text first appeared in 1849 in a journal edited by Gennan political refugees in Biel,
Switzerland. The original title, Die Revolution was unacceptable to the authorities, but
after the editor decided to drop the "R," the paper was passed. 1>
In spite of many claims, it is not science that detennines politics, but rather political
attitudes that distort and misuse science to find self-confirmation. 2>

ibid, my italics.) An answer to the question Cocteau posed in Snippet 3. And perhaps that
is one of the main themes of this worl-: (i.e. biological explanations for everything.) At any
rate, the idea that the mind does not (Jerceive the world, but rather creates its own world
and then lives within a constant comparison between its own perceptions and the
reception of outside stimuli does create a very clear, if still rather futile, purpose for the
production of artistic wo,rks. The phrase 'a private representation of the world ', if we assume
that this 'private representation ' is a valid biological concept, conjures up ghost-like images
of ships passing in the night, alienated individuals ignoring each other on the streets ,
heads down, shoulders hunched over their ears. literally (scientifically) living in 'their own
little worlds.' It has not been my experience that art has any power whatsoever to bridge
these chasms, however perhaps simply highlighting them is enough . Bridges of mist.
Bridges that will not hold the weight of a single foot.

The sickness, to express oneself. What is it? -- Jean Cocteau 3>
6 Excerpt from a short story I will now probably never finish . The story was intended to be a

A man who is dying decides to clone his dog and send replicas of it to all his friends and
acquaintances so that they will have something concrete to remember him by.
Consequences?•>
The arts constitute, in a sense, efforts to communicate by various means certain aspects
of a private representation of the world 5>
There is a certain vagueness to the concept of evolution I have always found highly
suspicious. At its theistic core and in my heart I continuously doubt how such a thing
could be true. It is as if some mistaken linchpin to the entire Darwinian paradigm had
slipped by unnoticed. Consequences? 6>
Macbeth cannot be biologically prewired in the head of the child who learns it.

1

>

In life there is a sort of awkwardness, a delicacy of health, a frailty of constitution, a vital
stammering which is someone's chann. Charm is the source of life just as style is the
source of writing. Life is not your history -- those who have no charm have no life, it is
as though they are dead. But the charm is not the person ... It is strange how great thinkers
have a fragile personal life, an uncertain health, at the same time they carry life to the
state of absolute power or "Great Health." These are not people, but the figures of their
own combination. 3>
I feel that man should not have thrown himself into this amazing adventure that is history.
Everything that he does turns against him because he wasn't made to do something, he
was made solely to look and to live as the animals and the trees do. 9>
Diversity is a way of coping with the possible. It acts as a kind of insurance for the
future ... If we were all equally sensitive to a virus the whole of mankind could be wiped
out by a single epidemic. We are 4.5 thousand million unique individuals so as to face
possible hazards. It is the uniqueness of the person that makes the idea of producing
perfect replicas by cloning so revolting. 10>
Once, I wrote the words: "What does it mean to be human? Now?" and slipped them onto
the lips of a young actress. We are links in a chain with no beginning and no end.
Affectations of a scientific mythology. Our lungs were once pieces of fish esophagus, but
now they are only lungs: breathe air, cough blood, speak poems. 11 >

NOTES:
1 Referring to an essay by Karl Heinzen re-published as Murder in The Terrorism Reader

(pages 53 - 65, edited by Walter Laquer, History/Political Science, Meridian Books, New
Yor~. 1~78) The thought of evoluti~n as a m_ore acceptable mainstream concept than
revo1ut1on 1s both accurate and comical. A reminder of the extent to which the evolutionary
canon has asserted itself and for just how long it's been that way (at least 145 years.)
2 Fro_m th_e book The Possible and the Actual by Francois Jacob (page 61, Evolution,
Umver~1ty of ~ashi~gton Press, Seattle, 1982, Jacket illustration by Vesalius from De
human, corpons fabnca, 1543.) There are four quotations from this book over the course of
!h~ piece_ and at one point it occurred to me that I might as well quote the whole damn book
in its entirety. As well, I am continually astonished at how little interest I have in politics
these days. As each of us in turn abdicates responsibility for the maintenance and
humanity of our political system, it in turn continues to address us with an appropriate reply.
3 Fr~m the book Write~s at Wo_rk: 1r.e Paris Review Interviews, (3rd series, pages 57 - 81,
edited by George Plimpton, introduced by Alfred Kazin, interview conducted by William
Fifield, literary Criticism, Penguin Books, New York, 1967.) You will notice that unlike the
others, for some reason I felt I could not quote Cocteau without giving him due credit within
the body of the poem itself. I guess it is one thing to borrow tidbits from scientists and
philosophers. But for a poet to steal directly from another poet, and what's more from
ano!her poet he both admires and was once compared to in the pages of the free press, is
a en~~ I_ do not yet feel up t? t~e tas_k of committing. Perhaps I will work my way up to blindly
plagiarizing Cocteau by beginning with the name of a poet I wish to casually insult within the
context of this footnote (take your pick.)
4 Idea for a short story I will now probably never write. The story was to be entitled The Press
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~elease and ~e set in a idyllic prison of the future which generates huge amounts of
income by putting its genetic engineering criminals and computer hackers to work on more
modest and legal projects . The first paragraph was to read as follows: "The warden was
dying. He knew he was dying and wanted desperately to do something about it. But what?
The opt!ons seemed limited. He slipped his feet into his shoes, carefully re-laced them,
and de~1ded to walk the_ grounds while he was thinking. This was what he ironically referred
to_ a~ his round_s. ~t.arting o~ the ground floor he would wander in and out through the
cr~minal and sc1ent1hc containment areas as he pleased, being the only member of the
prison staff who did not require additional authorization to do so, and then finish with the
most ~resti_gious and profitable _wing of the penitentiary (genetic research) where they
would invariably have come up with some new, minor breakthrough to amuse him - a three
~eaded pig and a fist sized fruit fly being the two most recent examples, all of which was of
httle use. He was dying and no bio-genetic distraction would quite do the trick." For a
number o_f reasons I f~lt thi~ was a story which could not be written. It fell through the cracks
of the wnterly, the chinks in the possible: too conventionally plotted to really fly with the
tec~no_-babble an~ to experimentally conceptualized to draw a traditional narrative up into a
satisfying conclusion. If I felt it was within the realm of my abilities this is the kind of short
story I would most like to be writing.

satire based on Northern Ireland's infamous Academic Praxis Disintegration movement
(approximately 1965 - 1972) whose slogans included : "Bad academia makes really good
art!" and "Give them enough footnotes and they'll hang themselves!" The A.P.D. was a
fascinating art historical anomaly - a minor offshoot of the International Situationist
Movement - whose founder, a certain Biology Professor named A.M. Piercer, after reading
both Duchamp and Debord, decided to re-publish a number of his worst students most
heinous and poorly written essays calling them 'found objects' and 'spectacles.' Apparently
he had absolutely no idea of the floodgates he was opening. It wasn't long before every
other gallery in Northern Europe was wall-papered with philosophical hack-work and
lengthy pseudo-intellectual tripe. Fortunately, Professor Piercer was clever enough to
capitalize on the youth culture groundswell, quickly forming his own arts organizatiffn (the
previously mentioned A.P.D.) and giving lectures, staging happenings/conferences,
publishing a greater and greater number of drastically unreadable collections and forming a
considerable body of work formulating an artistic paradigm out of the smashed up remains
of traditional university life. His most famous works include : Sentences With No Point: An
A.P.D . Reader (edited by A.M. Piercer, Non-Fiction/Humour, Krakow Publishing , New
York , 1968); Proust : The First Hundred Pages, A Life In Bed (with an introduction by
Giocotto Lucca, Biology/Art History/Literature, Samuel & Taylor, Winnipeg, 1972) ; and an
autobiography of his early years entitled An Illiterates Guide To A Fast-Track PHO : How To
Become An Internationally Acclaimed Conceptual Artist And Teachers Assistant Without
Ever Having Read A Word (ghost written by his student Brendan Carlston,
Biography/Politics. Penguin Books, New York, 1974, a book which he latter disowned,
possibly after having read it for the first time.) By all accounts the Academic Praxis
Disintegration movement died down as quickly as it had sparked up, (there are no
references to it whatsoever after 1974, the year Patti Smith released her Horses album)
however, it is often postulated that contemporary, post-modern academic thought has
many of its roots within the finer points of Professor Piercer's work.

7 Third quotation from the book The Possible and the Actual by Francois Jacob (page 18,

ibid.) Since I have quoted Jacob somewhat out of context on this third point, I will elaborate
by giving the paragraph in its entirety : "There remains one domain in which the instruction
versus selection argument has not been settled as yet : the nervous system. Very little is
known about the way neurons become connected during embryogenesis, about the
direct or indirect role played by the genes in the establishment of the 'wiring diagram,' or
about the learning process . As in the immune system, the enormous number of synapses
and the impossibility of having in the germ cell a particular gene for each synapse have led
neurobioligists to assume that synapses become established through rather flexible,
neurogenetic mechanisms. The brain is by definition the domain of instructionism, and
selectionist theories are badly received there because of the compelling argument that
'Macbeth cannot be biologically prewired in the head of the child who learns it.' The
problem, however, is not a matter of words or ideas, but of synapses. Already several
decades ago, it was suggested that a huge excess of synapses might become established
during embryonic development, with learning then resulting from the selection of certain
synapses and their combination in a functional circuit, while unused synapses would
disappear. It will probably take time before the instructionist versus selective nature of the
leaning process can be resolved." I hope you 'll agree that, without recourse to excessive
context, I selected the most interesting and provocative line from that passage for inclusion
within my piece . If not. feel free to choose your own favourite statement or passage,
photocopy it onto a correctly proportioned errata sticker, and stick it over top of the original
Snippet 7, improving the piece -from your point of view - immeasurably.
8 From the book Dialogues by Gilles Deluze and Claire Parnet (page 5, translated by Hugh

Tomlinson and Barbara Habberjam, Columbia University Press, European Perspectives
Series, New York, 1987.) Those whe know me, perhaps the entire readership of this
periodical. will already be aware of the fact that the past year of my life has been clouded in
frailty and a variety of unbelievably persistent health difficulties. Therefore, I continuously
search for any opportunity to envision these health problems as dormant signs of my
impending genius. The sophistry runs as follows: Great artists and thinkers throughout
history have been fragile and sickly. I'm fragile and sickly. Therefore I must be great as well.
The above noted charming passage by Deluze echoes this sentiment and is accordingly
overripe for inclusion within the poem and within the greater body of my delusions.

Sb At this juncture allow me a brief 'reading-annecdote' from my youth. When I was younger I

read the better part of A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism & Schizophrenia by Gilles Deluze
and Felix Guttari (translation and forward by Brian Massumi, philosophy/cultural studies,
University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1987, cover illustration by Barbara
Riechmann-Penderson.) Because one of the main structural points of the book was that it
had no beginning and no end and therefor Its chapters or 'plateaus' could be read in
absolutely any order: that is exactly what I did. However, since the book is an extremely
difficult 574 pages, and I was not keeping track as I went along, it wasn't long before I found
myself severely confused as to what exactly I had read already and what I had yet to read my eyes drifting half way down a page with an extreme sense of deja vu. It was as if I was
trapped within an endless labyrinth of near identical corridors and hadn't the faintest idea
which corridors I'd already walked through and which corridors I had yet to try. Every time I
split the book open the page in front of me looked strangely familiar and at one point I was
even so confused as to wonder whether or not I had spent the past three months reading
the exact same page over and over again, until finally, assuming I had probably read more
pages then I had missed, and slightly sickened by the entire experience, I put the book
down and the sound of the book hitting the table echoed the painter Francis Bacon's
statement that one never really finishes a painting. just chooses a suitable point at which to
stop. And that is the reason why to this day I could not tell you exactly how many pages of A
Thousand Plateaus I've actually r~ad.
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THREE TEXTS
by George Angel
Recollection of Sixty Winters
(for Tim Fitzmaurice)
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In a sack to tack with us. All words now vigorously misspelled! j'ch j'ch j'ch.
Couldn't have had enough of this if you paid me. So-- to proclamate. Our fuss. Our
rahabilitation is oaferski. My, nope, once again, my me my me oh dire rain didrop. My
hands are shot off, in slow motion and to music. Musn't fussit. My far faciled (the pair
a tweezers in whose hands we know) father, the Areopagite n no lesser, swam and (not
to say&, he was no aquabat) swum the first river, Pison (priest not, but still a fair amount
of pee floatin around in there), when it had been forgotten he pedaled there, Madgallina
the moaning cur he slew it by. But if its a lump of a bird yer floatin for why not have a
real election, I'm selling ya your foot your hand. Voting for goodyear all crinkly face tired
of it in the grand floating by, smile fatso, or the other guys? Kiss a kid. Assert your
second, third and fourth heads. Because there is a fifth river, no shores, full of piss and
shit, no less, and when it spits the little puddled mess turns to tigers. I never no knew
Nostradamus or nursed verse about war toys, but I held a garden house before and I know
storms starve and everything is drying up. If I were to dress and keyp a garden my
modesty would put underpants on the forks of the trees. We cannot burn a flaming sword.
We can only toss what we have in the water. Not to forget the kiddies. No cat in a bag
but instead Lassie and Flipper. We must be going. No sip, not a one.
Reflected, with steam coming out of its ears the overworked engine of a little
mountain. Little, my leafy sap of a proagonist by the waterside, speak! Somethingaling
that has a certain ring that probabbly came across like this (:) Rubia Mirella, your budding
is blurted with allitei:atiee the arithmatic of a scummy little epicurean. Chalk that walks
and talks (tiza que pisa y le da risa). Yea, yea. I prefer pelicans, an honest mouth full of
coupons. Fitography reaches for my allitterbit voice, Like an old sueno abrazador,
hiswhitewhackingcaneofafriend at my shins, punctuating me with smiles and full hours.
No wing, better to drown outside parenthesis, as I was singing. We'll stay a week or two,
we '11 stay the summer through. Not fit for a garden hose, this little spurt.

Design For A Tablecloth
Upon reflection I see another has pulled my face through my thoughts and it
appears on the back of my head. This has happened before. It is safe to say that whenever
I correspond I touch another who may see the past more clearly than I. There might be
something there to read when from inside it we see a turning year leave its print. To taste
another's tongue again.
Anno hears trumpets. It is only the chicory spangling and then mysteriously
turning white on the long stems it sends. He hides his head in his shirt when he thinks of
all his friends. In the tall weeds around him, they are pink from weeping.
Clowning in the green with seeds again. Principalities have been speaking. An
orange dragonfly evades the pin. Anno's eyes close but the smell of a nasturtium pricks
him.
A sunflower has bothered to grow taller than his clown collar and Anno peers
up into it. His shoes are filled with rocks and memories of inclines. In his brown and
reddened hopes for himself there is a cluster of Virtues. All this is solid and then solid
otherwise and so renewed.
He sings the white around his eyes. Thrones have burst and pepper where they
rise. Trees partition what is left when yellow dies. It touches Anno.
The sun is a dragon fly burst high. From a pine's crown an eagle emerges upon
the bright air. We ate on a hill beside a broken tree. A swift line, a spiral, of summer.
Here under in a day of swallows, it is late may or june. Means flick about our heights,
green medians of flight. Dusk lifts, sifted through the web they spread. Quick darting in
the dead grass, along the ground hidden rustling. Our footnells slip beneath the crust that
lids this turning.

Perihedron
All round, about, beyond. The roofs hold. A crown unfolding, the sky bevels.
The voice rises higher into the shattered air. Proclamations, like small vehicles, sheath the
unimportance that is words. Words are falling from the tree of voice. The light pedals at
its branches.
It is a seduction, this wanting to take a pistol and walk up to someone on the
street and shoot him in the head. The apex of oranges and its king whispering for
importance to gather. The great trunk and its unknown crown resounding. An iron softly
smooths with pressure, the heat lies in the calculations.
First, the attempt to place an empty bottle and a paddle wheel above the pointed
roofs. Will the erased and still dusty blue board hold such things. Imagine merely the
bottle and the paddle wheel. This leaning back, eyes closed, pressing the trigger again.
The coat worn, the expression. The bottle is perfect. The paddle wheel touches everything
with complexity. Pah, that sound, pah. The paddle wheel with one broken paddle is yet
never still. Never to step forward with loud footsteps. Inner music ferments in
concentration. All round, about, beyond. The bottle is impenetrably shut, finished.
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BOOKS RECEIVED:
With this issue, Rampike continues in its tradi.tion of offering short reviews on books
received. The books reviewed below are only a small and non-representative sampling of
many excellent volumes that have arrived in the Rampike offices. With future issues,
Rampike will acknowledge receipt of all books and whenever possible will include listings
of pertinent information. With future issues we will strive to expand our coverage and at
the very least will offer short commentary when not presenting full reviews. Ed./KJ. *
If you're in the mood to explore the psychological effects of communication breakdown, J. Jill
Robinson's book The Eggplant Wife (Arsenal Pulp Press: ISBN: 1-55152-024-9), will provide
intriguing reading. Congruency of themes together with a variance of perspectives in her three short
stories and title novella serve to enhance, expand and diversify the reader's understanding of a
feminine internal mindscape. Rather than empowering themselves by altering their situations,
Robinson's emotionally starved characters choose to suffer through, and cope with the consequences
of maintaining dysfunctional relationships. Compellingly mystic and erotic elements underscore the
femaleness of the stories while rendering them inviting to all. Robinson juxtaposes an explicitly
Canadian setting against internal landscapes to create wmsual sketches of familiar circumstances.
Review by Heather Lloyd.
Rough Skin (ISBN 0-919897-45-2, Wolsak and Wynn: Toronto), is a gem. Maureen Hynes' first
poetry collection uses stirring imagery and meticulous honesty to depict the author's travels through
Australia, Mexico, Alberta, and back to her home in Toronto. Her voice is definitely female, her
perspectives on humankind are profound. With candor and humour, Hynes documents urban life in
the 90's using sensitivity and vivid recollections of her lovers, friends and strangers in the night.
In "Cocktail Shoes" we get a moving portrayal sparked only by a glance from a neighbour. "I meet
her eyes, frightened, elastic in a face like an abandoned planet, a jolt of red across her lips ... her
bare legs beneath her winter coat, open-toed clear plastic pumps that clatter her through this frothing
late-spring snow." Equally passionate are her courageous internal journeys dealing with loss and
grief and the torment and euphoria of being alive. Reviewed by Lorraine Mackie.
Steve Lundin's Stolen Voice (Anvil Press, P.O. Box 1575, Stn. A. Vancouver, B.C. V6C 2P7
Canada -- ISBN: 1-895636-06-X, $11.95), is printed as one-half of a single volume by Anvil and
is the "Co-winner of the 16th Annual International 3-Day novel writing contest. Lundin presents
an hallucinatory jaunt in the life of artist Tod Coll as he struggles to maintain "artistic"
righteousness in a world obsessed with economic realities. Virulent and acrimonious in language
and style, Stolen Voices becomes a labyrinth of grotesque images in the virtuoso's journey to
maintain artistic and personal integrity. Reviewed by Suzanne Myers.
Mitch Parry's Vacant Rooms is printed on the flip side of Anvil Press's edition featuring the cowinner of the 16th Annual International 3-Day novel writing contest. -- ISBN: 1-895636-06-X).
Parry offers memory-bank sketches to show the protagonist grappling with the psychological results
of a childhood disrupted through an act of adultery. Vacant Rooms features evocative language and
imagery that scrutinizes memories in an effort to understand the sense of disintegrating family ties
and personal losses that haunt the protagonist. Reviewed by Suzanne Myers.
Rita Moir, Survival Gear (Polestar Press Ltd., 1011 Commercial Drive, Second Floor, Vancouver,
B.C., Canada V5L 3Xl, ISBN: 0-919591-81-7. Whoever stated that romance in travelling through
Canada is dead, is a blatant liar and probably has never read this book! Rita Moir, a west-coaster
also has a love for the east coast, and has brought together her nineties travelling experiences in this
collection of short stories and memories. Nostalgic and clever, each story teaches a modem moral - to give the reader their own piece of "survival gear". Selling for $14.95, this is one of most
reasonably priced "self-help" books on the market, and is enjoyable reading. More non-fiction than
fiction, and more imagistic than some poetry, this book is a must-have for anyone wishing that they
were closer to an ocean. Reviewed by Dina Murphy.
Head Cook at Weddings & Funerals and other stories of Doukhobor life (Polestar: ISBN 0-91959175-2). V. Plotnikoff was born into a Doukhobor family in Saskatchewan and lived in the Kootenay
Valley of BC for most of her life. Plotnikoff's fiction is engaging from the start: the realness of the
characters pulls me into these stories and the thought-provoking conflict between generations and
cultures is emotional. Plotnikoff's skilful narration unravels fourteen bitter-sweet stories containing
both the humour of life and its hardships. "My best time was when the chores were done and my
padrooshki, my girlfriends and I would walk out on the prairie and play and wibraid our hair and
rwi with the wind." The fascinating history in this book makes it worthy reading. $14.95. Reviewed
by Christine M. Smith.
Betty Vogel's novel Pilgrimage (Blue Flower Press: 101-309 East Cordova St. Vancouver, B.C.,
V6A IL4 -- ISBN 1-55056-234-7), is an autobiographical fiction that gives a refreshing look at the
lifestyles and historical landscapes of Germany during the 1950's. The protagonist is a young
unenlightened, exchange student at the Johannes Gutenberg University at Mainz, Germany. She
searches her ancestral land to find the key she believes will free her from a self-absorbed, neurotic
life. Humour is coupled with seriousness particularly in the portrayal of the protagonist's encowiters
with religion. Pilgrimage deals with expectations not met and concludes ironically: "The only thing
she discovered was, what she had hoped and longed for was an illusion -- that she was again locked
into the unsufferable incarceration of her soul." Reviewed by Marlene Rix.
Norma Harrs' Love Minus One & Other Stories (Hounslow Press, 2181 Queen St. E. Suite 301,
Toronto, Ontario Canada M4E 1E5 -- ISBN: 0-88882-173-5), deals with a passage into womanhood.
Harrs originated in Ireland and now lives in Winnipeg. She is a freelance journalist and broadcaster
for the CBC. This collection of short stories features a fluid style, moving the reader through a
series of events beginning with childhood and moving through tensions that accumulate over the
years. The book questions conventional sexual and marital relations by posing questions such as
"Are women geared toward marriage and child-bearing from birth?" and, "Are we meant to be
monogamous?" Implied answers to the questions in this book are sometimes surprising, but always
thought provoking. Review by Becky Strom.

* Future issues of Rampike will also offer coverage of art & literary periodicals received.
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